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- Abstract The Refuge of Fools: A Novella by Merrill Lee Girardeau
(Under tlie direction of Tom Franklin)

The main character of The Refitge of Fools, Mar>’ Canon
Israel, resembles H.L. Mencken's iconoclast. Mencken v\Tites that
an iconoclast uses an instinct that supersedes the logic of religion,
a logic he calls "the refuge of fools." Known as M.C., Mar\- Canon
attends a private Christian high school in the South. Instinct
acute, however, she regards the "God concept" with extreme
suspicion.
The Refuge of Fools visits her junior year of high school,
each chapter taken from a month of that year. Her lifelong friend
Palmer wants to change the nature of their friendship but cannot
decide whether to date M.C. or convert her. M.C's lab partner
Becca ropes her into attending a weekly fellowship group. The
faith that surrounds M.C. perpetually throws her un-faith into
relief. She reacts with both brazenness and diffidence: when
accused of being a Communist,she dresses as Che Guevara, but
when her Religion teacher addresses M.C.'s disbelief, she evades
the question. It is death, though, that intrudes on her life and tugs
at the threads of her worldview.
The storv is not simply a visitation; M.C. herself narrates.
Now a mother and wife, she remembers her seventeen-\'ear-old
self with wry wisdom and compassion. She sees what the young
M.C. does not or cannot see —that faith triumphs ov^er selfishness,
doubt, and death. In the end, she realizes her ignorance and turns
a new face to the refuge of fools.
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- Introduction-

There's a movie I love called The Red Shoes. It's about a
ballerina with great ambition and the composer who writes the
ballet that makes her famous. The ballerina and the composer
meet in a scene near the beginning of the film. Victoria, the
ballerina, attends a party where champagne and professional
dancers abound. She finds Mr. Lermontov, the composer, and
tells him she wants to dance in one of his ballets. Mr. Lermontov
says,

do want to dance?"
Victoria pauses and says,"Why do you want to live?

“Well, I don't know why exactly," says Mr. Lermontov,
eyes wider, head shaking slightly."But 1 must."

That's my answer too," says Victoria.
WTiv do vou I to write? I write because I must.

The dri^'e to write is abstract, but it is powerful; it
commands and consumes. I believe that a divine thumbprint
spreads itself across the human brain like a web, whispering to us,
compelling us to create. It is the middle-of-the-night plotting. It is
the tail of the dream we chase, grasping the orange fur, releasing
it, and grabbing it again.
On mv most successful writing days, I would tell mvself.
You just mode something out of nothing! That proves mere ego
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padding on further reflection. I am,rather, chasing something as I
create strange blue scribbles on white pages. I chase God. I chase
the motivations,the dignity, the humility, the justice of others. I
chase down myself.

I did not have nothing when I began this book. I had
nineteen years' worth of words. I had a brother, a mother, a
father. I had teachers. I had friends. I had acquaintances. I had
pastors and family friends and neighbors and strangers. That is
aU.

The Refuge ofFools attempts to augment,compress,squish,
bleach, repaint, and even puncture these possessions of mine. To
change them until they bear only some degree of resemblance to
their sources. Then comes the rearranging. I must form these
new
things into narrative, character, prose. I'm glad I started
early.

This project began as I walked from Martin, the dorm
where I lived freshman year, to the Honors College. I remember
walking beside the grassy plot behind the Union where students
waited for the OUT bus (there's a glass booth there now). I
thought,"How cool would it be to put an atheist in a Christian
high school and see what happened?"
This thought, of course, did not occur in a vacuum.
I was raised in the Presbyterian church, in two
Presbyterian schools, raised by two devout Christians. God had
always been close, breathing out in the long O's of arcane hymns,
fluttering in the pages of those hundred Bibles during hundreds

of church services. I have just about always embraced His
presence. I received Jesus at four years old.
From there, a normal Southern childhood. Replete with
small kitchen-table dramas and soccer-field triumphs. All the
w'hile, I cultivated a relationship with the God of my youth
through prayer, praise, and stud}’’ing the Bible. I would also enjoy
long talks with my mom, w'ho began teaching her owm Bible
study at our church w'hen I w’as about seven years old. Driving to
and from school and piano practice and cheerleading practice, I
w'ould tell her of my latest conflict with a friend or fear about an
oral presentation in school. She would engage my nascent
theological senses, essentially teaching me her Bible-study
lessons. She taught me that God w^as not the author of fear. She
taught me that all friendships need boundaries in order to thrive.
She taught me that praising God dispels doubt and despair.
I absorbed these truths from my mother gladh'. Hero, best
friend, she gave me multitudes of wisdom and care, more than lil
ever be able to repay. Partly because of my respect and lo\'e for
her, 1 cultivated a life that sought to please God.

That pursuit has suffered its lags, its sore knees, its
stumblings, but it has not stopped. \ATien I w^ould describe my
book to friends and others w'ho asked about it, they would
sometimes ask if 1 had ever professed atheism as Mary Canon
does. No, 1 would say. I have had doubts as ever)’one does. But
God-hating? Not me. Those w'ho know me —even incidentally —
know that rebellion rarely p^pifies my behavior and speech.

But again, lags ha^'e occurred. They occur daily. I choose
self over others, self over God each hour. Each minute. 1 w'ould
hazard a guess that m\’ behavior and speech and thought life run
parallel to those of your run-of-the-mill atheist in many (if not
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most) moments.I would hazard another, more damning guess as
well: many people of faith function in the same ways as non
believers.
I took the title The Refuge ofFools from an essay by H.L.
Mencken. The writer indicates that atheism is a human instinct,
not some psychological fluke. I agree. I think that each of us is or
has been that "visitor to the shrine" who leaves doubting what he
or she has just heard.
Mary Canon's doubts are natural. She expresses emotions
and thoughts about the divine, about death, and about humanity
that most people have felt and thought at some time. M.C. is
intelligent, certainly, but as I try to point out in the book multiple
times,she overestimates her own level of insight. She
oversimplifies the life of faith. I argue that many do —even people
who live lives of faith.
Most people would agree, however, that Christianity is a
complicated organism. The holy book alone is like a redwood,
are war
dense and reaching and strangely eternal. Inside the book
stories, genealogies, murders,erotic poems,songs,love stories,
angry mobs,talking clouds, talking donkeys, and resurrections
from the dead.
Last summer I read a book on the personality types of the
Enneagram. Under the description of each type comes a list of
characteristics that exhibit themselves when that type is
unhealthy or immature. One potential weakness of my
personality type(Type Four, or "The Individualist") is this: "Their
feeling states and self-image become rarefied to a degree that
reality will not support." A frightening prospect, right?
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Taken from another angle, this statement could describe
the Bible. Someone like M.C. could read the prophetic visions and
epic bloodshed and plagues as rarefied to a degree that reality
will not support. The gang-rape in Judges 19(which I explore in
the "April" chapter of The Refuge of Fools) describes what is, to my
mind, a cosmic kind of evil. The faith of Abraham as he prepares
to slay his son inverts all conventions of sound parenting.
Seemingly illogical, all of it.
Mencken writes,"The pedant and the priest have always
been the most expert of logicians." My thesis, this novella,
challenges that notion because of the breadth of seeming i/logic I
read in the Bible and see in the Christians around me. Faith defies
logic. Love defies logic, as do hope, redemption, resurrection, and
grace. If there is any logic at work in Christianity, it is unnatural —
supernatural, I argue.

Planner)' O'Connor knew this better than any artist I can
tliink of. WTien 1 had that thought behind the Union, I had been
rereading O'Connor's stories recently. A devout Catholic,
O'Connor often chose to feature atheists —or at least people who
challenge Christian doctrine and practice — as main characters.
And those characters undergo bizarre circumstances as O'Connor
exposes them to the grace of God. In "The Enduring Chill, a man
gets attacked by a hawk-shaped water stain on the wall. In "A
Temple of the Holy Ghost," a little girl encounters a
hermaphrodite in a circus tent who indirectly teaches her about
the third person of the Trinity. In "Good Country People, an
obstinate God-hater named Joy-Hulga gets her artificial leg stolen.

xni

I wanted the same thing for my character, my highschooler, my atheist, my granddaughter of Joy-Hulga. I wanted
her to know God's love in a brutal way.
Why? Why did I want that for her? What would be
accomplished?
This germ of an idea shows me everything I need to know
about the strengths and weaknesses of The Refuge ofFools. The
novella hangs on my personal desire to prove God's goodness in
the midst of strange suffering.

Strange suffering, though,has crept only around the
comers of my life. Death has come,though it arrived around the
moments I'd expected it. I have seen abuse and neglect—all
meager in the eyes of the world, perhaps, but palpable. Though
my vocabulary can't accommodate catastrophe, it knows anger,
regret, tears (especially the latter, which seem to pop up in every
chapter of this novella). I cim like Bob Dylan:

can't speak the

sotmds that know no pain.'' I believe no human knows those
sounds.

However, writing this book,I developed a critical
awareness of my life's own cheeriness. How my problems all
spring from first-world neuroses (self-abuse, self-consciousness,
self-centeredness). How distant seem tsunamis, car wrecks, onein-a-million medical diagnoses.
Part of my own problem with this book,in fact, is its
discomfort with its own events. I didn't have friends or classmates
die at any time in my life. But I came to Ole Miss and met a girl
who did lose two friends during high school. The girl, now one of
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my best friends, told me about the collective grief that she and her
peers felt in those da}’s. It fascinated me,that fit of sadness they
needed to restore themselves and each other.
Then I realized how sad it was that I could not relate to my
friend’s pain. Or perhaps I did not realize this; I merely
experienced the sadness of ignorance and searched myself for a
solution.

Truly, 1 think this book is that solution. HTiich, again,
explains ever}'thing that is right and wrong with it. Wlnai I mean
is that no number of thought experiments can transform the
artificial into the actual. No fiction can become true simply
because an author wills the fiction to exist.
I want to know what catastrophe, tragedy, and disaster
feel like. Not masochistically, but humanistically. I honestly don't
feel like I'm participating in this world fully as I look over these
twenty-two years of faith, hope, and love. And certainly 1 believe
that mv happy life represents the grace and protection of the Lord
in and over my life. Certainly. I do not begrudge Him.

Except that I do. How twisted my own psychology^ that I
ask God for more miseiy ?

Into my asking came this book, and a writer's miser\^
arrived, slow and coffee-stained and horribly static. In The Writuig
Life, Annie Dillard compares the life of a writer to that of an
inch worm:
The wretched inch worm hangs from the side of a
grassblade and throws its head around from side to side, seeming
to wail, \^^^at? No further? Its back pair of nubby feet clasps the
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grass stem; its front three pairs of nubs rear back and flail in the
air, apparently in search of footing. What! No further? W^at? It
searches everywhere in the wide world for the rest of the grass,
which is right under its nose. By dumb luck it touches the grass.
I was that inchworm as I wrote-blind and terrified. There
were many days when my hands and mind felt under torture. I
knew I needed—even wanted—to write, but I could not see the
grassblade. I could not see the story. I've spent the past four years
in false starts and blank pages. I've spent this time wringing the
story, the characters, the very words out.
Now I type speedily. I embrace ease of creation and
reporting about that creation. This introduction doesn't need to be
perfect the first time; in fact, it doesn't need to be perfect at all.
Just like the novel didn't need to be perfect. It can't be. I'm human.
Elementary truths, the stuff of cliches. But that's the
primary thing I learned from writing this thing you're holding.
The story will never be as compelling as an episode of "CSI." The
character will never be as complex as Raskolnikov (Crime and
Punishment). The sentences never as lyrical as Faulkner's, words
never dense as David Foster Wallace's. Commentary never as
stinging and poignant as Orwell's in 1984.
And that's okay. Dostoevsky didn't write plots as efficient
as "CSI" writers do. Orwell didn't excel in lyricism. Wallace's
characterization baffles me. None of us is a perfect writer. Not
Joyce, not Shakespeare, not even my beloved Flannery O'Connor.
So,imperfection glaring me in the face, I wrote.
Of course, the writer's misery still emerges from the self.
The self-abuse, the self-consciousness, the self-centeredness, all
keep the inchworm on that grassblade. But now, having crippled
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and blinded m)’self so many times in my writing life, 1 do not
presume to ask for pain from the Lord. To taunt Him is to insult
Him as a stor\'teller. He writes my book —the book of my life —
with an infinitely more appropriate set of obstacles for the
character, a healthy distribution of trouble and cheer.

But no, I did not kill off a friend or two in order to write
Palmer's and Michael's deaths with more veracity. I kept inching

up that blade of grass. I kept tr}dng to feel what M.C. would feel
in that moment of watching Michael's neck snap or her mother's
face give news of Palmer's death.
These efforts, only mildly successful. I did not set out to
prozfe God's existence and goodness despite tragedy, but I did set
out explore these ideas. My writing teachers — first Helen
Schulman at KYU,then Tom Franklin at Ole Miss —told me to put
M.C. through hell. To get her into trouble. To "be a sadist,

as

Kurt Vonnegut advises.
I committed to months of brainstorming, which produced
manv, man)' pages I later cut. Pages intended to interrogate and
v\^restle with M.C.'s stubborn pride, a cornerstone of her character.
At one point, this book included several scenes of M.C. wrestling
v\'ith Tesus incarnate. Those darlings I killed. Just as I killed other
darling scenes: Becca Norton's fifteenth birthday part)', M.C.'s
memories of playing with Palmer in the woods, several
confrontations with k4rs. Ewing the English teacher.

Many of the pages that remained read pedantic, preach)’,
and stale to me now. I put Mary Canon through a stilted version
of hell, one punctuated with tragedy but not flooded with actual
conflict. Mv dear friend Miriam (better known as Mand\)Ta\ lor
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told me recently that she can feel in this book the writer's
hesitancy with the tragic. I wholeheartedly agree. I know the
Bible. I know quirky childhood memories(Halloween costumes,
bat-catching). I know "deep" conversations between friends and
peers. But I do not know the suddenness of Mary Canon's
existence, of her pain.
Most of all, I wanted (and still want) to explore and expose
ihe truth: that God does exist, and that He does work good from
evil. I believe I am on this earth for that reason. I believe God laid
this book on my heart in order that I might, to quote Annie
Dillard again,"stalk my calling," the calling of sharing the Lord
with others. Again, I believe I achieve only mild success because I
do not know tragedy intimately. I can't. No matter how fertile my
imagination, it cannot acquaint itself with that brand of pain.

Another ignorance: story. For all my writing these past
four years,for all the lists of character traits and relevant quotes
and outlines. The Refuge ofFools remains without a coherent story.
The events presented don't logically follow one another, the
connections between them more thematic than practical. That's
not necessarily a criticism, more an observation. The criticism is
this: there are too many arguments and memories,not enough
action. Tom identified this deficiency during one of our
workshops together, and it hurt to hear that truth. That day, I
seriously considered scrapping this project entirely. These people
argue too much,I thought. They don't do anything; they just talk
and think and think and talk. I sat in the Grove, the beautiful
pasture of the Ole Miss campus,and despaired. I don't have a
story, I kept thinking. I don't have a story.
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After a few weeks, however, I decided to keep writing on
the track I’d been pursuing. I decided to honor my initial vision:
to explore the psychology behind God-worship in the classroom,
the church, the home, the car. I'd already written around 200
pages; to return to the basics of plot points would require too
much writing in too few months.
And then, after I had defended this thesis, my friend John
mentioned the experience of reading Hie Refuge of Fools:"So many
of the sections didn't sound like you. It sounded like something
you wrote as a freshman." He was right;"freshman Merrill Lee"
speaks in these pages, particularly in the structure and plotting.
All of those classroom conversations and car conversations were
her crutches. She didn't know better.

I explained this to John, then I said,"I think I outgrew this
stor)' awhile ago.'
It's okav to know that. Better still to use that knowledge on
the next book. I'd like to write it more quickly than this one so
that I don't outgrow it.

My friend Neal McMillin asked during my thesis defense
if I liked —or was it loved? —Mary Canon. V\Tiat could I say? How
could I tell that room how fragile, and yet how full, is mv
relationship with M.C.? Mar)' Canon walks around the corners of
mv mind. Chucks slapping against the hardwood and concrete.
She is the voice I choose for acerbic wit. She is the head of hair I
go too long without cutting. She is me, and she is a best friend of
mine, and she is a girl 1 knew in high school. She is a gift, like a
child is a gift.
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I will say that 1 love her honesty. She questions, she spits,
she shouts at the eternal in one moment and whimpers to it the
next.

These are my own questions, spittings, shouts, and whimpers.
Whatever they are, however much or little they speak to readers, 1
did nothing to deserve them. I worked hard on this book—harder
than I've worked on anything in my life—but God visited Mar)'
Canon upon me. With all her immaturity and stubbornness and
selfishness,she was His gift to me.
I hope He visits her upon anyone who reads this book. Not
just as a character, but as a chalk drawing. Mary Canon, again
(and again, and again), represents all of us.
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"[The iconoclast] proves enough, indeed,
when he proves by his blasphemy that this or
that idol is defectively convincing — that at
least one visitor to the shrine is left full of
doubts. The fact is enormously significant; it
indicates that instinct has somehow risen
superior to the shallowness of logic, the refuge
of fools. The pedant and the priest have
always been the most expert of logicians —and
the most diligent disseminators of nonsense
and worse."
- H.L. Mencken

"Childhood exposure to hellfire
Fundamentalist evangelism generally has one
of two effects: either it coarsens the
imagination or it wrecks the nerves for life."

- Donna Tartt
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- Prologue Youth is the gaping maw of our lives, when the universe is
our grudge. We want —even think we deserve —recognition,
actualization, and adulation. Yet we receive teachings from the
pillars of our community, and we don't trust them. We won't
believe that their wisdom, wisdom gained from piercings and soft
scars, could save us from wanting what we will never receive in
the measure we desire. And I suppose those reckless desires are
not limited to the young, but they shout loudest from there. We
hear them, we who have passed from that place, and we roll our
eyes. Sigh.
But we do not hear ourselves.

Part 1.
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- AugustEvery day that summer, I had avoided looking across the
street. If I looked. Palmer might be there, fiddling with his car or
mowing the grass. Meeting someone.
That Friday afternoon, 1 pulled up to the mailbox, feeling
his house staring at me again. It had been two and a half months.
I could spare a glance.
No cars in the driveway. The shades of the den's bay
window were shut, and those of his mother's window open. The
CTOgrass looked raooed, the bushes hairy. 1 began wondering for the

thousandth time how Palmer was occupying his summer.
Possible answers to this question had been whizzing
across my mind each day, as I shoved pacifiers in babies' faces.
Working at the church's nurser\% 1 had thought, would distract
me Detach my love from Palmer and plaster it on infants who
looked nothing like him. But I could only love them with my
mother's kind of love, the most militant of compassions.
She was crimping foil along the edges of a Stouffer's
chicken pot pie when 1 walked into the kitchen.
"Hi," I said.
Hello," she said over her shoulder. .\nv fussv babies
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today?
//
Not a one/' I said."Augusta had diaper rash. She was a
//
good sport about it, though.
She slid the casserole into the oven and turned to me.
//
ft
You used to get the most awful diaper rash.
St

Did I scream?

"Oh,yes. For hours. Mrs. Huey would call me from next
//
door, you were so loud.
"You're kidding." I plucked a mini 100-Grand out of the
candy bowl and ripped open the wrapper.
"I'm not kidding," she said, her face slight and sharp as an
ice pick. I've since wondered if she had ever linked my screams to
her presence. And if that thought had ever hurt her.
//
"Oh,I meant to teU you. I got a call from Janice yesterday,
she said."She and Palmer went on a camping trip. They wanted
//
one of us to collect their paper and mail this morning.
"When will they be back?" I crunched the rice puffs
through the chocolate and caramel gunk, thinking of my own
trips to Lake Hadley. How it smelled like pine and rust, how
many tiny fires Janice,Palmer, and I had made on its thin banks.
St

Late tonight, she said. Did you know Palmer got back
from camp at the start of the week?"
"What age did he have?" 1 said.
"The youngest ones there. I think she said they were se\^en

i]
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or eight?
Are babies or second-graders worse? I thought.
"When was the last time you talked to him, Mary Canon?
she said.
"Fm not sure," I said, turning my head to the creamy
built-in desk on my right."1 haven't kept track."
"Is he going on dates with someone?" she said.
"Becca Norton. Last 1 checked."
My mother frowned."And when was the last time you
saw Becca?
Last day of class, I guess.
Oh. Well. Dinner is at six.

Lying on my bed, I let m\'self soak in the thought that
Palmer and Janice were camping without me. And that Becca
might be with them.
I thought of the time two }^ears prior, when Janice brought
a six-pack of Bud Light she didn't open. Once she had retreated
into her own tent, we opened the cans. The pop and bristle
paraded past the sounds of owls, crickets, frogs, and water. Lean
as a pauper, Palmer earned a three-beer sleep while I continued to
sip my first, alternately hating and loving the cakey, metallic
taste. At the end of it, I decided 1 liked it, and finished off the
pack.

14
//
I shook Palmer awake."Are you still drunk?
it

I think so/' he said.
I think I am too.//

it

//
Why are you yelling?" he said.
n

I'm not," 1 yelled."It's just too quiet out here.
u

I like it," he said.

it

//
I like it, too.

it

//
Then why are you yelling?

//
//
The water's loud," I said."Hey, are you sleepy?
//
//
You just woke me up. What do you think?
//
"I'm sleepy. Come to the tent with me.
ft

it

I like it out here. Where you can see the stars.
it

Yeah, me too. I'll get my sleeping bag." 1 made my way
over via crab walk.
if

Palmer laughed."What the hell, M.C.?
if

it

1 figure we're on a beach. Gotta blend in with the locals.
it

if

That's not funny.
That night, as we murmured nonsense to each other.
Palmer reached over and found my hand. We fell asleep clasping
each other. I imagine now that from above, we looked like
warlords in a standing arm-wrestling tournament.

After dinner, 1 messed around my room,reading Bertrand
Russell and lying face-down on the bed. Dad came in at one point
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and rubbed my back for a minute or two. Didn't say much. V\Tnen
he left, I reconsidered my plans. I concluded, though, that he
would want me to go through with it. He was alwa\'s telling me
to take risks.
I thought I saw headlights pass through the shutters of my
room. My stomach pulsed, remembering Palmer. Early that
spring, on an ordinar)' RCA Thursday, I had walked out of the
ranch-redolent cafeteria into the g>'m, my basket of chicken
fingers and bottle of chocolate milk sliding on their tray. The
terror of the new kid in the lunch room had never left me. My
stomach would plunge to my knees whenever I walked through
the tables with their built-in stools. Lately 1 had found refuge at
Becca Norton's table. We had spent time together outside of
school t^nce. I had assumed—had hoped —I had every right to sit
with her.
I spotted the girls from afar, sitting at their usual spot, but
without Becca. There w’asn't even a tray at her place. 1 veered
ri
:ight
and made for an empt)' stretch on the last table. With

characteristic impatience, I decided I couldn't endure lunch
without Becca, the only one in the group who could name all four
members of the Beatles.
I unloaded at an empty stretch of table. It faced a gigantic
gra}' curtain that separated the lunchroom half of the g\’m from
the half used for junior high P.E. class. E\’eiy^ few minutes, the
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curtain would ripple toward me,a boy's shape leaning into the
lunchroom and returning to its own side. I tried to discern from
the sounds of yelling and bouncing balls which game they were
playing. Dodgeball,I decided.
I was plimging my chicken finger into a tub of honey
mustard when I heard Becca's voice."I'm serious!" she squealed.
Palmer laughed."I'm not giving it back," he said.
"Give it!"
I could tell that they were sitting at the table just behind
me,facing my back. I listened to them laughing,jabbering
adolescent nonsense. I wasn't sure which prospect was more
frightening: that they had been too tightly wrapped in their
flirtation cocoon to notice me,or that they had noticed me but had
chosen not to acknowledge my presence. Becca was in her
element. Girlish, lots of words intoned in near baby-talk, matched
with a new bawdiness. She was even cursing a little, taunting
Palmer as another boy would. As I would.
I felt a coldness on my left elbow. On the table's surface
was a standing pool of liquid I had failed to notice when I sat
down.I lifted up my elbow to find my shirt sleeve soaked in what
I hoped was water.

1 walked the hall in socked feet. The bathroom sported
faded orange wallpaper, a relic of the 70s my parents never
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excised. I looked at m^’self.
Becca was only a little bit prettier than me,I decided. She
looked like a life-size china doll: flat face, black hair, silkv and
static. She sported the eyes of a mischievous child, almondshaped with dark-blue irises that shoved out the whites around
them. Rarelv blinked, either. She smacked of feline, too, voice
mewing, nails clawing, lips long and wicked in a smirk. I envied
her button nose; mine seemed to me a lumpy mountain between
two round, pink hills. My gray eyes were big, round, not tapered
like hers. At least I was taller and thinner, with ungainly breasts
other girls thought were fake.
I ran a bath and lay in it for an hour. At ten, I heard my
mother's snore buzz from beneath her bedroom door.

At the Malones' garage, I punched the code into the
keypad on the right side of the door, which churned open as soon
as I pressed #. The inside smelled of old paint, dog hair, and
motor oil. Garage smells.
The old white refrigerator squatted in the comer. Inside
were mv hostages: a six-pack of Bud Lite and a bottle of Riesling.

Our neighborhood's three streets formed a bracket around
a man-made lake no bigger than a football field. It lay just beyond
Palmer's house. Tliere was a little dock with a ro-wboat tied to the
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side.
I spent the next few hours creating a great blur as I sat on
the dock. The navy blues and eggplants of night melded; the
edges of the mossy wood softened; the lake's ripples spun into
themselves like cotton candy fibers; the streetlights sent an orange
fog across the water. I was peaceful again, and sleepy,just as I
had felt on Lake Hadley with Palmer. Only now a whine buzzed
through my brain, pinging off the walls of my skull like a trapped
bee."I can't do this," the whine said."I defimtely can't do this.
You're crazy. 1 can't do this."
At one point, Riesling bottle in hand,1 crawl-rolled into
the rowboat. 1 still had sense enough to leave the rope alone.
Lying in the floor of the boat,I couldn't seem to find the stars.
They would disappear then return. 1 remembered a piece of
Scripture:"wandering stars,for whom the gloom of utter
darkness has been reserved forever." It ran on a loop in my mind.
The gloom of utter darkness. The gloom of utter darkness.
Eventually,I threw the bottle, cans, and the cardboard in
the lake and climbed out of the boat. I carried myself nearer to
Palmer, determined not to stumble. As 1 passed the driveway, I
saw Palmer's minivan and his mom's Grand Cherokee. They were
here.
Rocks, I thought. 1 need rocks. Twenty minutes of sifting
and digging, and I had settled on the mulch from Janice's flower
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beds.
On my third tr\\ a piece of bark hit his dormer window.
//
Palmer!" I hissed. "Pssst!" 1 threw a second, a third, a fourth.
//

Palmer!" I said. I waited. Minutes, I think. Another lob at the

window,another call, and the window opened.
He had cut his hair shorter than I'd ever seen it. I stepped
back, offended.
n

M.C?" he said.

it

ft

Yeah?

ft

He stared down at me."What do you want?
//
n

it

ft

To come up, of course.
ft

What's wrong?
ft

Find out.

He sighed, and 1 knew he knew. 1 reasoned he wouldn't be
inviting me upstairs, so I trotted back to the dock and lay down. I
thought about the gloom of utter darkness, how my desperation
should have dissolved with the drinks. It hadn't. Desperation had
authored the entire night, in fact.
I thought I heard my name. 1 looked out at the water. The
it

name came again,from behind me. Did you go to a party or
ft

something?
it

No. I stole vour mom's alcohol.

// M.C!

ft

//

It w’as an emergency. A drunkergency." He propped me
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up and crouched beside me.
//
Did someone die?"
//

//
No.

//
//
Then you had no right to steal. Pay her back.
//
//
I don't have any money.
n

Figure it out," he said.
a

//

Okay.

Minutes buzzed by, gasping as they passed. Palmer sat
down and leaned against me.
//
It'll be like raising money for missions," 1 said.
//
//

//
What?

Like missionaries," 1 said."You know,they raise money
tf

to go to Africa. I can make a drunk fund.
it

I can't think of one person at church who would support
that.//
//
Isn't Stanley Morgan an alcoholic? I'm sure he'd spot
//
me.
n
//
Stanley Morgan is not an alcoholic. He's a deacon.

//
He's an alcoholic," I said."And I'm among his ranks
//
now, me boy.
//

ft

He's not an alcoholic, and neither are you.

I tried to sort out my words. After a few moments, 1 said.
if

ft

Palmer. I am drunk. And I miss you.
He looked at me.
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And I'm drunk," I said.

He put his arm around me and rubbed my upper arm with
ft

his palm. I scooted my head onto his chest."Aren't we adorable?
I said, and kissed his neck. The bee had friends now, whining
cacophonous. I barely heard what Palmer said next.
ft

If we were a painting, we'd be 'Untitled (Stopping
t ft

tomorrow dead in its tracks).
ft

ft

Yeah, how's that going?

if

I was arts-and-crafts director at camp. Taught munchkins

//
to make rubber-band pot holders all day.
ft
if

Did any of them choke on anything?
ft

One kid stuck a bead up his nose making a ke^^chain. I
ft

got it out with a pipe cleaner.
//

Finallv," I said. It took far too long to arrange my next

//
words."The function fits the name.
He chuckled once."How are you, anway?" he said.
//

Baby poop on my hands. Every day. It's like they do it
ff

just to spite me.
ft
if

Yeah, babies only poop around people they hate.

ft

Whv can't I lo\^e them?" I pressed my nose into his chest.
ft

ft

They're so cute!
fi

ft

Maybe you're not a kids person.
ft

I am a kids person," I said. "But depression can't let me

express that. Well, maybe not depression. I don't know what it
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ff

IS.

//

//
Hey,look at me.

I shook my head,and my nose and forehead rubbed his tshirt.
//
Come on, man," he said, bending down to find my face.
//
Stop it!" I kept my face in his chest.
He gave my shoulders a light shove, then a harder one. I
rocked back and, dizzy,looked for his eyes. Blue: there they were.
//

What?" I said.
//
//
You're not depressed, are you?
The sky had a violet spot in it. "Tve thought maybe I am. I

haven't been able to concentrate on anything. I think robots get
//
more sleep. And I'm just...
He waited.
it

//
Sad.

a

Well,stop it," he said.
it

Okay," I said. I knew the kiss wouldn't come now. I
wanted him to leave me,let me vomit off the dock in peace.
it

But M.C., you should go see the counselor at the church.
n

Or Sam, maybe.
//

No,it's not like that." I took a few breaths."These
ft

months without you have been the worst time.
He turned his head to look at the new cedar we sat on.
it

And what are you doing telling me to go see someone at

the church? Not my scene. You know that/' I said. Sermons
crowded my life, as they always had, but the screaming whines of
the nurser)^ had cut off two-thirds of my fuse. Now,after a
summer of stale fantasies from the pulpit and aimless drives
around Barkston, my anger had no place to hide.
//

I don't know," he said."Maybe you'd find out some

//
things about yourself.
ft

ft

Why don't you tell me a few things about mx'self?
it

Like what?" he said.

it

Like what's wrong with me.

it

I'm no doctor.

ft

ft

//

You've known me my whole life. Did you see this

9"

coming.'

He smiled like he had a secret, and I could have slapped
ft

him."Palmer. Did you see this coming?
it

it

Yes." He sighed.
ft

How?

ft
tt

it

You're going to disown me.
You've already done half of that work." I looked up at
tt

him."Finish it.
tt

Drunk, huh?" He laughed, rose to his feet, and trotted

off. Palmer seemed to know what 1 discovered only in college:
that I am a mean and lucid drunk.
1 heard his car door shut.
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He flapped a spiral notebook in his hand as he ran up and
sat down again."This was my journal at camp. They asked us all
to keep one, and I thought it was stupid until I started making
//
some sense. I couldn't stop writing.
//

//
About what?

//

//
About my mom,about God,about myself.

//
//

And me?"
//
And you," he said."Ready?

//
I want to hear the stuff about you," I said.
//
Just wait. Okay." He licked his lips."Her heart is
engorged with itself," he read."She absorbs what no one would
ever steal from her, and she hoards it away. She limits her
kindnesses because she has rejected the ultimate source of
//
kindness.
//
//
I won't remember this.
//
Yes you will. You remember everything.

tf

//
Did y'all talk about masturbation?" I said."About
siorrendering your erections to Jesus? Did they tell you to journal
//
your feelings instead of acting on your carnal desires?
n

You're smarter than that," he said."And so are the

//
people who give seminars.
//
Are they really? Because most pastors seem to have
tf

degrees in mixed metaphors.
//
//
So cheap.
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//
Speak up, Malone.

//
You reject them because you can take a bunch of cheap
shots at them. No one's free from criticism, though. Not me. Not
even \'ou. I could take some cheap shots at you and reject you,just
ff

like \'ou've rejected the church.
ti

You seem awfully eager to write me off. Palmer. As if you
ft

haven't done that already.
ft

it

Why do you keep saying that?
it

Because we haven't spoken in months!"

//
it

Two-way street, my friend," he said.
You're the one who's been avoiding me," I said.

Silence.
ft

\^Tlen I started hanging out with Becca, I assumed you
wouldn't want anything to do with me," he said. He nudged me
VN'ith

//
his shoulder."Was 1 wrong?
//
ft

it

n

No.

ft

Still, I shouldn't have avoided you. Do you forgive me?
Can I ask you something first?" He had just given me

v\^hat I had been cra\'ing for months, but I couldn't let the apolog)^
eclipse my curiosity.
it

//
Sure.

ti

//
Were y'all having sex?

He laughed."No. Not even close," he said. "I really had to
n

do some journaling about her. \AT\at a piece of work.
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■1

Liar.

//

No, really. I think she would marry herself if she could.

Can't believe you two were so close.

//
//

//

Can't believe you two were so close.

He looked out at the water as 1 stared at his profile. 1
missed his curly brown mop, missed the times when we were the
same height. Five-seven. Seemed he had thinned out and
stretched up over the summer. His ears stuck out, and his nose
resembled a perfect right triangle now more than ever. Once, a
few years back, 1 had taken a protractor to his nose. 44.7 degrees.
And these days when 1 look at my own face, 1 wonder what
Palmer would say about the crow's feet and early grays, he who
watched my own hciir trail to my waist and lurch back up to my
shoulders, then trail down again.
These moments bathed in the orange fog as the drinks
took their second wind. However, 1 do remember wondering
aloud how many bodies lay at the bottom of the lake.
//

Is this a lake?" said Palmer.

//
//
//
//
//

Of course," I said.
I always thought it would be a pond.
No, it's too big," I said.
What's its name, do you think?" he said, chuckling.
Um," I said. "Lake Inebriate.

//

No. n

I
I
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Lake Corpse. Lake Lotta-Corpse/' I said."Hey,)'Ou
remember when I tried to find a body down there?"
Yeah. Didn't you find videotapes?
I nodded."Home videos, I think. What would make
someone do that?
Divorce? Death?" said Palmer."But I don't think there's a
bodv under the water. 1 think there are angels walking on top of
it.
That's silly," 1 said.
No,1 always feel this eerie calm when I'm out here. Like
I'm not alone. You know."
I leaned against his chest again and shook my head twice.

Though my children aren't teenagers yet, 1 predict for
them more gracious walks through adolescence than I
experienced. All three of them lack a basic c}'nicism I can't
remember not having. Their innocence shames memories of my
owm child self. For my youth hosted the pettiest, most selfish
brand of meanness. My cruelty tow'ard Palmer w^as never in the
fights or the insults —in fact, that's probably w^here I hid most of
mv love —but it w’as in that tense game I forced him to play with
me,the one w^here I denied him in crow^ds but clung to him in
secret. Then I stole, debauched myself in pursuit of one piece of
affection. The kind of affection 1 thought w^ould save me. So
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childish.
Months after this night,John Crysler told me he had seen
Palmer dive into the lake behind the school, and I said,"Yeah,
he's always had this dream of catching a fish with his bare hand.
John looked at me funny and asked me if Palmer and I were
friends. I said yes,since we were little. We're neighbors.
He didn't believe me.
I knew immediately what I had done, but then I told
myself it was John's fault for being oblivious. That Palmer had a
year on us in school, naturally segregating me from his company.
That he and I didn't need to prove anything to our peers by
chumming during school hours.
The truth: school wasn't safe for us. So I thought. Any
heterosexual friendship was shoehomed into romance by
rampant gossip. Becca would have undoubtedly whispered
questions to me at lunch,imploring me to pursue Palmer."You
two are meant to be," she would have said."We all marry our
best friends."

-1
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- September The Judas debate was an RCA tradition. Dr. Decker put it
on the second Wednesday of the fall semester. He was our
Religion teacher and had majored in philosophy and theology at
Rhodes. Married, no kids. He had kind eyes and hair like a nail
brush, black and rigid.
We walked into the classroom that day and saw curtains
on the windows. The desks formed a neat oval. Dr. Decker wore a
robe and a wig. Later we'd hear the gavel.
"Take your seats, eveiy^one. Take your seats. No time to
waste. His podium was parked in the comer, the classroom a
disjointed theater-in-the-round. Once we had sat down. Dr.
Decker said,"Friends, students, classmates, lend me your ears.
But don't chop them off. That was Peter's first mistake." We
groaned and laughed.
"Welcome to the fourth annual Judas Debates. Today, we
will find out just what kind of God would send his only son-and
allow his own disciple to betray him. The question I have posed to
you terrific people is this: was Judas merely a pawn in the divine
plan to crucif\’ Jesus, thereby ridding humaniU^ of sin? And if so,
is he responsible for his actions? Or did he decide to betray Jesus,
which just happened to play into the plan to save humaniU*? In
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that scenario, we would assume that he would reap di\'ine
punishment. We have, on the Free Will side, Becca Norton and
team.
Becca was passing a rectangular Tupperware full of
brownies around her half of the circle. Most of them were wearing
bright plastic flippers. Sam Burgess held up a print-out of the
poster for Free Willy and glared across the open space of carpet at
us.
"And on the Pawn side,Joseph Haneke and friends," said
Dr. Decker. Joe had dressed up too, but he was the only one on
our team who had. He wore a top hat with a piece of paper taped
to it. The paper was cut out in the shape of a chess pawn and
colored red. I sat next to him,spotting beads of sweat already
clustering aroimd his sideburns. He was a decent student and an
excellent actor. That fall he would play Teddy in RCA"s
production oi Arsenic and Old Lace.
"Okay, as you know, we'll have opening remarks. First
from Becca, then Joseph, then ITl be guiding the subject for the
next forty minutes. Then two-minute closing statements for each
side, Haneke first, and then a little teaching moment.Sound
good?" Nods all around.
"Becca?"
"Dr. Decker, colleagues, and teammates, we on the free
will side intend to prove that Judas made a conscious choice to
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kill Christ. Based on our research, we will show that Judas acted
after significant forethought, that he had guilt over his choice —
indicating it was,in fact, his choice —and that other biblical
assassins who were appointed by God killed very different kinds
of people than someone like Jesus." She didn't write this, I
thought. As Becca and I had been close the previous spring, I
knew she had cut her usual cadence with unfamiliar words
(forethought, assassins).
It was seventh period now, but we had shared our fifth
period already. It was biology with Coach Wright, and I had sat
down first. Minutes later, I saw a pair of tan penny loafers
stepping up to the chair beside me. Becca and I exchanged
pleasantries about the summer. She had worked at a nearby gift
shop, the kind with stacks and stacks of novelty candles, and
taken a nighttime acting workshop.
"Have you heard about the Stanislavski method?" she
asked, cocking her chin. I shook my head. She explained sense
memor}^ how she used a memory of her mother ripping new
w allpaper off the wall, indignant that the stripes didn't rise
perpendicular to the floor. "I can smell it," said Becca, sneering
slightly at the wallpaper glue and the mandarin spritz on Cindy
Norton's wrist.
I smiled back at her, stretching lips ready to cringe. 1
didn't vet understand the mechanics of lapsed friendships, how
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acquaintanceships slide in easily after the initial silent months.
Qass began,and Coach gave us a rundown of the Gospel
from a Bible tract we had been given at least three times in our
lives at Reformed Christian Academy. Midway through, after
Coach had read tihrough the syllabus, Becca and 1 shook hands:
lab partners for the year.
"Judas may have joined Jesus' band of disciples, Becca
said."He may have been attracted to his message. But that does
not mean he was convinced Jesus was the Son of God. And even
if he did, he wanted money and recognition from the authorities
more than he wanted to be faithful to Jesus. Furthermore, Judas'
actions did play into God's plan for ridding the world of sin.
That's not in dispute. But we do contend that God had other
channels of carrying out his plan. Judas carried the plan along, of
course,but if he had not betrayed Jesus, Jesus still would have

died.
Dr. Decker was nodding and snuling."Right on. Free
Willies. Alright, now for the Pawns."
Joe leaned forward in his seat and clutched a piece of
computer paper, his opening address. Dr Decker. Other people
I'm not trying to impress." Laugh."What is a pawn? An
inanimate object? A piece on a chessboard? A piece of plastic or
wood,fashioned for one purpose only? Yes, you could say a pawn
is all of these things. Many do." Another laugh."But what else

DO

can a pa\\Ti do? A pawTi can be a small papervv’eight/' He pulled a
small white object from the pocket of his vest. He pinned his piece
of paper to the desk with the pawn,and the crowd erupted again.
"A pawn can clean the ear of a giant. Like John over there." Joe
gestured to John Cr}^sler, who sat a few desks to the right, praying
mantis legs splayed out in front of it. He bowed his head, and I
could see the tips of his ears blushing.
"Just because an object is made for a certain purpose," Joe
said,"does not mean it always must act according to that
purpose." In our brainstorming sessions as a team,Joe had
insisted that he "had this." 1 admired his delivery, certainly, but
his argument seemed to be falling down before he had poured the
foundation."So Judas may have been a pawn," he picked up the
pawn again and dangled it. "His actions were prophesied by
David and by Jesus himself. They were going to occur, and Judas
was going to be the one who caused them. But he was also a man.
A man with a famil}^ with friends, and with doubts. We intend to
prove that Judas' fate was set before him by God, but that he
rejected his opportuniW for redemption when it did, in fact.
come.
"Okav, great job," said Dr. Decker."Now,before my first
question, Tm going to read from John 13. Jesus speaks about his
betrayal in verse 18, saying, T am not speaking of all of you; I
know whom I have chosen. But the Scripture will be fulfilled,"He
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who ate my bread has lifted his heel against me. That last bit
comes from Psalm 41, verse 9. Free Willies." The gray curls of Dr.
Decker's wig swung as he turned to the far side of the room.
"What do you make of that verse? How can you say Judas acted
of his own free will if his actions were pre-ordained a thousand
years before he lived?"
Peter Geiger lifted his chin and said,"Maybe he wasn't
talking about just Judas. Maybe he was saying that all of his
disciples would leave him the day of the crucifixion. Except John,
right?" He swiveled his head to find a few of his teammates

nodding.
"Pawns,counter-argximent?" said Dr. Decker.
"1 mean,it's right there," said John Crysler, sitting up a
little straighter."Jesus is clearly singling out Judas. Later he says,
'Go do what you're going to do.' He knew what Judas would do;
it was prophesied in Psalms. Yes, Peter would deny Jesus, and
Jesus knew about that too. But in this verse and in the ones that
come right after, Jesus is saying,'Judas, you re it. Now go fulfill
my father's will.' This whole thing is ridiculous. He mumbled
the last word in that way 1 would eventually call him on daily.
"Talk," I'd say.
The debate proceeded, civil and regimented,for quite
awhile. At the time, I thought it was by virtue of the topic. We
had all been raised to see God as the author of each breath, each
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leaf falling, each war, each death, each power outage. Judas was a
pawn,I thought. It's obvious. Based on the Bible, an)^’ay. Becca's
team was arguing against childhood's possessions, catechismal
statements we were made to repeat. God is good all the time; all the
time, God is good. Adam and Eve sinned, and I sin too.
Now I see Dr. Decker in that comer,smile shining from his
pale skin. Joe was right. We were desperate to please him. Dr.
Decker didn't carry the weight of a decade-long tenure at RCA,as
did most of our other teachers. Their curricula came to us with
layers of dust, and we responded in kind, coughing our apathy.
Dr. Decker possessed the experience to gamer our respect but also
the enthusiasm to surprise and suspend our attentions. The Judas
Debates presented the promise of a bright spot in our days,
coming to Dr. Decker and feeling engaged with him. Puzzling
over his home life, wondering what kind of teenager he was. I
remember having these conversations with Palmer, remember
feeling spumed when Palmer refused to imagine with me Dr.
Decker's life apart from the school.
"Free will is a gift to us," said Lyle Moffatt.
"I'm not saying it's not a gift. I'm saying that we don't get
the final say in what happens," said John Ci^^sler.
"God has a plan," said Joe."And when we make a choice,
that choice factors into the plan."
"But then Judas was trapped," said Amy Tanner, white
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ball of gum wedged in the back of her mouth.
"Yeah/'said several of her teammates.
"If God pre-ordained Judas' actions, then he wanted Judas
in hell. How do you get around that?" said Becca. I gave her a
thumbs-up she didn't seem to see.
"Have you not heard what we've been saying? Judas could
have accepted Jesus' salvation when he was on the cross. But he
didn't. He went and hung himself," said Joe.
"How was he supposed to know he could be saved? He
wasn't with the group when they watched Jesus suffer. And I
think he committed suicide before Jesus even died. Becca
grabbed a Bible from Shelby Applewhite's desk and rifled
through the pages.
"He had been walking with Jesus for years," said John.
"He knew the truth without having to see the crucifixion. There s,
there's no argument here. It's ridiculous." He sounded tired, as if
the debate had lasted through the night."And another thing.
Only two of the disciples — or was it one? — actually witnessed the
crucifixion. And we're sitting right here, believing it today. Jud

as

had no excuse."
"He was a pawn,but a pawn with a choice," 1 said. "Is
that what you mean?" You shouldn't be talking, I thought.
"Yeah," said John, wedging a forefinger behind his glasses
to rub his eye.
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"'So they're arguing for our side now/' said Becca to Dr.
Decker."We win!" She clapped hands with Shelby on one side
and Gil Anderson on the other.
Not so fast/' said Dr. Decker. "It's time for closing
statements.
I looked over at John as Joe and Becca spoke. My ego was
bruised. He had out-debated me, I thought, then reasoned that I
hadn't tried hard enough to compare us properly. I parsed back
through fifteen years of classroom memories, tiydng to find his
thick glasses, hear his thick voice. A few correct answers, but
mostly
●/ silence. And stillness. He could create an empty desk b}^
sitting in it. Not until puberty, pocked and sprawling, did his
body mark him for scrutin}'.
To my mind, Judas had been woven into the Christ myth
for narrative pepper. He hadn't existed - or if he did, he didn't
connive like the gospel-writers portrayed. Jesus had died; that
was a proven fact. But the hoopla surrounding it, I thought, was
padded, teased, inflated. I had only shared my disbelief with a
few people. Becca Norton, for one. The night of her fifteenth
birthday party, when we went streaking in the night, and I told
Becca the truth, and I climbed a magnolia at five in the morning.
Nearly tv\^o years later, the memor}^ leaped to my tongue like a
drink from an old water fountain.
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Palmer had told me he wanted a tattoo for his eighteenth
birthday. So after school that day,September 9, he dro\^e us to a
strip mall several minutes away from the school. He had chosen
Marty's Tattoo Shop for its location, miles and miles away from
the osteopath's office where his mom Janice transcribed medical
records.
Palmer showed Marty a rumpled piece of notebook paper.
"Far out," she said. She smiled at him, gold crown peering at me
from her top row of teeth. Her black t-shirt dipped low, offering
shriveled cleavage for view."Where you want it?
Palmer looked at me and raised his eyebrows. 1 shrugged
and looked away."Right thigh," he said.
"The right thigh on the right guy," she said, walking to the
part of the shop with the tools and tables that looked like hospital
gurneys. 1 had never seen a person with hair that shiny, and yet
so knotted, a fussy blonde.
"Here," said Palmer,showing me the paper. I looked at
the graphite design. Picasso's take on Don Quixote, all black
scribble and play.
"This cannot live on your thigh. Palmer.
"This would look amazing on my thigh.
"Put it on your arm or something."

Why?" he said.
You don't have the most—rippling thighs. Palmer." In
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fact, Palmer's physique was that of Pinocchio, stretched long.
strings cut.
"It's not about how built I am. It's about having a symbol
of destiny on the part of me that takes me places."
I shrugged."You'll regret it one day. You'll be in
California at some hippie art commime, and you'll call me up,
///
and you'll say," I donned my Lebowski impression.

Man, M.C.

Boy were you right. This tattoo is bogus, man.' If we're talking
destiny.
"And you," he said."You're going to live in a houseboat
and go all around the world and write books and cure cancer."
"Do I have a dog?" 1 said.
"Sure. Named..."
"Queequeg, I said.
"Okay," said Palmer.
"You could come with me. Paint sunsets from the deck.
Still lifes of Queequeg the Irascible Bulldog."
He laughed.
As I sat in a chair, watching Mart\^ work on Palmer
beyond, I realized how like a haircut this occasion was. Wondered
if Palmer thought so too, if his birthday spirit faltered in the Avake
of Marty's small talk. The walls of the parlor were hot pink, she
said, because the place had once housed a cupcake bakers' that
went broke.
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It was almost forty minutes into the session when Dr.
Decker walked through the front door. He blanched when he saw
ft

me."M.C.

"Hey,Dr. Decker," I said,face instantly hot.
Palmer waved lamely from his gurney.
if

Hey,Palmer," said Dr. Decker. He stood on the black
doormat,feet apart, angled. He bit both lips, seeming to muster
some strength."So there's something you don't know about me.
I had to smile "What is it?"
//
I have two tattoos," he said.
Cool," I said.
Far out," said Palmer.
//

And I came to get one more today," said Dr. Decker. "It's
ft

my last one,imderstand.
"Aw,why?" said Palmer. I know he felt like I did: that the
teacher had been demoted to substitute, prey to this accidental
circumstance.
tt

I felt like three's enough, you know?" he said."God has

three persons; I'll have three tattoos."
We let him examine the ceiling tiles for a minute or two.
What are you getting?" I said.
"A theta," he said. "It's the Greek letter that comes at the
beginning of God's name, theos. Comes from the original
manuscripts of the New Testament.
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I nodded.
Neat," said Palmer."What are the other bvo?"
And where cire they?" I said on the heels of Palmer's
question.
Um,I have a Hebrew phrase along my ribs, right here.
Dr. Decker motioned to the left side of his lower back.
What does it sav?" said Palmer.
He said a phrase in Hebrew I didn't understand, then he
translated."Please tell me your name."
"V\^at does that mean to you?" I leaned forward in my
seat, grinning.
"Well, it's from Genesis 32, where Jacob \^^^estles with
God," Dr. Decker talked in a nervous patter."And, you know,
after Jacob wins the fight, he and God have a conversation. Jacob
says 'Please tell me your name.' And God asks,'Why do you ask
mv
●/ name?' and blesses him. I've always thought that Jacob knew
the answer to the question before he asked. And he didn t even
f tt

ask it. He just straight-up demanded it. 'Tell me your name.
"What's the other one?" said Palmer.
"And where is it?" I said.
It's on the inside of my forearm." He rubbed his striped
shirt's arm.

Aramaic phrase —note the common theme-

He

looked at us one at a time, eyes light. "Saying what Jesus told his
disciples when he walked on water.

Dr. Decker spoke in a garble
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again."It means. Take heart; it is I. Do not be afraid."
"Where's the theta going?" I said.
"Top of my left foot. Just below my big toes. Probably be a
little bigger than a quarter."
It's a strange thought, teachers attempting to interact
casually with students. I was a guidance counselor for a while in
my twenties, but adolescent dread thundered upon me whenever
I would visit stores and restaurants near the school. Students
would be chatting with significant others and parents, spot me,
and seize up. As if I had come to interrogate them, having heard
them say "damn" or having seen them take three handfuls of
mints from the front of the restaurant.
Marty bade Dr. Decker sit down near me."I'll only be
thirty more minutes," she said. She took another hour, but Dr.
Decker and I had run out of things to talk about by minute five. A
few minutes passed, needle buzzing behind our clacking heels
and perfimctory coughs.
"What made you choose the thigh. Palmer?" said Dr.
Decker.
I laughed."He says that this, urn,'symbol of destiny' is
most suited to the part of his body that takes him places."
"That's right, honey," said Palmer, words stinging.
"You aren't getting one?" Dr. Decker finally said.
"Sir?" I clenched my teeth."What?" had been ripe for the

i
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picking.
She's afraid of AIDS/' called Palmer.
I am notl" I said back.
These needles are sterile as the instruments in any
medical hospital/' said Ma^t^^ I had seen her eat a blueberry^
muffin over Palmer's leg several minutes prior. I nodded.
"My mom would know/' I said."Even if I hid it with
clothes. She'd smell it on me,and she'd never let me leave the
house again.
Strict parents, huh?" said Dr. Decker.
I've managed," I said."I'm forced to rebel in lessobvious ways.
Dr. Decker nodded.
1 looked at the walls, bare but for the hot pink paint."A
tattoo would just be a mistake."
"I know about those," he said.
I felt dust floating through my throat, fearful a "pra>^ the
prayer" story was coming.
"You know, I lied," said Dr. Decker."I have another tattoo
I didn't tell you about." He lifted his right pant leg. On his ankle
was what looked like the profile of an eagle.
"Is that hieroglyphics?" I said.
"Yeah," he said."Went through a ridiculous phase in
college. Just buck wild. I got this thing drunk in Clarksdale,
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Mississippi. Thought Td stick it to my Christian parents and \'est
all spiritual energy in Egyptian mythology."
"What changed?" I bit my lower lip. Now 1 was asking for
it.
He looked at me,smirking."I don't have to tell you, M.C/
"Course." I looked at his ankle, now veiled in khaki."You
joined a gym.
"Yeah. I joined a gym." He laughed."It's a good thing
you're limited in your rebellion. Make the fallout easier twenty
years from now,when you realize you were an idiot for most of
your adolescence."
"Thanks. 1 look forward to that."
You should," he said.
Done," said Marty.

Palmer,Janice, and I ate pizza and cookie cake in his living
room as we watched Aliens. During the second half, I covered my
eyes off and on with a cold slice of pizza. Janice and Palmer
laughed. He hadn't wanted a birthday party. At that juncture,
with senior year just settling on him, he had no group to call on,
no collective to assemble a proper party. At school, he joked and
pranked cind laughed his way through the day (all barefoot, his
charm appeasing the teachers who would demand shoes on any
other student). But Palmer played jester to the other boys' dukes
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and earls.
Credits appeared, and I jumped off the couch. Palmer was
slouched, head lolling. Janice looked at me.
//

Walk me home.Palmer," I said.

Janice turned her chin to her son and rubbed his shoulder.
Palmer?" she said.
ft

He opened his eyes."You're two feet away.
"No, Tm fifty yards away, and I don't feel like being
//
murdered tonight.
"By who?" he said.
//
Sigourney Weaver.

ft

Palmer rolled his eyes, and Janice laughed. I grabbed his
arm."Up," I said.
it

ft

And on my birthday, you selfish... His voice descended

into mumbles as he rose.
Janice held out her arms."Bye, hone5^" I returned to the
couch and received her sweatshirt hug.
Soon the screen door was slapping shut behiind Palmer
and me. The grass crinkled under our feet.
"I'm soiT}' if that movie upset you," said Palmer.
ft

It's your birthday.
ft

it

You should've said something, though.
I didn't want to be a wet blanket.
That would be a good wav to kill an alien," he said.
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How does Donnie feel?
Tingly. Puffy/' he said.
"I'm stiU worried about you covering it up. He had
changed into khakis when we returned to his house that
afternoon. Janice wouldn't know about the tattoo until spring of
the next year.
When I'm in bed. I'll leave the leg outside the

covers.

Give it the air it needs."
"If you get an infection, don't blame me.
My house squatted atop the slope, red-shuttered and dark.
My parents had moved in as newlyweds. Dad eager to replace the
gutters and repave the potholes that peppered the dri\ ev.ay. Each
project defeated him hzilfway through, but he was too proud to
hire someone to finish the work.
We reached the curb that separated my front yard from
the street. I felt something on my

shoulder and tripped, falling

into the grass, Palmer yelled. I swung my feet around and bent
my knees,reached up to him.
"I'm so sorry, I was just trying to— He pulled me up with
both hands. I jumped to standing. He held onto my hands.
"Trying to what?' I said.
"Ask why you didn't get me a birthday present." He
grinned.
Ass!" Joggling my hand, I shook his right arm like a

I'
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spaghetti noodle.
n

//
No,I mean —I think we can settle the debt right now.

//
Isn't me sitting with you in that God-forsaken tattoo
parlor enough? Isn't making conversation with Dr. Buzz-cut
//
enough? That's equivalent to... 6 presents.
He looked at me,chin tilted down,e}^es still on mine. He
was gripping my hands tighter now.
ti

You alreadv got your chance at this, friend," I said.
//

9t

WTien?

//
That night I got drunk. I tried to kiss you, and you," I
ff

smiled."You —spumed my advances.
it

ft

You kissed my neck.
tt

if

I was working my way up there.
it

You know I wouldn't have kissed you even if you'd
ft

made it to my face.
a

ft

Whv?

//
I wouldn't take advantage of a drunk girl," he said.
it

Why did you think I got drunk in the first place? I was
tr^'ing to work up the courage to make a move. And you rejected
rr

me.

He scoffed. "I didn't reject you. I just... postponed the
ft

inevitable.

tt

I let a smile break. "Ine^’itable?

Suddenly, his face was coming at me. His timing reeled
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my head back before it launched forward and met his. The kiss
tripped me again, my brain falling into a heap over itself. Minutes
passed, and Palmer kept at it.
When I think about this kiss, I bake a cake or trav of
cookies as soon as I can. Some broken instinct of a now-domestic.
I always try to make it grotesque, thinking about the pizza just on
our tongues. No taste of it at the time, though.
There's tenderness there 1 didn't know 1 could give. A
mutual exchange,fairness between us for once. But the nionths
that followed,the waiting for another gesture like this one, the
despair when it didn't come soon enough, and the empt\^_headed
desperation that resurfaced-how could 1 know 1 was destro^dnc>
the sweetness of this night even as it was happening?
The floodlights on the eaves of my house flipped on. 1
started running toward the front door."Happy birthday'" i called
behind my shoulder. He stood in the spotlights of my house
stupid Pac-Man t-shirt and khakis drooping, blue-green irises
shining.
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- October Tlie worksheet read;
Gently with your tongs, pull back the spleen to
reveal the liver lying just below. It is a dark brov^’n,
lobe-shaped object. Examine it. Write down its
function in the body.
How are we supposed to write like this?" I asked Becca,
holding up my gloved hands, glazed with slime. She shrugged
and kept poking

at the cat's stomach with the blunt end of her

probe.
I really want to slice it open," she said, as if in a trance.
How y'all doin'? You all okay?" Coach Wright asked as
the rows of tables. He spun around and sat on
he marched past
the one in the front.
Slice though the skin that surrounds the tiiroat with
your scalpel or scissors, making sure not to damage
any of the tubular organs that lie just below.
^'I'll handle that," Becca said after looking at my face.
"Thanks," I said.
"So has anyone been thinking about Ihc C
ospc'I recenli\ ';^"
said Coach Wright,"Any wknes.sing stones to sh arc^"

i
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The soft clipping sounds from scissors and scalpels
answered him.
"Because, y'all, it's just amazing. It's amazing like bad
amazing. I mean, we walk around this school every day, going to
Bible class, praying in every class. Scripture on ever}^ wall, chapel
e\'ery Monday. We're up to our ears in the Gospel. And we've
hear it so many times, y'all. I look at your faces during chapel.
You're just sitting there sleepin' with your eyes open, playin' on
your phones.'Same old storv^' that's what you're thinking."
"You were sleeping in chapel last week. Coach," said
Michael Mitchell. We laughed, I had seen it, too. Coach Wright's
shoulder against the doorframe in the back, his head resting on it,
eyes closed.
"Well, gimme a sin you've committed, then hold up a
mirror to me. That's what I say," said Coach.
"And how can you see our faces if he stands in the back
ever}' time?" I said into the cat's trachea, loudly.
A chorus of "Ooooooh" from the bovs in the class.
"Yeah, yeah. Little peons," he said. The bell rang. We
rushed to clean our lab stations, wash our hands three times each.
I trotted out of the classroom on my way to study hall. I
heard rapid footsteps behind me and knew it must be Becca. I
remember what her Dad said to me once, while driving me home
from his house. "I like you. Mar}' Canon. You ground Becca.
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We reached the landing on the second floor, and 1 headed
to my locker.
I retrieved my Spanish book and turned around, and she
was standing in front of the large window opposite, looking just
off my right shoulder. "M.C./'she said."Would you come tc^
Manna today? I'd really like to see you there." It was a spiritual
gathering. Manna. A time of worship and fellowship, as Becca
had announced in chapel that week.
The cat fumes had given me a headache, and 1 hadn't slept
in a week. I marvel at the entitlement of youth now, how igporant
I was about emotional compromises. I convinced myself that 1
deserved to be nasty.

Why?'
Do you still, you know — ?
Not believe in God? Yeah.
"Well, maybe you can give him another chance. He's
doing some really big things right now."
"That tsunami last week, right?"
She scrunched up her face, lips pouting, eyes angry. I was
scared, but more than that, guilty. "Becca —"1 said.
Palmer already said y'all were coming," she said. "Just
talk to him.

In study haU, the boys were playing desk hockey. Each
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day someone brought in a puck, and the boys kicked it back and
forth along the carpet as long as they could go unnoticed. Eager
feet would kick the legs of the desks as they lunged for the puck.
intermittent pings recurring throughout the period.
I sat staring at my Spanish notes. Irregular verbs. Hacer. Ir.
My skin burned over what I had said to Becca. She hadn't
deser\^ed that, and yet I gave it —a relic of all the anger from
months ago, a time when Palmer was alive but distant, when I
blamed Becca for that distance.
I had won him,though. And maybe her house would
prove a nice stage for our progress. My hand in his hair, a touch
on the arm, one whisper. Or something.
The last few weeks. Palmer and 1 had spent every
afternoon together, as always, but those aiftemoons followed
dreaming hours at school, times when my concentration dipped
and soared like a drunken swallow. I knew we weren't in love, or
dating, or anything like that. But I was sick even still. He seemed
happier to see me now in the mornings and afternoons driving to
and from RCA,but also more pensive. He had replaced the D\’lan
and Pink Floyd with a Christian radio station. He would
harmonize with the songs he knew and bend his ear to the ones
he didn't. And he had only kissed me twice more, both times
tentative and brief.
I was sleeping less than ever, spending nights plotting
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various plans of attack. The one I used that afternoon, hovve\'er.
was an improvisation.

Passing through the gate of Avon Park, looking at the
small pink man in the booth who asked for Palmer's plate
number, my stomach passed through my abdomen and into the
engine of the van. It bounced against the hood at each successix e
speed bump.I feared Becca might ask me to pray, or that no one
would show up but Palmer and me.
The fire hydrants had changed colors once we entered the
gates. Barkston's were yellow, but Avon Park's were black. Tiny
plots of kelly-green grass supported enormous houses, the kinds
with east and west wings. Some bore scrolling wrought-iron
gates, others puce stucco, others concrete urns, gargoyles, lions.
"Huh," said Palmer when he saw the fountain-cum-infinity pool
in someone's front yard.
The gathering had begim by the time we walked through
the door.
Hi,friends!" said Becca.
About twelve faces turned to Palmer and me as Becca
ushered us over to the sitting area, where she offered us two
bean-bag chairs. We plunged into them, peering up at the bodies
on the two leather sofas, the armchair, all espresso brown and
squeaky. Behind us loomed a bulky big-screen television.

DD

Can I get y'all some water or Coke or anything?" said
Becca. I smirked. She acted as if she didn't know me. As if my
disbelief rendered me stranger in this place.
"There is a staleness in this school, y'all," said Michael
Mitchell. "It's in every breath you take. It's like Satan has sucked
all the spirit out of the halls, and the g>'ms, and — the bathrooms?
Can the Holy Spirit be in the bathroom?" The group laughed.
Michael was big and broad, a linebacker on RCA football team
and catcher in baseball. He had the ruddv cheeks of a well-fed.
well-loved kid, and I couldn't help but see why the school seemed
so taken with him. I smile now,remembering what was surely a
grump-frazzled frowm on my face as he spoke. Afterward, I told
Palmer that Michael had "goobed me out"(our ancient expression
for feeling slaughtered by sentimentality).
"But I feel it. I was in there the other week having lunch,
and the place just felt stale. Like your grandparents' attic. So I
started praying for RCA.I prayed for the teachers, prayed for the
students, prayed for the speakers who come visit us during
chapel. Then I had this vision, y'all. I saw the halls of the school —
you know,they pretty much all look the same. And I saw water.
Probably knee-high, all through the halls, splashing against the
walls. And I saw the teachers and students coming out to play in
it. Some people swimming,some people splashing each other,
some people just standing bv, watching and smiling."
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Could they imagine it? Water in the halls of our schoc^I? 1
pictured it a mint green color. The vision pleased me, and I see
there the stirrings of some spiritual senses, formerly dead. I
wanted the school full of water, wanted to know that world.
Maybe then, we wouldn't always be striving against each other.
We would have built boats out of notebook paper that wilted into
themselves as they sailed. We would swim to our classes, the
girls' plaid skirts splayed out around their hips, boys' ties floating
in front of their bodies like plaid rudders. I would splash Becca as
I passed her, and she would laugh and splash back. And we
wouldn't have to rebuild a polite acquaintanceship out of the
ruins of our friendship. And perhaps our teachers would know
the freedom of the mint-green water,learn to play. Dr. Decker
and the others would devolve into the children they once were.
the fear and the judgment dissolving like sugar cubes into the
nvers.
1 imagined these waters without checking my doubts. I
wanted peace among us more than 1 cared to find an alternative
route than that of the Holy Spirit. If it took him to bring the water
into the halls, I would take him. But this won't come true, I
reasoned. It can't.
A few of my peers were sprinkling the vision with "Mm"
and "Yeah." At one point I noticed Palmer lean forward and pull
something from his back pocket. He opened it and leaned my
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wax'. Thin pages skittered by, and I saw blue notes, yelloxv
splotches of highlighter, sketches penned in the margins.
Michael finished speaking, Becca prayed, and Amanda
Corbett led the group with her guitar. She began with "Come
Thou Fount of Ex^erx^ Blessing," which mox'ed me despite its
message,followed by songs I had nex'er heard. As one blended
into the next, 1 recognized Amanda improx'ising on the creations
of others, then letting composition gix^e way to spontaneity. By
the last bit, they were all singing,"We love you Jesus. We lox'e
you Jesus. We love you, Jesus."
I sat, head in hands, eyes closed. 1 feared what I would
find if 1 opened them —Palmer, hands open, eyes closed.

You know what would be awesome?" Palmer said as we
left Avon Park.
"If Michael would unbutton his top button," I said.
^"That bothered me too," he said."But no, a mobile librarx'.
Picture this: old school bus. Seats ripped out. Bookshelves
installed in their place. You know? You could fill the whole tMng
up with books and drive around, and loan them out to people."
"But isn't half the purpose of a library to be a place where
people can sit and read?"
"You could keep a few chairs in there for people," he said.
"What if they wanted to leax'e?"

'4
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//
They could leave anytime they wanted/' he said.
it

it

How would they get back home?
//
//
You drive them back home.
//
What if they live far away?" I said.
//
//
No judgment.
//
Gas is expensive. You'd have to charge them," I said.
//

it

Never mind! Forget it.

I laughed. Palmer's pipe dreams shot like geysers into our
conversations. He was a bom visionary. An artist, like his mom.
He had the recklessness that came with fearless creating, painting
a chest of drawers or five canvases on a spare Saturday'. Coloring
with my kids, I finally understood his spirit in that act, and 1
found triumph there. It was no wonder I always felt cowed by his
brushstrokes.
//

What is it?" he said.
it

it

Nothing.
I snatched a moment from our memory."I imagine right
now, you must be feeling a bit like Alice. Tumbling down the
it

rabbit hole?

//
You could say that." He recognized the voice.
//
I can see it in your eyes. You..." I couldn't choke this
it

soon. You have the look of a man who accepts what he sees
because he is expecting to wake up. This is not far from the truth.
I squeezed my teeth over pursed lips.

.4
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Do you believe in fate, Neo?" He was tr\ung to help me.
That's not it," I said.
Yes, it is," he said.
"No,it's not. It's something about —it's not far from the
truth. Well, whatever." I found my lowest register again."Do you
believe in fate, Neo?"
No.
Why — the hell — not?‘
He didn't crack."Because I don't like the idea that I'm not
in control of my life."
"1 know exactly what you mean,cupcake." Got him.
Palmer and I had watched hundreds — mavbe thousands —
of mo\ies throughout our shared lifetimes. Along with Pulp
Fiction and Feni Gully, The Matrix was one of our most-watched,
one of the handful we could each quote. Occasional^, we'd test
each other, acting out a scene until we forgot the rest of the lines. I
still remember ever}^ word to these movies, and when I run across
them on cable late at night, I stop and mouth the words until the
next commercial.
I mimed spinning a vial between my fingers then opened
each hand."This is your last chance. After this, there is no going
back. You take the blue pill, and the stor}^ ends. You wake in your
bed, and }'ou believe whatever you want to believe. You take the
red pill, and you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep
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//
the rabbit hole goes.
//
Let's go to Sonic," he said.
//

You have to choose a pill," I said, slipping back up to my

voice.
//
Fine." He looked at my palms."Which one is in which
//
hand?
//

Blue pill," I raised my right hand."Red pill." Left.

He looked at my face, eyes smiling."Red one," he said.
//
//

//
Are you serious? Blue pill all the way!

You don't want to know that you're a computer

program?" he said.
//
I'm not a computer program—I'm still me.

a

//
Yeah, you're you, but you're living in the wrong reality’.

it

//
//
It's not wrong to me unless I meet Morpheus.
//
Palmer said,"You've already met Morpheus.
//
True," I looked out the window."I would just chalk it up
if

to a weird night. Convince myself I was on drugs or something.
a

You're just gonna look the other way and pretend it
ft

never happened?
//
Yes," I said.
//
//
That's crazy.
//
To me,the Matrix is like the world we live in now, and
the 'real world' outside the Matrix is heaven. We don't know it's
there for sure, but if we do somehow reach it, it completely misses

■J
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our expectations," I said. "I'd rather live in a v^'orld I can predict.
//
I don't see that at all. Hea\^en isn't going to fall short of
your expectations—it's going to exceed them. The real world in
ft

The Matfix is more like hell.

ft

ft

I don't believe in it anyway,so what's the point?
//
fi

tf

Don't believe in what?
ft

Heaven.

it

Why the hell not?" His Larr\^ Fishbume was finally better
than mine.
1 chuckled."1 don't believe in eternity, period. I think you
ft

live your life, and then you're dead. No afterlife.
u

V\Tiy do you think that?" he said.
I stared at him, his blue eyes hooded in the dark."The idea
of eternity is just," I looked away. The sidewalk swerved up the
ft

hill to his front steps and the screen door."Abominable to me.
He laughed.
//

tf

Keanu,I'm serious.

tf

He squinched his lips over his teeth. "Sorr}’.
1 exhaled."Like, 1 just can't imagine any kind of forever.
ft

Ever}"thing has to end at some point, doesn't it?
ft

ft

1 wouldn't sav that.
ft

tf

Whv not?
ml

ft

First Law of Thermodynamics: The amount of matter and
energ\^ in the universe is consistent. Nothing can be gained or
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lost—itjust changes form.
Bullshit.
M.C." He cocked his head my way,squinted his e\’es a
little. Fatherly.
What?^
"You're saying bullshit to Isaac Newton."
A year later, I would have said,"That's exactly what
Einstein did." This afternoon, nothing.
Hanh," he said.
"Yeah, yeah. Anyway,forget what I said before. I guess if
I'm being honest,I just don't want there to be a heaven." My
breath had shortened to a point.
"M.C,that doesn't make sense. It's paradise. Paradise
doesn't sound nice to you?" We had reached his driveway. He
pushed the lever to P.
No," I said.
Knowing he was staring at me,I glared at the face of the
minivan's glove compartment. Palmer and I had created a tangle
of stickers there over the past two years. There was an RCA
sticker (a crest incorporating a vine and three Bible references), a
row of Grateful Dead bears, a "See Rock City," and Palmer's
favorite,"Hukd on fonix rilee werkd fer mee.
I don't want Ra-Ra in heaven," I said. "I want her here
with me." Rosalyn, my paternal grandmother, had died the
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pre\ious year. She'd claimed 1 looked so much like her that she
called me "sis.
His eyebrows cinched the skin betv\^een them."But," his
//
eyes flitted about the car."She can't be with you.
"But she's in Shady Wood Cemeter}^ That's on earth. It's
here. 1 think she dies, she's in the ground, and the transit ends
there. No floating up to heaven or falling down to hell. She's
ft

there, all dead, case closed.

Palmer, after a long stare-off between him and the volume
knob, said,"M.C., it seems like if you love your grandmother that
//
much, that vou would want her to be rewarded for her life.
Water began to creep around my eyeballs and pool in my
lower lids.
"She was full of the Spirit, M.C. Now she'll be praising
God forever because she gave her life to him here. Faith like that
can't exist in a vacuum. She's-home now." Palmer looked down
at the steering wheel.
//

//
WTiat if she's not. Palmer?

//
She is.
//

ft

How do you know?
if

I know the things of the spirit." I rolled my eyes, in\’isible
to him in the dark."What Ra-Ra did on earth, it's greater than
what we see. People like her last forever."
"What about people who do great things but don't belie\'o
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//
in God?
//
Well/' said Palmer.''You can't do anything eternal if
//
you're doing it just for yourself.
//
Atheists—non-Christians —don't do good for
//
themselves.
//
Then why do they do it?

S4

//
Help people.

tf

//

Why would you help people if there wasn't a Creator

//
leading you to help his creations?
//
//

//
Because it's the right thing.

Right and wrong don't exist without God," he said.

//
Sure they do," I said.
//

Why would I care about kUling someone if there wasn't a

//
God to condemn me?
We sat a few minutes. Just six months later, I was sitting in
Palmer's seat, wishing more than anything we could come back to
this conversation and let it wash away like a sandcastle. Build a
new one right on top of it. It would dissolve into the next surging
wave,of course, but that final glimpse would sit more tolerably in
our minds.
//
//
Do you think I'm selfish. Palmer?
//

//
Well, yeah.

//
Well,so are you. Fart fracas," I mumbled the epithet,
almost smiling but still hurt. Ever since he'd returned from camp.
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I had felt some judgment in him toward me. I measured this by
his Christian music kick, in all the we-need-to-be-praying-fors
and we-shouldn't-talk-bad-abouts.
"I'm sorr^^ I didn't mean to accuse you. Of course I'm
selfish," he said and put a hand on my shoulder.
No, you're not. I said."I can't believe you see the
godless like this. It's a wonder you can stand to be with me.
"The idea is for you to come out... not godless.
Eventually," he said, voice tapering.
"That's not fair. Palmer. I don't expect you to convert for
me.

Nothing's going to happen here if we believe the exact
opposite things.
"Try me," I said. I placed my hand on top of his, the one
on my shoulder. Then I picked it up and guided it, gliding, down
to my right breast. I kept my hand on his.
He stared at my chest and breathed through his mouth.
My mind had stilled to an icv numbness, as I watched him stare at

his hand.
Today I look at his hand on me, and my hand on his, and I
think, why this day? I had been wanting it for years and had
passed by plenty of half-opportunities like this one. His prodding
about my beliefs did it, I think. I wanted to test what kind of
Christian he was: the kind who abstained or the kind who felt up
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girls when invited. So unromantic, which is perhaps wh\Palmer's eyes began to expand and soften. As they did, 1
recognized sorrow there and knew immediately 1 wouldn't be
getting the moment I wanted. My brain whirred on again,
chugging to keep up with the last minute-and-a-half.
He had two options: accept or reject the invitation. I don't
care what you do,I thought. Just choose.
He looked up at me."M.C., I don't know what to do."
"Really?" I said, exhaling through my nose.
He snatched his hand back and leaned away from me.
"That was reaUy rude of me," I said, trying to find his
eyes."Just trying to move things along, I guess.
He looked back at me. 1 turned away and forced myself to
breathe deeper.
"I shouldn't have opened all of this up," he said, and I
could hear the sweeping sound of his hand in his hair, already a
timid afro."I knew better," he said."And 1 did it anyway. M.C.,
nothing happens here until you let me tell you who God really
IS.

"What, you have some new twist to it? 1 could probably
give the speech for you."
"See, that's the kind of garbage I'm talking about. Don't
you respect me enough to hear me out?" His voice was
modulating by the word,climbing the scales of his stress.
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"Respect? Religious ultimatums are the opposite of
respect. They're medieval and manipulative. I expected more
from my best friend.
God is the most important part of my life. Doesn't that
matter to vou?
You're the most important part of my life. Doesn't that
matter to vou?
I heard a sniff and found Palmer's eyes glassy as mine,
staring at the pale olive garage door in front of us.
"You were right. We shouldn't have kissed/' I said.
He stuck out his jaw."But I wanted to." 1 hear his toddler
self speaking now, whining."This was supposed to be easy," he
said.
1 fro\\Tied. It took me years and years, but now I suppose
Palmer thought about our relationship the way I always had. An
easy slide into romance during high school, when it should have
been most appropriate. I discovered later that he even saw us
marr)dng after he returned from either the Air Force or an artist's
colony (he still hadn't decided on his plans when he wrote about
the decision in his journal).
But he underestimated the heft of my disbelief. One of his
few mistakes with me, but the one that cost us the most.
He looked at the digital clock on the center console."Look,
1 gotta go, okay? I'll see vou later." He kissed me on the cheek.
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and I turned away,tears far too close. He got out and ran around
the van, up to his front door. I sat, staring at the garage.
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- November The long silver benches bore students from every grade,
wincing in the thin sunlight, whooping, but oddly silent at
moments. The November scrimmage garnered a half-day at
school each year, but this time,fewer students than ever slunk off
to Wendy's, the defectors' tradition. The stakes were high. The
University of Alabama had already recruited our quarterback,
and local papers were predicting a state championship for us the
next week. Coach Page was the defacto referee, and each time his
arms

swung up into parallel posts, the cheerleaders would sprint

to the goal line and do seven push-ups in unison, counting them
off as they went.
Becca's crowd clustered near the bottom of the stands.
Shelby Applewhite, her curly ponytail shining,leaned against the
guardrail and stuck her hands through the black fencing. Clapped
and barked like a seal, and thev all cackled. Becca looked back in
m)" direction a few times during the first quarter. Palmer and I sat
near the top. I would turn to Irim and talk to his profile. He kept
his eyes fixed on the game, gave one-word answers.
The morning after I came onto Palmer, I walked out to
meet him at his van but found his driveway empty. I stuffed
angry soliloquies in as 1 drove myself to school that day and e\ en’
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morning for the next ten days. Then I stopped him in the hall,
mid-stream,students swimming around us as we moved to the
side. I told him I was sorry."Okay," said Palmer. "I'll see you
later." And he walked off. The next morning, I heard his van's
horn outside my house.
The players' movements played like a ballet across the
field, pimctuated by crunches of helmets and pads and the bones
beneath them. We all hated our colors. They belonged on a design
for a Hawaiian t-shirt or a tea cozy from a mall kiosk. I tried to
imagine the peach jerseys floating among the deep green ones,
separate from the bodies of the players, torso-shaped and sphere
shouldered. I told Palmer I had always wished my parents had
put me in sports."Soccer, maybe," I said.
The teachers sat in a narrow sprawl on the bottom left side
of the bleachers. Dr. Decker and Mrs. Tahini were talking, and I
wondered what they could say to each other. Though I supposed
both were versed in biblical history. I looked at their mouths and
tried imitating their voices as the mouths moved.
"Well,the Deuteronomic Code has historical precedent, of
course. I said for Dr. Decker.
You mean the Code of Hammurabi?" said Mrs. Tahini.
Of course," said Dr. Decker."I could make up a rap about
Hammurabi for the class! Hm,lobby, bobby, slobby...
Mrs. Tahini patted her head."Did you know if I cut my
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//
hair off it grows back like a Chia Pet?
//
What are you doing?" said Palmer.
//
Ventriloquism," I said. He scoffed."Maybe that's what
we should do after high school. I'll be the freak in the suit, you
//
can be the dummy.
///
Course I'd be the dummy," he mumbled,turning his
head back to the game.
Si

You know, you're being a real butt-wipe today," I said.
No response.
it

it

//
What's VkTong?
Lav off." He hunched forv\"ard.
a

I exhaled through m)’^ nose."Is this about the thing?
He didn't say anything.
ti

We never resolved it, you know." Shelby barked,
hiccupping on the last one and sending her friends into hysterics.
//
I'm sorry," I said.
it

You're sorr^^

ti

it

Yes. I started ever}^thing that day. I just —I misread the
n

moment.
it

ft

You tlrink?

it

Palmer, come on." 1 swallowed some air. "Is there
//
something else I need to apologize for?
He rubbed his hair with his palm, and I waited. The peach
made a third down. The fourth quarter would begin in seven
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seconds.
Palmer leaned up, ninety degrees almost, but didn't look
//
at me."You know what Tve been thinking all week?
//

ft

What?

//
That the Inquisitors had it easy. Just push people's heads
imderwater or throw them in the fire. No semantics. No
ft

arguments.
ft

They're putting on The Crucible in the spring. 1 think
ft

that's the closest you're going to get to satisfying those — urges, I
chuckled,though I knew he wouldn't swerve from his course
now.
Fourth quarter. The scoreboard read 14 to 34, and I
wondered how they decided which side would be Home and
which the Visitor.
it

So the Inquisition has been bothering you," I said.
it

Sure," he said.

it

ft

You want heretics to die. Palmer?

it

I don't want them to die. I just wish it was easier to tell
ft

people they're wrong.
ft

it

People like me?
He hunched,eyes still on the field.
it

Answer me," I said.

it

I'm tired of you out-smarting me, M.C. Like the other
//

day...

■ I,
A
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Like the other day.'
I'm tr\'ing to have an important conversation v^nth you —
a conversation I've wanted to happen for a long time —and you
pull the grandmother thing."
"1 didn't pull anything/' I said."I was telling you why I
think the way I think." My cheeks were warm in the half-balmy
ciftemoon, that trick of Southern winters.
"But you start getting emotional, and you don't let me
explain myself! I have to sit there and console you —"
"Mister cries-at-ihe-end-of-Beautif-and-the-Beast —"
"It's not ViTong to be emotional, but it's wrong to use your
emotions as some power play to shut me up." He grunted,
leaning forw^ard again.
This arena had become a vision, and I feared now that 1
reall)' sat in some panic room, breath arrested, my deepest terrors
coming true.
He sat up again but didn't face me."And then you try to
make me make a move on you —you're demented sometimes. I
love you, M.C., but you messed up that day."
"I told you I was sorry'."
He shook his head."We're having tv\^o different
conversations right now."
A whistle. Time-out on the field.
I'm tiy'ing to tell vou that what you did the other day was
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unfair. I want to forgive you, but Tm still mad," he said.
Becca's blue eyes pointed up at us, didn't move when
mine fixed on her,form blurred now.
Palmer said,"And I'm tiying to tell you that 1 need you to
drop this atheist act, talk with me about what you're really going
through, and let's pray about it."
"We are having two different conversations."
"If you really believed what you say you believe, you
would transfer to one of those progressive schools on the other
side of town," he said."But you won't. Because you'd rather stick
around the Christians than surround yourself with other Godhaters and find out you're not as smart as you think."
1 punched him in the left arm as hard as 1 could.
"Jesus!" he said.
"How's that for piety?" I said. I grabbed my backpack's
left strap and slung it over my right shoulder. On the concrete
steps, holding the rail, 1 zoomed in on the players as 1 walked.
Number 68,in a green jersey, ran toward a peach number
17. Their bodies were boimd to lock each other, to snap into a
block like puzzle pieces. I can't remember who had the ball.
Never found out. 17 lifted his chest and head as he ran, and 68
kicked his legs under himself, as if to start running backwards.
Helmet to neck. The crack. 68 crumpled, and his body
thwacked on the grass. A girl screamed.
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I snapped my head back to Palmer,standing now. I
wanted to run back up to him, ask him to hold me as we looked
out at the peach and forest green right themselves, w’alk toward
the boy on the ground, take a knee.

I stayed where I was. We all did. The coaches and physical
trainer sprinted to 68, touching him, asking him questions we
could almost hear.
Coach Wright rose up first, hand cloaking his face, chin
down. He walked a few yards and started rubbing the back of his
buzzed hair with his palm.
I heard cr}’-ing, and I looked over at Becca on the ground.
68. It was Michael. I remembered they had been seeing each other.
Peege cind Shelby and Max}^ Ann and Chelsea placed their hands
on Becca's back.
I should have walked over.
By now,the student body was standing up. Most of the
teachers had moved down to the track area. They were the first to
form a circle and bow their heads. Mrs. Tahini's head was
bobbing up and down. Coach Wright looked up, his face florid
and wet.
I heard whispers behind me. Clusters of students bowed
their heads into each other like halos of hair. I heard Becca
sobbing, the yelping of the ambulance. My memor)^ has ever\^one
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in dark colors, but I know that can't be right.
And I know now that the churning of my stomach wasn't
grief—not yet. I wanted one of those circles for myself. I wouldn't
have cared how many times they said "Lord," or how many Bible
verses they mangled as they prayed. I was just like them,
believing death could be overcome.
Only a piece of this realization came to me,like a pebble
hitting my shin. That was enough to send me trotting toward the
parking lot.

Mrs. Ewing was self-conscious about her teeth. They were
tea-stained and crooked, and the second incisor to the right was
turned sharply inward. She clenched her lips over her words. In
the rare event of a guffaw,1 could see gold crowns in the back of
her mouth. Barely audible, her voice sounded like Kermit the
Frog's yoimger sister. Her hair resembled a knot of yellow
seaweed tied with a faded blue scrunchie. I never once saw her
knees.
She had taught at the Reformed Christian Academy for
something like eighteen years by the time I had her. Small as RCA
is, she taught both the sophomore and junior sections of English.
She loved her work with that wilted kind of love most people
reserve for extended family and childhood dreams. Her favorite
authors were Emily Dickinson, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and C.S.
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Levv’is. She winced through The Awakening and The Glass
Menagene,refusing to use the words "feminist" or "homosexual."
As she would attempt Jim's dialogue in Hucklebeiiy Finn,
rexmlsion mingled with muffled laughter among the desks in her
classroom. That unit of her class had acquired mythic status
among students hungry for something to mock.
Junior year, I had Mrs. Ewing during fourth period,just
before lunch. Naturally, the class was fidgety, always quick to
glance up at the tiny clock on the back wall.
Mrs. Ewing had arranged us as if on opposite debate
teams: one half of the desks faced one wall, and one half faced the
other wall. The center aisle, at the top of which stood Mrs. Ewing
and her podium,created a chasm between the two halves. The
arrangement forced us to choose betv\^een faces: our classmates' or
Mrs. Ewing s. Whenever we would choose the latter, each of us
would walk out of the room arching and pivoting our heads to
soothe aching necks.
In our textbooks, sitting on our desks idle as cinderblocks,
we turned to page 2832 at Mrs. Ewing's request. Top-notes of dust
and mildew, with a hint of vanilla, wafted from the binding as I
flipped through pages of text, artwork, and "Reading Reflection
Questions."
"Can I have someone read the poem for me?" said Mrs.
Euing. She waited thirt}' seconds for someone to take the bait.

^ v;

Alright, she said. * I'll read it.'S one of mv fa\ oritc‘s, an\ \\

cl\

'Those Winter Sundays/ by Robert Hayden.
Sundays too my father got up earl\'
and put his clothes on in the blueblack cold,
then with cracked hands that ached
from labor in the weekday weather madebanked fires blaze. No one ever thanked him.

Td wake and hear the cold splintering, brc*aking.
When the rooms were warm, he'd call,
and slowly I would rise and dress,
fearing the chronic angers of that house.

Speaking indifferently to him.
who had driven out the cold
and polished my good shoes as well.
What did I know, what did I know —
Her voice broke. She disguised it with a cough.
ff

Of love's austere and lonely offices?
She snuffled.
Not prone to wiggling,I couldn't keep still as she read.
Even at full volume, her voice came to me tenuous as a whisper.
The "sh" of the s's, the quavering vowels, the terror measuring
//
each syllable. Occasionally, she'd stumble over a

p

or a "w.
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Yet my disdain for her had begun to bother me,like a
dark, dome-shaped mole or a frame on the wall hanging askew. I
couldn't figure it out, couldn't talk myself out of that flirtation
with hatred.
Only a few of us had notebooks and pens on our desks.
Most stared, tapped their feet, fidgeted. This pallor had washed
over the student body when the accident happened, and I was
surprised it lasted this long, that the roar of the lunchroom had
diminished to a kind of gurgle, that tears lingered in the eyes of
certain students I shoved past in the halls. The day after Michael
died, a series of teachers and administrators had prayed
variations on the same Job-and-Psalm prayer in chapel. Sniffling
and heads in hands throughout the auditorium. I looked around,
empty. Not even arguing to myself. Just looking, half-listening.
Somehow Mrs. Ewing made it through the lesson,
connecting the father of Hayden's poem with God."Some of us
think of God as a sadist," said Mrs. Ewing. She asked for someone
to define a sadist, and 1 let Anna Blackwell take it.
"Very good," said Mrs. Ewing."But when
disappointments come, that's not God punishing us. I think it's
the utmost example of love's austere and lonely offices. God
doesn't always pet us when he wants to show us love. We're not
dogs." She laughed, alone.
"Sometimes he has to hit us with a newspaper," she said.
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Who had sold this to her? I thought. And why did she buy it?
Only a masochist would sell her soul for punishment.
A mock stained-glass window hung in the window off Ms.
Ewing's right shoulder. It looked like something a kid would
make,the plasticine paint dried in drips and swipes, the design a
sad rose.
"We had a tragedy this last week. God took Michael
Mitchellawaytom us, and we weren't sure why, Thai d t'esn I
feel like love.Doesn't sound likeJt, or smell like it. .Masbe some ot
you thought, How can we serve a loving God if he can take awa\
ayoung life so suddenly? it's a question we all face, and J think
we need to consider it in those moments when we doubt

She

looked straight through the wall, it seemed. Then she walked
back over to the podium and glanced over her glasses at the be>ok.
The speaker says that he spoke indifferently to his father,
the one who served him in love. I think we do the same vidth Cod .
I think we push him away when we don't understand what he's
doing—"
The bell rang.
All right, she said. "I'll see you all tomorrow, Strange, I
thought. You all. I realized she must not be from the South,
As 1 walked out, 1 heard my name. Mrs. Ewing still stood
at the podium."Yes, ma'am?" I said.
Are you all right?" she said.
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//
Yes, why?
//
You look, I don't know." She stared, not blinking.
//

9f

Upset.
//

No, ma'am. I'm fine," I said.

She smiled."I understand. I just hoped you weren't upset
rr

when I mentioned Michael.

//
Thanks, um," I said."I didn't really know him.
//

ft

How's Becca doing? Do you know?
//
No." I knew,though, that Becca hadn't darkened the
door of Coach Wright's anatomy lab since the day of the
scrimmage.
//
You two are friends, right?" said Mrs. Ewing.
//
I shrugged."More or less. We were closer last year.
Si

ft

Oh yeah? What happened there?
I remember frowning, wondering if Mrs. Ewing nursed
some failed ambition to be a therapist. "Personal... conflict," I
said.
She looked down."Oh." She smelled rejection deep, I
know now.
//
Look, Mrs. Ewing, I have to get to lunch. Thanks for the
talk." I made for the door.
//

//
Mary Can —M.C.

I turned, probably scowling by now.
//
1 just wanted you to know." Her e)^es darted back and

//
iorth."I'm praying for vou.
//
T\\2ki\V.-you" Silence.V\et gray eyes were the same ‘>hade
as

mine, though marled with a greenish blue I'd ne\’er noticed.
"'I'm soiT}'," I said. "I think the lunch period's almost up."

I had twenty minutes. Easy.
She nodded, and I pushed out of the classroom, shakin^
the blue off.

A
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- December Palmer and I had been sharing talk-radio car rides to and
from school since Michael died. He would ask how I was, what
school would bring for me that day. Td answer as tersely as
possible, though I know he had every right to stay angr}% and I
had none at all. TTiis had started the day I came onto him, I knew,
and our words at the scrimmage had sunk us further into the
swamp we had tiptoed around for so many years.
One Friday afternoon, I shut the door of the front seat and
exchanged dry heys with Palmer. Then we sat in silence for a few
minutes. Palmer picking grit from underneath his fingernails (a
habit he'd carried as long as Td known him), not backing out of
his pcirking place or adjusting his mirror.
I asked him what was happening, and he said he was
waiting for Becca.
"Why?" I said.
"She's coming to the house," he said.
"Okay." 1 had to look awa}’ and clench my teeth together.
Closed my eyes after parsing the cars for her shoeshine-black hair.
I had to think about her loss, try to force myself into her stupid
penny loafers. Her bo^Triend is dead, 1 told myself. Her boyfriend
is dead.

>^4

You know I can see your face in the mirror," he said
It Started to rain.
We're not back together/' he said. She asked me to pra\
with her every week,and — well, you're welcome to join us it you
want." Voice resigned.
The school must have been built in the se\'entic*s, I
thougjit. It was a cubistic brick structure with an arched entrance
that looked like airplane wings. In the rain it looked e\ en bleake r,
even more a

failed attempt at profundity. My criticisms had

grown thin under the stress of Palmer's distance.
Soon Becca had arrived at the van wet, sliding the deep
purple door open and closed with apologies about a meeting.
Later I learned that Becca stayed late almost daily, sifting through
her grief with Mrs. Meyers, a brittle young blonde and the
school's resident French teacher.
Becca told us about the play the drama department was
putting on in January: A Winter's Tale. She would play Hermione,
the queen who emerges at the end of the play as a statue come to

life.
"Anyway," said Becca."I have to wear all of this wild
make-up during the final scene because —did you know? —
classical sculptures used to be painted. But we're only in
rehearsals right now,and I can hardly hold still when they walk
around me and comment on how lifelike 1 look. There's this one

1
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line Darren always says that makes me crack up. V\Tiat —hm.
Can't remember it.
"Think about something really profound/' said Palmer.
Like the concept of the Trinity. You'll concentrate so hard that
you won't even think about moving.
Or if a tree falls in the woods, and no one is aroimd to
hear it, does it make a sound?" said Becca. She and Palmer
laughed. Then silence.
1 had alwavs assumed Becca would never act well because
she was too self-conscious and self-congratulatory. 1 know now
that she probably had more compassion to give her characters
than I ever would, had 1 tried to act. A few years ago, my husband
and I saw her in a community theater's production of Cabaret. She
played a small role, but she donned it well, and I told her so after
the show. We had nothing but kind words for each other cifter so
long. A week later we had coffee, and four months passed sans
contact before I received an invitation to her wedding.
"M.C., you should come back to Manna," said Becca.
"Palmer's been coming, and I'm always disappointed when I
don't see vou too."
"One's not enough?" he said, smiling.
"I didn't know you were going. Palmer," I said."How do
you get there in time?"
I drop you off and speed back down 91," he said.
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B-afhe s always \ate," said Becca."M.C., vou should
come.Save Palmer the gas. And the speeding ticket."
"Haven't been pulled over once. Thank vou,lesus" he

would 1 deprive Palmer of his thrill ridc-s?’" 1 sai^l,
looVang through the windshield at the familiar pastures, tc-ncini;
horses and cattle that huddled under bare oak trees in the rain.
1 reminded myself of Becca's loss again. A soft punch to
the heart. I had been thinking about her grief as we disseclei.1
sheep brains and cow eyeballs together. But onl\' now did I fc'ol
comfortable broaching the topic. Besides, 1 had tired of r^£ilmer's
voice.

"How are you doing, anyway?" 1 turned to look at Becca.
Her doll's eyes seemed to expand, and her mouth parted.
"Thank you, M.C." She frowned sentimentally,

I realK

appreciate that. Um,I've been okay this last week. For once. \Ahth
all these play practices and studying, you know, Exams were the
following week."I've been seeing a therapist, saw' my pastor from
Glory Church a couple times, and —I've basically been crying
through every meeting." She smiled a little. "That first week w’as
the absolute worst, though."
What happened?" I said. Palmer was frowning at the
road, hands clutching the wheel.
"I w'as in bed all week. Crying and screaming. Just wailing

£
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all the time. For a day or two, my parents thought I was
possessed. I kept playing the accident over and over in my head.
I turned back to the rain.
"The worst thing was that I couldn't do anything about it.
I couldn't have stopped Cameron from lifting his head. I couldn't
ha\'e warned Michael not to run like that. I thought I was going
crazy, I kept imagining that day so many different ways. Even the
weather. I kept thinking, if the cloud cover had been even a little
heavier or a little lighter, maybe —I don't know. It made sense at
the time."
Cameron Yeats had been number 17, the one who ran into
Michael. He hadn't been seen in school since that day. Most of us
believed he had dropped out. We were right. We knew nothing
about the legal proceedings until months later, when we heard
that the Mitchells had not pressed charges.
"And that sound. God,that sound," said Becca."Sony^ I
meant gosh. Bad habit. But I think I'm starting to accept it. Little
by little. And M.C., this gu)^ Wow."
"V\nio guy?" I turned again, and she nodded to the
driver's seat.
"This guy's a prayer warrior. He really is."
"Got my sword of the spirit, my shield of faith," said
Palmer."Numchucks of perseverance." A pastor's joke, I thought.
Becca laughed. "Palmer, 1 never knew this side of you
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when—weW,before." 1 rejected then what Palmer had told me. 1 le
and becca were getting back together. They'll get married, 1
thought, and Becca wiH maice me a bridesmaid just for spik’.
//
I didn't learn how to pray 'hi camp," he said." I alwa\s
did that thing where Isaid my nighttime prayers and fell asleep
about ten words in.Tou know?"
Yeah/' said Becca."I used to do that too. .NJcjn- I pray in
the shower.
I disguised my laugh with a yawn, You want t o jump (>ut
of the van for a second and get a few words in?

I said.

"Yeah," she said."You think I need 'em, M.C.?"
As her laughs subsided, I listened to the rain on the
moonroof,the windshield. I realized music was coming from
Palmer's stereo. "Beast of Burden, a stand-by of former times.
Guys," I said, swiveling the volume knob.
What?" said Palmer.
"Do you hear that?" I said, nearly yelping it.

The music

and the rain are beating in time."
I glanced back at Becca, who had leaned in closer.

Kind

of," she said.
Palmer winced, nodding with the music. After a moment,
he said,"Yeah. They're just the same. Praise the Lord."
I turned to the window again, scowling like a toddler.
Mm," said Becca.

J
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//
"Open up your Bibles," said Sam,"to Deuteronomy six.
A crinkled staccato of turning pages sounded from the audience.
"We're only going to be reading one verse today, guys—just one!
Eveiy^body look at verse five. Okay now, who's going to read it
for me?" The crowd of teenagers before him, who had been
chatting and laughing over doughnuts moments ago,lounged in
somnolence on thrift-store furniture. 1 sat on a cold metal chair in
the back of the trailer where Riverview Pres had exiled its youth.
//

Marv^ Canon!" Sam said. I hadn't raised my hand."So

//
good of you to volimteer.
n

ft

I don't have a Bible.

it

Don't have a Bible?" he shouted.

it

No.

Somebody! Toss this woman a sword!" I felt something
slap against my shoulder.
Ow!" I said.
The culprit, Jenny Donaldson,clapped her hands over her
mouth,eyes bulging."I'm so sorrv," she said, voice muffled b}’
her fingers.
"Now that'll wake you up!" Sam said, tr}^ing to maneuver
the room's attention to the front again."Are you okay, M.C.?" he
said. I nodded."Great! Okay, nice and loud. Deuteronom)' six.
five.

'You shall love the Lord your God with all our heart, with
all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength."
Thank you! Now,I want y'all to do something fc

>r me*.

Qose your eyes. Yes, everyone — that means vou, Raymond. Close
your eyes and think of your favorite love song. It might be from a
favorite movie,it might be something >vou've heard on the radio.
Might be by Michael Bolton," Snickers rose from the chenille
furniture.
Or Celine Dion. Whatever it is, whoever sings the* x'ersion
you like best, I want you to hear it in your head. Listen to the
words,tap your feet to the rhythm. If it's from a movie, imagine
the guy singing it to the girl. Like my favorite Io\'e song is 'On the
Street Where You Live' from My Fair Lady.” Refusing to close m\’
eyes,I watched the youth leader work himself into a fugue state
of sentimentality.
"I can see that Victorian dude walking down the street,
and he's singing the most beautiful song about how even walking
on her street is enough to where he feels her nearness. The
Victorian dude's name was Freddy, I thought. It's amazing, y'all;
I know I'm being really sentimental, but what a beautiful picture
of love! Think through the lyrics to your love song — maybe it's
'You Make Me Feel So Brand New,' or'Can You Feel the Love
Tonight?'—just go through the lyrics in your head and think
about why they speak to you."
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Sam devoted the next ten minutes to the torch song.
music's mine cart along the eternal sine curve of heartache. My
brief, illicit exposure to MTV's "I Love the 80's"(on the television
in Becca's basement) had taught me to pretend I abhorred this
music, though something in me loved it still. Perhaps it was the
child in me, the one my mother parked before TCM's most earnest
moments: The Yearling, or anything Rodgers and Hammerstein.
There 1 learned to love music that wore its heart on its sleeve.
Until my husband, only Palmer heard my rendition of "I Will
Always Love You," halting and clamorous.
"This is a commandment, y'all," said Sam."The greatest
commandment. We're supposed to love God with everything
we'^^e got. Holding something back is sin; if you don't give Him
your strength and you strive for what you think is best in your life
and tr}^ and try and try to get what you want, you're not loving
Him like you should. Your love should look like these songs
we've been talking about. Jennv, you mentioned 'Hopelessly
Devoted to You.' That's how we should love God. Or'You Are So
Beautiful' — that's a great picture of how we should see God.'You
are so beautiful to me. You're ever>^thing I hope for; you're
e\'er>^thing I need.' That's it! God should be our focus, the person,
the being we see as so awe-inspiring that we can't help but fall
down and worship Him. We can't help but love Him with
e\'er)'thing we have to love Him with. But why don't we do that?'

q2

We knew better than to answer him.
Because we're selfish!
Sam had started teaching the lesson proper. Emphasizing
certain points in his talks,Sam would drop his chin and elongate
his mouth to form words like "God" or "soul." Pastors are actors.
I thought, and seminary little more than an acting workshop. Sam
possessed all the tools for a good actor — cut features, measured
hand movements,steady eyes —but managed to utilize them tc^ a
disastrous effect. He was a terrible actor, far too earnest and
therefore polarizing. His delivery was so self-conscious, so
hungry for meaning,that I cringed through each drawn-out
love," each "cross.

They should serve coffee in here, I decided. This morning,
after another night's battle with insomnia, the purple half-moons
under my eyes looked deeper, bruised. I wouldn't look different
with coffee, but the headache would certainly lift. Finals were that
week.I had written a paper on Catherine the Great, read Great
Expectations (I had failed to do so when Mrs. Ewing assigned it at
the beginning of the semester), and studied for exams in pre
calculus and anatomy. Palmer and I had seen little of each other,
other than our rides to and from RCA each weekday.
I had considered wearing make-up that morning, but that
would require stealing from my mother's bathroom and wearing
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thick concealer that smelled of baby powder and burnt rubber.
Besides, my mother would certainly notice and bid me remo\'e
the peachy goop from my face.
Make-up normally didn't attract me. My grandmother had
alwa}'S complimented my looks, pointing out that no pimples
decorated my face, that 1 had naturally straight teeth, and that my
eyelashes could (as she said) sweep the kitchen floor. I took her at
her word, worr}'ing only about the shape of my nose and the slow
fading of my hair into a color Becca called "dirty dishwater
blonde.
Thoughts of Ra-Ra prompted not memories of her but of
my fight with Palmer the day Michael died. Since, Palmer had
walked the floors of my mind, angry, waiting for an apolog}^ I
knew would be a lie if I gave it. Our ruptured friendship hurt me;
1 wanted it unbroken. But I would not apologize for the disbelief
that had sprouted after my grandmother's death. Though I did
not tliink of her often —or even of God's non-existence often —I
knew somehow that I needed those ghost-thoughts as
companions. I just wish I had asked myself which friends
mattered more to me, the ghosts or Palmer.
And it wasn't until years later that I began to feel guilt for
the dearth of memories about my grandmother. 1 didn't yet
understand that Palmer had been right: I had used her death to
end an argument, not to rid myself of the grief. In truth, 1 had

Q4

locked the emotions and memories of Ra-Ra somewhere, hidden
them in a coat closet and forgotten where I left them. Forgot I had
hidden them.
During a spare weekend in college, I was walking through
Home Depot and saw the back of Ra-Ra's head in one of the paint
chip aisles. I stopped,she turned, and it was a stranger. 1 skipped
class the rest of the week, watching daytime television and
picking fights with my friends.
Now this new death,fresh-packed like snow in the corners
of RCA's classrooms, 1 ignored in the same way. Palmer
continued to pace, Don Quixote cloaked in stone-washed denim.

Sam's voice quavered, and his eyes glassed over, As
much as I love my family, y'all, I have to love God more than that.
I have to love Him more than I love my sister, more than I Ic^ve
my mom,more than I love my dad. If I don't, not only am 1
breaking the greatest commandment," said Sam. But I'm well.
for lack of a better term, half-assing it."
I snorted a laugh before I could call it back, but no one
seemed to have noticed. The others had lifted their eyes to honor
the weekly moment of suspense in Sam's sermon: would he lose
it? "I'm serious! Your relationship with God is incomplete if you
don't even try to love him. He loves you\ He's crazy about you. He
thinks you are so special."
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How do you know?" I said, almost unwillingly.
He stared at me dopily."How do I know what?
That God loves us.
I mean, that's the Gospel, M.C. Jesus, the Son of God,
came down —
"No,I know that. But 1 mean right now. What is God
doing today to pro^'e that he loves me?" 1 sensed ail heads in the
room had turned my way. Now I see what probably happened:
one or two listeners turned my way,the rest still nodding in half
sleep.
"He's, well," said Sam,eyes jarred in his head as they
flicked about the room."There's so many things. He put you in
this Sunday school room,for one! But honestly, that's a different
sermon for a different time. But thank you for your question, M.C.
"An)"way, God loves y'all so much. It's true! So let's do
our best and tr}^ to love him back. With every''thing we have, being
hopelessly devoted to him, no matter how the world sees that.
Any other questions? Okay,let's pray."
Eyes open,I sat fuming in my cold chair, staring at his jaw.

Back then, I called Barkston the left nostril of the cit\', a
shoddily-arranged mixture of dirt and contaminated air. The
closest restaurant to our house was a cafeteria named Mindy's. It
belonged to an L-shaped strip mall that also housed a g>^m, a nail

salon, a Chinese take-out place, a clothing consignment shop, an^l
anriattress store. Mindy (or whoever owned the restaurant.)
seemed confused about the age of its target customer. The*
overhead speakers blared techno-pop, presumabl\' for deal
teenagers. The overhead pipes had been left expensed and painted
black for the yuppies. Flame-shaped pendant lights hung o\’er the
feature that attracted few under the age of fift\'-seven. the*
cafeteria line.
The Israel family ate Mindy's after church ever>- Sunda>
for limch. I always loaded my plate with fried chicken, candied
yams,a small salad with Thousand Island, and a roll the sixe and
consistency of a softball. People too near death w'ould crov\'d us,
filling the air with their musty voices as we

would sit and chew. I

still can't explain my disgust, except to say that 1 missed my
grandmother. But rather than loving her kind, feeling vicarious
companionship,I bristled in their presence.
My mother's chin tipped toward her vegetable plate.
Greens,combread, black-eyed peas, and macaroni-and-cheese:
her usual. Though armed with a monotonous alto that offset her
tiny frame, my mother communicated most effectively, and most
often, with corpse-like silences. Whenever someone would ask
what she was like, I would say,"She could put the fear of Cod
into a toaster oven.
What did y'all talk about in Sunday school today?

1 said.
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face to my dad. He was patient enough to abide by his wife's
silences but genial enough to generate lengthy conversations
when prodded. We shared a liberal mind, but I kept him at a
perpetual arm's length. He was a kind of ally to me in that house,
but his tv^^enty-year-old decision to marry my mother had long
ago prompted a knee-jerk distrust in me. He saw my pendulum's
swings (laughter, tears), but those occurred too rarely to fuse us
into a team, a pair.
"Five points of Calvinism," he said through his turkey,
which smelled like thyme and wax.
All of them?" I said."Ambitious.
Well, you know, they present it as TULIP. It's an
acromnn. He held out his hands, cracked and pocked from his
years after college, when he worked construction."You've got —
He placed his right pointer finger on his left, which hovered just
aboA^e the faux-wood tabletop."What's the T, Martha?"
"Total Depravity," she said."Then —"
"Unconditional Election," said Dad."That's what we
studied today. Then —"
"Limited Atonement," my parents said in unison. 1
laughed, having assumed their interactions immune to cuteness.
Irresistible Grace," they said. "And... Perseverance of the Saints.
My mother gave a tight, thin smile. Dad laughed with me.
"An}n\'ay," he said. "Unconditional election is how the
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Lord chooses us. You know.Separating the sheep from the goats?
Baah," he said to me.

Bah," I said.
My mother chewed and swallowed a bite of combread.
Mr. Williams didn't talk about hell at all.
"I think it was assumed," said Dad."If you're not going to
heaven,then where're you going? Space?"
DMV," I said.
He pointed at me,face deliberately wooden, blue-gray
eyes wide."Winner," he said.
"If you're not one of God's elect, you are going to hell.
Any proper teaching of doctrine needs to give that some
attention. Jesus spoke of hell three times as often as he spoke
about heaven.
Dad turned his head to her."Really?"
My mother nodded and picked up a small pile of macaroni
with her fork. I often wondered why someone like her would
want to have children. At the time, and even now, I chalked it up
to her rigorous adherence to biblical mandates. After all, God did
command Adam and Eve to "be fruitful and multiply" (she must
have considered the job done after I was bom,although my being
a girl certainly compromised the perpetuation of the Israel
dynasty).
Election is harsh enough, when you think about it," said

i
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Dad."You're telling people that God chose his children before he
created anything, and that if he didn't choose you," He looked at
me."Zap. Know what 1 mean?
No," I said, smirking and eying my chicken, only halfeaten.
"God was kind enough to choose anyone," my mother
said."We desen^e hell, and yet he chose us. Mr. Williams didn't
mention that—not once.
"Why don't you teach the class, then, Martha?" said Dad.
He said it jockishlv, but there was offense in his tone too. He had
ne\'er shoum a dearth of patience before. At least not in front of
me.

"A woman shall not speak in church," she said. First
Corinthians 14:34.
Classic Martha," I mouthed across the table to Dad. He
cracked a smile and looked at his plate again.
Our customary booth gave me a prime seat for watching a
man in a wheelchair sit catatonic at a table yards away while a
woman —his nurse, probably —tried to shove red Jell-o into his
mouth. His expression had changed each week when I spotted
him. It was as if he had taken off one mask and exchanged it for
another, all with eyes pinched shut. One face resembled a laugh
in pause, another a wince, another the look of anguish, another
dr\^ but tearful. No alteration the entire time we sat there.
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I wondered whether memories filled his davs, or onI\sensations. If the former, did his condition persist because of the
memories? Did the laugh mark a drunken partv* in college, the
wince a blow from his older brother, the cr^'^ a moment of
widowing? Can a single expression capture the textures of one
memory? I thought. No,I thought then-and think now. 1 want to
groan and laugh and cry when I think of these davs, a time v\ hen
peace was so far from me. A time when memories were not
blessings but banes,flipping me from my stomach to my back,
stomach to back, all night long. A time when resistance was mv
only weapon,yet the source of my greatest vulnerabilities.

It had been a few minutes of chewing, and again I served
Dad a question. ^^You know what Tve never asked y'all?^"
"What's that?" he said.
"How did you meet? I mean, I know you were in the same
Sunday school class, right? But how did your relationship —
blossom?"
"Like a cactus." Dad laughed."Well, as I recall, your
mother didn't care for me too much."
"That's right," she said, smiling a little, You were so cocksure. And you and those boys were all so loud.
"Always holding it over my head," he said, shaking his
cropped blonde head. He was eleven months younger than mv
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mother."I burned my hand at this Fourth-of-Jiily barbeque. At
m)' old house. You know, the one on Red Lane Drive? Well, I was
living there with a bunch of guys—Jim Irwin, uh. Bob Leslie,
Danny \'erciglio —and we held this barbeque for the Sunday
school. I was flipping burgers and such, and 1 burned my hand on
the grill." He offered me his right hand. On the blade w’as an
oblong spot, slightly pinker than the skin around it. The skin
seemed more tightly woven there. I remembered my freshman
biology class, when we learned that the skin that grew over our
scars was stronger than the skin that had lived there before.
"And your mom got me some ointment, bandaged me
right up. You know, Tve never asked. Why did you come,
Martha? To the barbecue?"
"Because." She continued looking at her plate. The tips of
her ears flushed."Fellowship with my Simday school. Free food.'
I didn't smile then, but I should have. Her attempt at a joke.
"Yes you do know, Martha." He jabbed her with his
elbow.
She picked up her water glass and sipped from it.
"You liked me! You had a crush on me!" He put one hand
on one of her arms, and reached over to grab her other arm, the
one on the outside of the booth. He shook her gently and looked
at me."She liked me! Aha!
I laughed, enjoying my father but suspecting that 1
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wouJdn t find the answer I was looking for. My mother was
staying mum,and hers was the story I wanted. For it was as much
of a wonder that I existed as it was that mv mother had married in

the first place. From what I could tell from old photographs,
Martha Maiden was not particularly attractive as a younger
woman. In fact, the angular bones of her face and gray

cast to her

small, intense blue eyes suited her far better in middle age. And
she certainly didn't flirt. As a kindergartener, when I came home
with stories of my many and various romantic conquests
(receiving a sucker from George Willoughby, kissing Ray Colby
underneath the slide on the playground), she would always gi

ve

me the same speech about purity before marriage and
"'consecrating yourself for the Lord."
I suspect that instead of luring men

with scant clothes and

make-up and incessant giggling, m}' mother attracted my father
with devices of an opposite, yet still potent, nature. I think it s her
devoutness that did it. Dad must have seen that gray, puritanical
cloud that hovered over her head in the "Singles class at
Riverview. He must have thus concluded — with an impetuosiA’ I
certainly inherited —that she needed him. Never without a Bible
close by, in attendance at every church-related function, wholly
disinterested in sex, she was just asking for a man to come along
and save her from herself.
Thinking about that day, Tm glad my teenage self didn't
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realize how much she resembled her moilier in all things
emotional. Asked to admit my feelings,I too have shut dov^Ti,
looked away,sipped my water. Thought I needed stolen alcohol
to kiss a boy. And didn't go through with it.
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- Januan^ Wincing at the thin sunlight in my room,I closed the
blinds and prostrated myself on the bed. My parents had assigned
a midnight curfew. I came back at ten but couldn't sleep. All I
wanted to do was shower, but I was afraid of waking my mother.
All night I lay in bed, unable to shake the image of Palmer's head
on the silver platter of Becca's shoulder, the pulsating base from
my ears, the smell of sweat and Coke,the suspicion that my feet
still bore traces of the water pooled on the g}TO floor.
Rhythmically I clasped and unclasped my hands, sticky with
sweat.
By six a.m., I couldn't take it anymore. I showered and ate
silent grits with my mother. Since then, I had been sitting in my
desk chair and on the floor, pretending to read Othello. Now,
with my pointer finger, I was drawing lemniscates on the stomach
of my plush platypus, Mr. Pumpernickel.

I had almost worn a w’atch to the dance but thought better
of it at the last minute. As 1 avoided eve contact with John, I listed
in my head the places I would rather have been. It began with
Chuck-E-Cheese and ended with the trunk of mv mother's station
wagon, which smelled like crayons. Surrounding me had been
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other junior girls who still did the scarecrow-sway with their
dates. I pity us, we

who bowed benignly to the golden god of

chastity, preferring to dance a yard away from our dates to
rubbing up against them like cats. No,those girls occupied

the

other half of the gym.
Every fifteen minutes,1 excused myself."Bladder the size
of a walnut," Td

say to John.

"Wha?" he'd say.
Never
s only now that 1 wonder what he did
without me. r
didn't dance with other girls, but 1 wish
he would have. He was

probably just as miserable as I

was.

Gold, silver.

on the
black satin shoes glittered in piles

floor of the bathroom

● 1 spotted a few flasks, but Leah Lazenby

was the only one
'^Eo had drunk herself to the toUet. I would sit
in the stall for
*^enty minutes at a time,listening,
Remind me to
murder whoever invented spaghetti
straps," said Amber Underwood.
"My eyeliner IS
i

running/' said Mimi Nordness.

It s better i
here than it is out there, 1 kept telling myself.
Too
any times,1 have wished I could visit myself in that
stall via time travel. I

^Ould pretend to be a teacher, bring M.C.

out of the bathroom and i
into the cool night in her silly satin dress,
I would tell her to m
give John a chance, give Becca a chance, give
herself a chance. Coldplay is worth dancing to. I'd say, but
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Celebrate Good Times" never will be. You were right the first
time.
Talk with Coach Leslie at the ticket table, Td say.
And please, if you don't do anything else, ask Palmer to
dance.

During my third stay in the bathroom, I recognized the
mew of Becca Norton.
So cute! 1 can't even stand it. And I love how he's, like.
slow-dancing with me. We haven't ground —grinded?—even
once. He's too mature for that.
I imagined her and Leena Patterson hiking up their
strapless dresses.
"My stupid boobs keep falling out," Leena Sciid.
I hate it when I'm right, I mouthed.
"Hey, did you see Mary Canon with John Cr\’^sler?" Becca
said.
Yeah, why?" said Leena.
Do you think they're going out?" Becca said.
I don't know," said Leena.
"They'd be a cute couple," Becca said.
John Cr\^sler's head was shaped like a vs’atermelon. He
was eleven feet tall and had halitosis. 1 wanted to follow her out
to the dance floor, wait till she neared a puddle, and push her into
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it.
"I like her dress,too," Becca said. Maybe she knew I was
in here,I thought. Encourage the poor misfit in her bathroom
bunker.
I didn t see it," Leena said.
It s this lavender silky material," Becca said."Makes her
look tan.
My stomach sank as I walked out of the stall.
I looked only at my reflection as their glances.I'm sure.
darted between each other and me.
Hi

Scuse
I said to Leena, reaching for the soap

dispenser.
The two mimed ori
primping again. 1 rinsed my hands, dried
them with a
paper towel, and walked out.

Soon after, the
good kids left the gym en route to the
parking lot. John and 1
Walked with them. He gave me his coat,
Ginny Blunt played Dylan from her car's stereo. We stood around
and sang along. Everj^body but me stopped at "Subterranean
Homesick Blues." 1 knew all

of the lyrics and could pull off a

damn convincing impression,

Still can. They applauded as the

harmonica trailed off at the end.
During "Rainy Day Women #12 and 35," I spotted Palmer
trudging from the gym. His body,even in movement, appeared to
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ha\’e fallen to the side. Shimmering silver from behind him
clopped Becca Norton. She held his arm,and my laiy^nx coiled
like a snake. Their tandem shadows jolted toward us. As they
neared, I realized she was propping him up. His glottal laugh
rattled, and the back of his head lay on her shoulder.
Passing, Becca said,"Little too much fun," glancing at us.
her teeth shining.
A few of them chuckled.
Dylcin drawled again."Eveiy'body must a-get stoned.
"What is this? Greatest hits?" I said, too loudly.

On the way home in John's Subaru SUV,we talked about
our histor}’ teacher Coach Black, a Libertarian and the person
Palmer loved most to imitate. In class, I provoked Coach just as
Palmer had provoked him the previous year: with questions
about Trotsky and Castro and Stalin, which launched red-jowled
jeremiads.
1 don't believe the thing about 5'^ou being a communist.
said John.
That's a relief," 1 said.
You're not, are you?"
You just said you didn't believe it!" I said.
I know. Sorr5^" he said.
No, no, it's fine!" 1 laughed. "1 carry' the weight of
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Stalinism on my shoulders, but ^tis not heavy,"' I said in my best
Richard Burton. In the fall, I had shown up to one of our dress-up
days Ca

'ictlix:',
CT

and a chunky fahemustache. /received no shortage of laughin o
glances, but no one seemed to know who I was. As always with
comedy,the sheer beauty of the joke was worth its poor reception.
//
Someone made that up," I said."I'm not a communist.
I'm too selfish.'
What?" He laughed, seeming startled.
I'm too selfish to share

my wealth with other people.

He smiled."Okay."
The only thing Marx had right was that religion was the
opiate of the masses."

He turned onto 1 lighway 5.''Now tillering Barkslon,”
said n sinall ivhite si

I had never lived anywhere else and

didxi t perceive Barkston's inconsistencies until I moved away to
college. Strip malls swarmed into blank plots of real estate like
spring's pollen on black cars. Johnson-era ranch houses cow'cred
in the shadows of new brick homes with stainless-steel
appliances.
So the atheist rumor is true, then," he said.
Yes. Yes it is. 1 said. "That goddess has been the crudest
to me, I think.

Mythology?

Ill
//
Right-o/' When I first stepped into the front seat that
night, John warned me that his carpets were wet. He had left his
moon roof open one night, rain soaked the floors, and he hadn't
sent it to the shop yet. I slipped off my shoes and clutched the
sopping fuzz with my toes.
//
Can I ask why?

t4

//

//
V\^y what?

//

//
Why you're an atheist?
God," 1 said. He looked askance at me."No! No,not God.
ft

That was just a perfunctory, like, God.
He laughed.
it

Um,I don't know. You're the only person who's ever

asked me this." Is that true? I think now. Or did I want to believe
ft

it was the truth? "I... What do I even say? I don't believe. In God.
it

ft

I assumed as much.

if

Yes. Obviously. Okay. I don't believe in God because his
ft

people don't put on a very good show.
it

Show," he said, the word seeming to hang off some ledge
in his mind.
//

They just — they just don't make me believe that there s

an ultimate good in the world. They're not especially skilled at
ft

making this place better. Or even bearable.
ft

it

Persecuting people and all?
a

ft

Exactlv.
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//

Who's persecuting you, M.C.?

He sounded amused and

. Somehow,after dozens of fights with
skeptical, and it stung
had dealt me.
the most searing question anyone
Palmer, this was
//

treatment for my doubts, you
I haven't gotten the spa

r/

know.
has ever done to you?
// What's the worst thing anyone
it

It's- it's not that

me all day
leader

It's ma

simple. I carry these thoughts around

ddening

A while back I asked my youth group

^ and he batted me off like a
lest question
the siiT^P

//
mosquito//So yot^'xe ma

d that people don't take your disbelief more

//
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//
//

//
Oh yeah, the atheist dance.
ff

Ha ha.

He settled back into his seat.'Til give you that/' he said.
"Mrs. Ewing makes me really uncomfortable. It's like we're
//
surgeons, and she's a patient without anesthesia.
//
I laughed."Naked.
//
Ew," he said."But M.C., really, you have it prett>^ easy.
People praying for you? How much harm can come out of that?
ft

Especially if you don't think the prayers go an^nvhere?
We had reached my house.
John's car hopped along the driveway and stopped. My
seat-belt snapped to the side.
4i

It's about people pit5dng me. If there was a hell, that's
what it would be. A world where everyone is la>dng their hands
ft

on me all the time, and ever^^thing smells like Dijon mustard.
it

People are showing you they care. Why is that so, I don t
rt

know, hellish?
//

They should just mind their own business!" I was
starting to sound like a cartoon character, talking so high the
words were humming."Just because I don't believe in God
//
doesn't mean it's their problem. It's my problem.
"Christianity is a religion of conversion. People dream of
bringing one of their friends to Jesus. Or their students. Mrs.
ft

Ewing probably became a teacher to preach the Gospel.
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//
Oh," I narrowed my eyes at him.
it

//
What?

ti

ff

You're one of them.

I see cruelty in my words,but John didn't. He just
laughed. He seemed to see through my apparent skepticism and
mto my real questions. The ones that had Uttle to do with
theology.
My statement had sparked

an idea, though."Convert

//
me.

I said.
//

What?//

//
Convert me.Pretend this IS
i
I want to know about Jesus,//

an evangelizing opportunity-

f bent down to the center console

and placed my chin on
fists,showing my bottom row of teeth.
Well now. Who'
//
® °fijectifying who?
"I'm not
objectifying you. You
're really smart. I want to
//

see how a really smart person would do
//
a conversion.
//
You won't take
M>y cheap shots?
ff

a

Like what? No,John,it'U be

ff

if

He shook his head. Well,let'
s see.If you died tonight.
ff

what do you think would happen?
ff

ff

1 would die. End of Mary Canon.
ff

Do you believe in the afterlife?"
ff
ff

1 believe in plush coffins.
ff

ft

So no.
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No.
Well then, let's say that hypothetically, you did die and
go somewhere. You go to heaven,and God says,'Mary Canon
Israel, why should I let you into heaven?' What would you say?'
"I would say..." I recognized the questions from a poster
that had hung on Mr. Escher's wall in fifth grade. I remembered
Mr. Escher calling on me in class, asking me what my responses
would be. 1 answered those as a good Christian would have, but
not giving much thought to my own answers. Now 1 wished I
had. "1 would say... 1 would tell him. Look. 1 know I've been
horrible, but I made your job interesting. Shouldn't that be
enough to keep me around for eternity?"
"I don't think it works like that," said John, chuckling.
"What? I bet no one talks to him like that."
"He's not interested in being interested by you. He can go,
I don't know, make a new galax3^ Or blow one up. I think he
finds you more predictable than you find yourself."
"Ouch." I saw the John who had risen up at the Judas
Debate, wean^ wielding a slick blade for warps in the God m}'th.
The knife saw me now,flimsy, and I felt the nick in my ribs.
Someone finally engaging me in the way Palmer never quite did,
and yet his words made me think about Palmer again, drunk and
vA’ith someone else.
I'm not saying you're not interesting. I'm saying that
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'OU,

with God, you won't get off on charm. Anyway, he does love)

though.'
After all that.

Let me finish. He loves you because he made you. And
he made you, wanting to be with you forever. Have a relationship
with you. But unfortunately, that possibility is ruined —
"By sin."
"Yes. You need
something to bridge the gap between your
sin and God.
Enter Jesus.

Okay, you know all this;

said John. He drew his knees to

his chest and sat his chin
on the right

one. He had agitated me

so

that 1 couldn't see how

^character!
enstically childlike the gesture
was, and how adorable.
^ot's just cut the
stuff you cilready know,
Tell me why you have come to the
conclusion that God does not
exist.

You really want to know?"
Yeah. If I'm going to convert you.^
I laughed, then took a

long breath. Eaith... Faith in one,

all-encompassing deity seems too
convenient to me," I said. 1 had
written this almost word-for
^^ journal years before."We
shove everything into the God
ncept. Everything. Nature,
ethics, morality, history, suffering, disease.
bad dreams. Mismatched socks. My God

death, good dreams,

1 rubbed my forehead
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with two fingers. "It's all there. And I can't help but think,isn't it
9f

too con\’enient? To have an explanation for everything!
John exhaled through his nostrils."Ha," he said, sounding
tired.
//

if

I'm sorry. This is way too hea\^^
//

No, no. I asked for it," he said."But you don't think it

takes faith to believe in that kind of God? A God you can't see,
hear, smell, touch? That's pretty audacious when you think about
n

it.

u

But doesn't it take more faith to believe in nothing? Isn't

it harder to do the right thing when there's no cosmic overlord
it

watching?
n

Maybe," said John."But how can you say what's right
it

without him?
it

if

Easy. Don't hurt people.
it

ft

That's impossible, M.C.
it

Without God,right?
it

Semantics and ethics aren't the same thing," I said.
tt

ft

They're just inbred cousins.
He smiled and shook his head."I don't think you can have
a code of right or wrong without a cosmic framework to define it.
it

And 1 think we have that cosmic framework in God's word.

I shifted my whole body to face his, recognizing Palmer's
words, flattened and rearranged. He was starting to sound like
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Palmer."Why?‘
Because/' he said."Because I can't believe that this thing
is an accident. And I think that anyone who gives the Bible a fair
shot sees that not only is there adequate information to know
what kind of God made us, but there's almost too much. He was
generous enough to teU us why he put us here."
"Generous enough to tell
us we have to pray every
breathing second of the day/'
"Have you ever tried it?"
said,the tired voice thicker
than ever.
No," I said.
He's merciful
enough to give us

guidelines. And to tell us

he exists. It's mercy, M.C.
What's so merciful about Iit?
"He's, you know,uverciful
enough to let us know he's
there. Otherwise we'd

like heathens,

got to Judgment Day,

and be like. Oh crap, there
God the

^hole time. He would

get to send us to hell, even though We
^over knew about him," he
said."Do you see what I mean?
As he spoke, my mouth had faiie
u open in protest."Yeah,
yeah," I said, shaking my head,
I see what
you mean,but what if
he's not there at all? What if it'
just ten thousand years of us
wanting him to be there so badly that We
think is a foolproof myth? What if

uianufacture what we

we spend our whole lives
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pra\'ing and singing and giving tithes, and there's nobody home
tf

when we finally get up there?
//

tr

I think it's not a myth," he said."I think it's the truth.
Blood ascended to my cheeks."But don't you see how
beautiful it is? That at one particular moment,a tiny ball of light
//
exploded into a whole universe? For no reason at all?
it

Isn't it more compelling to think that someone wanted us
to be here?
//
He hadn't returned my eye contact until now.

It's a

fantasy, John." 1 was looking at the stars through his moon roof.
The gesture reeked of melodrama, and I knew it even then."We
tt

are all there is. No one put us here. It's made-up.
About a minute of silence trembled as we sat arguing
further in our own minds.
//
Look," said John."He's not going to make you believe in
//
him, M.C.
tr

I scoffed."Wanna bet?
it

//
What?

//
Nothing. Okay. It's late, and I don't want you to fall
asleep at the wheel. Thank you so much for tonight, John. It was
tr

really great. I had fun.
tt

tt

Me too. I'll see vou Mondav.

tt

See you Monday." I walked through the front lawn to our
front door, behind which waited my dad, asleep in front of the
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nature channel.

All night and into the early afternoon, my conversation
with John played on the drive-in movie screen I imagined my
mind to be. I still blame the colors in my bedroom for stealing
sleep from me,that day and so

many nights.The walls bore the

palest pink I've ever seen,and my bed frame was a white
laminated iron, barred at the head
and foot, rust burning the legs
of the frame. I always adored the
quilt, which my grandmother
made for my first birthday, but i
It too earned on the whites and
pastels, replete with tiny pale flow
6rs. A walnut chest lurked in
the comer on the same wall
as the bed,and across the threadbare
rug was a built-in closet, shallow and

dusty.

At the time,1 imagined these the

quarters of a suburban

female Raskolnikov, but when I
alk into that back bedroom,I
visit sedimented anger.
so much so that I
on the bed.

can hardly stand to sit

John told me God Wasn't
Soirig to force me into believing.
If only he knew how desperately I f^ar ^
there really was a God, and if he'vas the
omnipresent deity they said he Was,

)ust that. Because if
omnipotent,

then he had his sights set on

me. He must have, if he knew what
'^as good for him. 1 was a
valuable asset. An atheist throwing her hands
be a P.R. darling.

up in worship? I'd
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I was falling into the same trap John had seen clamped
around my foot. Even with a nonexistent God,I assumed his full
attention lay on me and my atheist antics. That if he did exist, I
ivated him with my disdain. Was it the only child in me? Did
captiv
I just Vi’ant someone to care that I differed from everyone around
me? I can't call these thoughts anything but childish, but I need to
knovs’ why they occurred in the first place. I need to know why I
hid from the world and renounced God then wanted the world
and God to watch her scamper off. I need to know why such
selfless parents raised a selfish daughter.
I used to regret not admitting what 1 believed to them. I
don't anvmore. They deser\^ed piety for all the years of Bible
verses they invested in me. I don't want them to know how or
v\’hen their seeds rotted inside me,and how 1 had to dig out those
rotten places before I could plant something that would grow.

A knock sounded.
Come in.
Marv Canon," said my mother, stepping in.
Yes ma'am?'
"Maiy’ Canon, please sit up."
Groaning a little, 1 propped myself upright on the bed.
She stepped again, as if waiting for me to ask her to sit
down.
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Do you want to sit down?' I said.
Hm, she said, eyebrows raised. Okay." She had to hoist
her tiny self up.
is it. Mom?
She exhaled,

seeming to compose herself. Her face met

mine.“Palmer Malone died last night.'
My eyes fell. Why did she use his last name? 1 thought.
"He Wcis ri
"ding home from the dance with Becca Norton.
She was driving and lost
control of the car," she said."I think
alcohol was involved. Palmer
Wasn't wearing his seat-belt, and
he-he went through the wi
Windshield.
Her eyes watered,but her
jaw remained steeled, lineless.
^ank the Lord Becca wasn't hurt
too. She didn't get a
^<=^atch,they said.
Who said?" I

Murmured.

The school.
number.

They called lo
°hing for Mrs. Malone's phone

Were they honestl
yg°i"g to bother Janice today? What
could they say to comfort her?
"Mary Canon," she

said."He

Was like your brother." A

statement, and too simple. “\ know h
JTieant a lot to you. You
grew up together," she said.

Wasn'
11 crying?

I looked at the frosty blond
c hair, the vanished lips, the
child hands. Poor woman.She had

tried to soften her voice, to

graft grief into my life as gently
v, voice wasn t
j as she
c could
c-ouia. Ruf
but her
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cotton. It was tin.
I cried then, slow and quiet.
She patted me awhile and prayed over me.I kept my eyes
open, staring at her squinting ones. I didn't listen.

Part 2.
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- January I put G.I. Joes on his coffin. In the flowers. He was wearing
a suit, and all the men in the room were wearing suits, and the
place looked like church. It had nothing to do with Palmer, or
e\-en Janice. She stood alone,several feet away from the coffin, so
far she was almost behind the podium. I wished I could stand
there with her, shake hands with strange faces.
It w’as a Tuesday. I hadn't cried since the previous
Saturday, the day I found out. I figured the tears had meandered
into hidden channels of grief, perhaps never to resurface.
It shouldn't have struck me as hard as it did. Funerals —by
now'. I've attended nine —go like this. Pungent flower
arrangements that use too much red and not enough green. Dirt}^
pink carpet. Lawm tools buzzing behind the preacher's message at
the burial.
Pastor Walters offered the eulogy. He spoke of sheep and
w'ater and spirit, and I pitied how'flimsy was the abstract in those
moments. We needed to dance out our grief, or walk imtil the
heels of our shoes wore through. And I w'ould rather mark
someone's passing by celebrating w^hat they created. I wished,
e\'en then, that Palmer's paintings had stood alongside his coffin.
Mv mother sat beside me in a black shift. She had taken
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me to Mac)''s for my own mourning clothes the previous day. I
wouldn't let her in the changing room with me, but I hated
walking out of the door to her lake-deep eyes.
"Mary Canon,the first goal in picking an outfit," she
always said,"Is modesty. The second goal, to flatter your figure.
I liked the ecru shirtdress with the self-belt, She liked the navyblue sack with the splotchy flowe
rs. 1 won the argument by
bending over in the navy blue,

offering her full cleavage and

beyond.
Most of our class
as there. They had sat in chapel the
Monday after the dance,
Wed their heads as our superintendent
prayed over the dead boy. For
the rest of the day,students only
whispered. The deafenin
Parkle of lunchroom conversation had
woimd down to
a muffled bubbW^^ ^ u
&● iney re borrowing
tragedy," I mouthed to the bathro
The phrase stuck with

*^m mirror during fifth period,
"ae . It Was as if

griefs power, elevating it abov e the
For the rest of the

eloquence proved my

phony grief of my peers,

'^Wlkepthearimg my classmates
swap Palmer stories. John Albert k

®pt talking about Palmer

getting stuck in the playpen tubes
at Burger King. We were all in
kindergarten, and the two boys had

^ever spoken a word to each

other as adolescents.
Mary Blaylock laughed about his perpetual bare feet.
called him cute. Amy Tanner bragged that

she had won against
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Palmer in a foot race on Field Day,freshman year.
Dr. Tucker had a moment of silence for Palmer that lasted
a good four minutes. The car wreck I had constructed in my head
played, then rewound,then played again. It was as if I was sitting
in the backseat. Palmer stuck his head in Becca's lap. His hair was
purple. The car jolted to the right. She screamed. He lifted his
drunken head and let out a wild laugh. The trunks of trees
appeared like bars over the windshield. Becca screamed again.
Impact. Palmer's head forced a doily onto the glass in front of
him. Freeze frame. It was as if I built the video-game wreck only
to bridle tears, shun the tangible. After all, this vision didn't smell
like anything, didn't have texture, didn't brush my tongue-

Pastor Walters had finished speaking. 1 heard a rustling
from the row just opposite mine, and a peach dress wooshed
down the aisle. Becca stood behind the podium. I hadn't seen her
since the day of the dance, as she'd skipped both days of school
that week. She looked older, stood straighter. Piano and guitar
sounded on both sides, though no instrumentalists were present. I
could not figure out what was happening. She stood there looking
up, lips pursed, with accompaniment. It didn't make sense. Is she
speaking to music? I kept thinking. Across the aisle, Mitzi
Burkhalter v\'rapped a sweater around her shoulders and dabbed
her eyes with the tips of its sleeves.
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Amazing grace, how sweet the sound," Becca sang into
the microphone and looked at the ceiling (must be where God is, I
thought). As if she was at a karaoke bar. trying to imitate
Chnstina Aguilera,taking seconds with each word as if squeezing
it out of her throat. More than ^ger,I felt embarrassment. I
imagined Palmer in the back of the room,arms folded, wings
retired behind him.
^y^g Jesus! but not in praise (projecting, I
suppose, my reaction onto him.

wishing him cynical even in

death).
I smiled and looked
St Becca again, and the smile wouldn't
leave. Palmer would have b
Coring into my hand with his
knuckle in this inoment.
P hing the laughter out of me. 1 looked
to the back of the church,
Someone
^ss leaning against the door
frame. The director of the
^eralho
He looked down at the
screen of his Blackberry and Wore a
thin headset that just brushed
his goatee. I turned around.
suddenly tearful.
Bright shining as the sun;

sang Becca."We've no less

days to sing God's praise than when
ve first begun.
In college, my friend
I hosted

3 dinner party, and I

wound up telling this story. They
started laughing when I set up
my relationship with Becca: the
‘competition, the BIC eyeliner, the
Palmer heist. I started the funeral
story with her peach dress and
the putrid pink carpet. They laughed again. I imitated Becca's
voice, loud and long. And as they laughed. and I laughed with
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them, I thought of my teenage self and how happy she would be
to know that that day— the day I went back home and locked
m\’self in my room,the day I locked myself in my room and cried
so hard my face hurt, the day I knew grief for the first time and
forever —could be redeemed after all.

J
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- February One night, I told my mother I was going to visit Janice. She
didn't look up from the spelling tests she was grading, just told
me to be back by nine-thirty. It was just eight.
I walked down our driveway, smelled the dark green air.
Palmer's house stood in relief, moon and stars glowing white
behind it. I could see into the master bedroom, where Janice slept.
Colored lights whorled through the pane; the television must
have been going. She probably had it on loud, watching the food
channel or the news.
I rang the doorbell. This was the only one on the block
with a screen door. Janice said she bought it just because it made a
squeak and a clatter when you walked through.
"Mary Canon!" She greeted me in a thick, blue robe and
bare feet. Other adults who called me by my full name trespassed
some one-sided covenant I had made with Janice, whose address
always warmed me like that of an old friend.
"Hi Janice."
"Get in here. Sorry about the mess," she said.
Janice repainted the living room once a year, at least. This
season,it was a deep green. Do-it-yourself projects littered the
kitchen counter and dining room table. She made lampshades

j
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with pairs of jeans Palmer had outgrown. Fake flowers filled
decoupaged vases. In the upstairs hallway hung a set of shadow
boxes. Inside each were pieces of flowers Janice had dried and
pressed herself. Taw dr)' bits of newspaper still clung to the petals
and leaves.
Howh'e )'ou been. Mar)' Canon?" She curled up on the
green striped couch (onlv a half-shade lighter than the wall) and
patted the cushion beside her. I sank into it, drawing my legs
underneath mvself.
You know. Okay.
She raised her e)'ebrows, cat eyes searing me with the
truth she seemed to know already.
1 laughed a little. "Fine. Tve been lousy. How are you?
She smiled and sighed."Lousy.
We sat for a minute or two. I looked at the chair where
Palmer would have sat, the one dressed in a beige slipcover Janice
had washed with something red, giving it a pinkish tint. He
needed to be there, rubbing his hair with his hand,staring off
tlirough the wall and into his next painting. My throat hardened.
and 1 scooted over to Janice's side. She put her arm aroimd me.
the wav Palmer used to do.
Is there anything I can do for you?" she said finally, voice
dr\'.
This is enough. You don't need to do an)'tliing else.
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She leaned back, and I looked up at her. \Miat is it, pea
pod?" she said.
//
Well," I said and licked my lips. "I was wondering if I
//
could steal the van for a bit.
She looked off and smiled."Yeah,

been hard, looking at

that ugly thing every day. 1^11 let you take it off my hands for a
hundred bucks.//
//
No,I just want to drive it tonight. Thought it would, I
//
don't know, make me feel close to him.
//
All those mornings and afternoons, to and from the
school.
//
Yeah." I counted four coffee stains on the rug. What do
//
you do to feel close to him?
//
//
I go to his room," she said. Sighed again. You know that
//
notebook he wrote in?
I nodded.
ff

You ever read it?
//
Yeah. Once.

9t

//
I couldn't read it for awhile. Still felt like he'd walk in.
catch me snooping, you know. But I finally opened it a week ago
//
or so. He —"She sighed, trying to swallow a gasp, He was a
good writer." She shook her head, gray hairs shimmering amidst
the dark brown."He wrote these beautiful prayers. So heartfelt
and open—just pages and pages. Here." She rose and ran

i
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upstairs.
I got up too. The mantle was crowded vvith pictures.
Mosth' ones of Palmer as a curly-topped toddler. A few of them
had me, elfin and bony and pale. Our kindergarten class picture,
bab\’ Palmer and me in Janice's bathtub, tv^^o pictures of us at
Halloween. At fi^^e, we dressed as the subjects oi American Gothic
and posed for the picture accordingly. At nine, we were George
and Laura Bush. At thirteen, I was a sheep, and Palmer an
insomniac. 1 wore a cardboard box with cotton balls pasted on all
four sides and a hole cut in the bottom for my head. 1 borrowed
Janice's blue and purple eye shadow colors to give Palmer dark
circles. We dressed him in pajamas, and he walked in zigzags
through the neighborhood.
"Got it!" said Janice. She handed me the notebook and
walked to the kitchen. I had remembered it red,from the night at
the dock. It was green.
"Here you go." She handed me Palmer's black key with a
key chain, plastic with a cartoon hive and "Hackston's Honey" in
a quirky font below.

I took Palmer's minivan out a few times a week for the
next month. Talked to Janice for awhile first then drove. I
discox’ered new pockets of the cit}'; trailer parks, antebellum
estates, fields of kudzu. These became my favorite. As spring

1 3h

approached, the green shined even in the dark and shimmered
silver in the wind. I parked beside them a fev\’ times, stud\ ing the*
mob of leaves, all seeming clones of one another.
I thought myself a philosopher in the moments w hen I
likened the church to this flora. Both foreign, both perv’asive, both
quick-spreading, both parasitic. For the first time, I u^emdered
what the South's metaphorical trees were, the cultural artifacts
covered up by all of the God-speak, the crosses, the whitew'ashed
churches. In college, I learned that our trees were tow^ering —
blues, Faulkner,cotton,soul food —but that it was now impossible
to extricate them from this strangling faith vine.
At first, I didn't listen to anything. Just the rush of wind
past the windows. Then on my seventh trip, I punched 4 on the
center console. The cogs whirred.
"You need coolin', woman I ain't foolin'... Robert Plant's
wail jarred a primal clod loose from the walls of my skull. In the
seventh grade, when I first listened to "Immigrant Song" (the first
track on the tape), I leaned into the rabid palpitations of the
bassline,imagining myself on a frigid Viking ship in the tenth
century. The song screeched to a resting place, and I remembered
when I lived, who I was, and that Palmer was sitting beside me,
wailing softly with the

music.

I had foimd the set of three tapes in the garage amid stacks
of books and newspapers."How the West Was Won,1976" must
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ha\’e been Dad's years ago, a relic of bachelorhood. It was
collection of steel-stringed melodrama and mouths ripped open,
screaming at the world without indicting it.
I punched 3. The first track began to play, and I skipped to
the ninth one.
1 don't know how I'm gonna tell you," sang Plant,
timorous. 1 can't plav with you no more. I don't know how I'm
going to do what Momma told me, my friend, the boy next door.
.A.t that, 1 sniffed."Oh no," 1 said.
1 kept driving, though my mind registered nothing from
the windshield. 1 listened."And when Tm out, I see you walking.
\\'hv don't vour eves see me? Could it be you've found another
game to play? VMiat did Momma say to me? That's the way...
The tears came,first soft, then torrential, and I even
laughed through them, thinking how melodramatic the moment
and how proud Sam would be if he saw this display. The night to
me is still a laugh, a story to share over empty plates slick with
grease.
I turned tlie tape deck off at the end of the song. Soon
after, I was turning into Palmer's driveway. I turned off the \’an
and looked in the backseat. There sat the green notebook. 1 had
taken it with me on mv first drive tv\^o weeks ago but threw it in
the back, reticent to unco\’er more of Palmer's thoughts about me.
himself, Janice, and Becca.
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I flipped to the middle. On the left was a drawing of a
cartoon moon with a winking face, below it the shadow of a
farmer, mule, and plow. On the furthermost edges of the pages
were a blocky train, the face of a chimpanzee, and a series of P'sone like graffiti, one like a medieval Bible, one like a Greek % ase,
one like a teacher's cursive on a chalkboard. 1 smirked and looked
to the facing page.Palmer's quirky hand in a neat column.
It went so wrong today, God. Getting MC
interested in the Gospel is like preaching to a choir
turned biker gang(NOTE:GOOD SUBJ. FOR
SURREALIST PTG.). She's so stubborn and hard
hearted, and maybe she feels something soft
aroimd me, but that might have nothing to do with
me. What I think happened today was my chance.
She was trying to connect and apologize cind ask
good questions, but I just argued with her. I didn't
feel connected with You, or even her. And she
started talking about her grandmother, and I
should've cried with her. But I just felt like I talked
at her, and I can't stand that. Help me,God...
1 shook my head and felt the knot, the tight eyes, the
water.

Now I know Christians more deeply, know that the truest
of believers sees everything through filters of holy and unholv,
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vvorldh- and otherworldly. Palmer's complaint was a common
one, but at the time, I was too proud to suppose myself a lost soul.
A future convert.
I turned se\^eral pages and found a report of Michael's
death. Palmer described hugging Becca as the ambulance drove
awa\^ and e\'er\'one turned their sopping lashes to her. A new
paragraph began.
But before all that, MC and I got into a fight. I
botched it. She's never going to talk to me again,
and 1 kind of don't want to talk to her again,
because she is the most frustrating aspect of my
life. 1 compared her to a person going through the
Inquisition. Am I crazy? That's exactly the kind of
thinking that made her turn away from You. And
then, to make matters worse,she was kind and
joking with me after 1 said that. She was trying to
make up for what she did in the van that day, and I
just couldn't push past it. I can't forgive her. She
forced my hand. Literally. I was immasculated
(sp?) and uncomfortable. She knows me,and I can't
believe she'd think I would agree to... whatever she
was proposing (did she even know?).
No," I said.
1 think that's part of what scares me. Does she think
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we^re going to sleep together? Does she think that
lowly of me? It's the most selfish shit I've ever put
up with from her, and I've put up with a lot. But
she admitted that today. And I'm still mad, and I
insulted her, and now I don't know what s going to
happen. The love won't leave.
My lips parted and shut, parted and shut. Maybe ten
times.
"Mah," I said."Hm.I-" I shook my head back and forth
like a dog flinging the water from its fur.
"1 know you're not there/' I said."You're in the ground. I
know that.
I inhaled long, and exhaled long, staring at the pale garage
door in front of the van."Why are you making me so mad, but
you can't be here so I can slap the hell out of you? Or the heaven
out of you. God," I sniffed."You wanted to convert me? Youyou... I slapped the steering wheel, unable to concoct an
adequate epithet.
I wiped my nose and cheeks with my sleeve."And you
know what else? You kissed me,dude. I was crying full and long
now,and my prayer-tirade collapsed as I lay my head on the
steering wheel. I've never been more angry. Not when 1 found out
Palmer died; not when Becca absorbed his death into her cult of
personality; not in college, when I paid for a car I didn't total; not
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when I miscarried for the second time.
The tears seemed to augment the anger, and the anger just
pushed out more tears.
It should've been me," I said."I—I would have been fine
fr

vN'ith going early. My parents would've gotten over it, probably.
M\- mother stood in a low, mauve room, a single tear gracing her
cheek. Mv father had turned stoic in his gold tie.
//

1 don't know, mavbe thev would have been devastated.

But at least thev have each other. Your mom doesn't have
anvbodv.
The tidal pull of my sobs diminished with each breath.
Mar\' Canon?" A knock on the v^ondow beside me. I
looked up and saw a shadowed head with white-blonde wisps
blowing around it.
Hey!" I rolled the window dowm,adrenaline stretching
my ner\^es to tingling.
//
Mar\^ Canon, w^hat are you doing?" my mother said.
//
Um," It w^as time. "Here,come get in."
1 flipped the visor above me and slid the mirror open. My
face w’as the color of raw^ chicken. I saw veins splintering the w^et
surfaces of my eyeballs like red crooks of lightning. My mother
sat in the front seat and closed the door.
How’ did vou find me?" I said.
//

Well, ^’ou didn't come in at curfew^ so I w^aited fifteen
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minutes and decided to walk over here. Your — Palmer's lights
were on,so I thought you and Janice might be in here. M.C., what
are you doing?" I wondered if my face didn't look as tear-ridden
as I had thought. Maybe she hadn't noticed."Have you been
crying?" she said.
//
//
Yes.
//
Why? What's happened?" Her tone so vacantly
concerned.
//

ft

My best friend is dead. Mom.
a

Oh," she said, and we sat. Suddenly I couldn't remember
what had pushed the sobs out. All I could think was. She doesn t
get it. She's never been in love. A teen's self-righteousness talking.
it

ft

Mom?

it

ft

Yes.

//
Do you tmderstand?

it

it

Sure I understand. You're still grieving." She was using
the same voice she probably used with her fifth-graders.
it

ft

Jesus wept,right?
//

it

Yes, he did.

ft

it

Okay, well, we can go back home. Let me get these k —
it

Mary Canon," she said.
it

if

Yes ma'am?

//
There's something I need to tell you." She inhaled
through her nose, chest and shoulders rising."Did you know I
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was married before vour father?
It couldn't be a lie, I thought. It was my mother."No," I
said, as evenly as I could.
His name was Luke, and we met my last year of college.
VVe were married the wdnter of the next year, and by the nexd
winter I had a baby. We named him Joshua.
Was he cute?" I said then frowned at my flip question.
"\'er\^ cute. He was my angel." She took another deep
breath. My head ached. The sidewalk to Janice's front door shined
its concrete white in the moonlight."He w^as four months old
vv'hen the accident happened. We were living in Iowa,just moved
there. Luke had an engineering job in Iowa City. After work one
dav, he picked up Joshua from daycare. I had a doctor's
appointment. The roads had a thin la^^er of ice on them—it had
been snowing all day. And they drove across a bridge, Luke lost
control of the car, and..." She shrugged.
And what?" I said.
The car went through the railing and off the bridge.
Landed in a dried-out riverbed.
My cheeks were wet, and I wished there was a polite way
to kick my mother out of the van so I could go cry-drive again.
There were no cell phones then, you know, and I wasn't
home. So it took the police aw^hile to get to me. I w^as already
halfwav through a pot of spaghetti by the time I found out w^hat
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had happened." We had never eaten spaghetti in m\' mother s
house,I thought. Whenever I remember this night, this detail is
always first in the stack,followed by Martha's white-yellow hair
blowing outside the window.
"How long did it take you to cry?" I said after a bit.
"How long?" She looked at me under a furrowed brow. "1
cried for the next two years. Almost nonstop."
"Mom," I said,imbuing the word with affection for the
first time in years.
"I couldn't understand why God would do this to me. I
served him with all my heart. I prayed. 1 went to church. 1 didn t
need a wake-up call. At least, I thought I didn't need

one." She

sniffed, but I didn't see tears."But you know,God visits tragedy
on all of us. And I think it has very little to do with our, well,
performance. It's about teaching us something. Something we
couldn't have known if the tragedy hadn't happened.
"What else did you learn. Mom?" I said. The first time I
had felt or expressed curiosity about her spirit.
"I learned that God is a generous God. When I lost Luke
and Joshua,I felt like he had stolen from me. Which is awful, but
it's how I felt. Like he had-stolen my most precious treasures
and gone on vacation with them."
My mother, doubting. She was human after all.
"I felt like he had abandoned me. But after a few months, 1
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picked up the pieces and accepted my fate. I was a widow,and I
figijred God must have needed me to be a widow for his glo^\^
She ran her hand through her hair. I had never seen her do that
before. "But not for long." She smiled small."I met your father
se\ en, eight months later, and— I had a new life.
She looked at me and placed her hand on mine."Just like
\'ou're going to have a new life soon enough," she said."You just
cry, Mai*)' Canon. You cn', and take as long as you need to grieve.
But God did this for good. Do you believe that, even just a little
bit?
I faced the garage door again. With the new endearment to
my mother came an urge to tell her the truth. That 1 didn't think
Palmer's death any more than a fluke in a universe governed bv
flukes. I decided to start simply. See what she could take."No," 1
said.
The smile hadn't left, and she nodded with it. It was a
leering thing, this new face. But I knew she was telling the truth —
her truth, of course. She believed I would walk through these
halls of grief to a new room,freshly painted. Jesus would be
vv-aiting there with a tea set and lecture notes tailored for me.So I
thought as I la)' in bed that night, still believing my mother a
\’acuum of emotion, her spirituality a tea party or a board
meeting.
You \Adll," she said."He loves vou too much to withhold
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that from you.
My only consolation would be God's self-congratulation, I
thought. I decided to prod her a little more."Did that comfort
you? When your family died?"
"Not at first, I'U admit. People told me,'At least they're in
heaven.' And 1 thought,I don't want them in heaven. I want them
here. Took me awhile to realize how greedy that was.
"How?" I said.
"Mary Canon, when we live to satisfy ourselves, we live
half-lives. Even if we want things that God says are good. Like
husbands and children. But if we see those things as gifts from
God,things he gives us to bring glory to himself, it's so much
easier to grieve when he takes them away."
"Why?" She was being more genial than 1 had ever seen
her, and I hated to pollute that with my anger. But this was too
much—unfair and punishing,I thought."Why would God take
away something for his glory, when he says he wants us to have
that thing?"
Well, it's like salvation. It is his desire that all come to
know him. But not everyone does, because we chose to invite sin
into the world." And it all comes back to our fault, I thought.
Death is a part of this world, now that sin is here," she said. "But
God uses the evil for good, Mary Canon. He got two new angels
the day Luke's car crashed. And he gave me a closer relationship
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u ith him. And a new family? Do you realize you wouldn't have
been bom if he hadn't let that car go off the bridge?"
A dr)^ sob erupted from me. I turned my head to the
window.
HTiat's wrong, Mar\' Canon?" The tenderness was
beginning to grate on me. I gritted my teeth, sensing I was
trapped here.
1 hate the thought that I could benefit from the death of
someone else.
//
She nodded."What a philosophical mind you have. Hm.
She let the crickets sing for a few moments. The van's lights were
still on, but 1 didn't feel like turning off the ignition.
"Well, should we go back?" she said.
44

1 think we should.

She got out, and I looked at the notebook, still open in my
lap. I closed it and placed it in the backseat.
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- March Day 135, by the tally I kept in my notes. We had a test
Friday. The format would be the same as all the other tests we
had taken: 10 Matching,10 Fill-in-the-Blanks, and 5 Short
Answer.They all came from the back of each chapter in a
textbook entitled. World History. We received the books at the
beginning of the year, but had not cracked them since. Mrs.
Tahini showed her hand each week by introducing topics by
"Chapters.""Chapter 1," she'd say."Founding Religion in
Genesis.

She would flip through her Power Point, its blue

speckled face striped with block quotes.
God spoke to His people through fire and cloud in
the wilderness-the cloud by day, and the fire by
night. This direct communication with the Israelites
related to sacrificial practices, geographical
directions, and moral law. They were living under
a theocracy.
Hailing from Israel, Mrs. Tahini's swarthy skin and poof
of black hair set her apart from the peaches and grays of the other
faculty. I disdained not her foreignness but the failure of her
Bollywood accent to engage me. Instead, her words fell to the
ground like shards of metal.
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Today/' she said."We talk about the Protestant
Reformation.
A monk living in sixteenth-centur\' Germany,Luther was
a Catholic of Catholics, canyung more guilt than he could bear.
0\*er time, as he studied Scripture, he foimd a gaping discrepancy
in church doctrine.
He found grace all o\'er the New Testament," said Mrs.
Tahini, and trotted out a too-familiar verse on the next slide."For
it is b\’ grace you have been saved,through faith, and this is not of
\’ourselves, it is a gift of God. Not by works,so that no one can
boast.
"This is just an example of the many places in Scripture
where we find that God grants us salvation through Christ by this
grace, not because of the good works we do. And yet, when
Luther brought up this point, he was denounced. Persecuted. No
one would listen to him, though he clearly had ample proof."
She flipped through slides describing Luther's 95 Theses,
the Diet of Augsburg, his excommunication. Brittany Gates
smacked her gum,and Peter Geiger shook his leg.
Once, a few hundred years ago,someone knew how to
check the institution, to call it into court on its own terms. But
then, 1 realized, the Catholics booted Luther out to found his own
church. They didn't accept the correction, didn't reform their
doctrine. One of Cliristianity's many weaknesses 1 deemed its
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multiplicity of faiths. Methodism, Lutheranism, Anglicanism, and
on it went. As long as the church w^as arguing with itself, it u as
losing its wars against homosexuality, abortion, and atheism.
Which was fine by me.
Toward the end of class, Mrs. Tahini displayed a slide
entitled,"Protestant vs. Catholic.
Salivation through

Salvation Through Works
Bible + Apocry'pha

Grace

Bible
Prayer to Jesus

Prayer to Jesus, Mar\', &
Saints

"These are the basic ways that the Protestant and Catholic churches
diverge on doctrine/' she said."We,of course, believe that Jesus gives us
salvation by His grace, but Catholics think you have to work to get to hea\-en."
Kelsie Hamilton raised her hand."Don't they also believe that you
don't go straight to heaven?'
"That's right. Catholics believe in a place called purgatory, where souls
go after they die. The church teaches that their family members and friends
must pray them out of purgatory, or else they will stay there forever. But

we

believe, of course, that a person's soul goes straight to heaven, or straight to

hell.
"Children,I thank the Lord for Martin Luther. If it weren't for him, we
would not have salvation. We would be utterly lost."
I thought it my responsibility to make Mrs. Tahini repeat herself. 1
raised my hand."Excuse me, Mrs. Tahini. What did you sa> ?"
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She chuckled."We would still be part of the Catholic church if Martin
Luther had not disco\'ered the truth. We would not know the gospel. We
would die.
.^re you saying Catholics aren't Christians?" I said.
Of course. Look at the items on this list," she pointed to the screen.
"So different. These Catholics tn^ to work for salvation, because they do not
understand jesus' message. And therefore, they are not his.
Then vv hv don't we evangelize Catholics?" I said.
Well, Catholics consider themselves Christians. And many Protestants
do as well.
But why doesn't someone tr\^ to evangelize them?" I said."Catholics
///
make up an enormous portion of so-called 'Christians.
"1 — I'm not sure. she said."Why do you ask, Mary Canon?
Well, I'd hate to think there were people going to hell who think
they're going to heaven. Tliat seems... I don't know,sadistic?"
She smiled, looking smug."Maybe that can be your mission field when
> ou grov\’ up. Go to Latin .America, or Italy, or somewhere? Now,let us review
for the test Fridav.

Still lab partners, now partners in grief, Becca and I had begun to spend
our school da vs together. Just as we had behaved only a }^ear ago. Now we —I,
ma\’be — felt older, old enough to be the parents of our peers. I imagined the
loss car\dng lines into my face and white furrows into my hair. Melodramatic
as e\-cr.

However,

a certain repose had fallen on me, a lapse of the a-.-ression

● nov\ had sunk
and adolescent frenzy of my former self. The bitterness, 1 knov\
from the tissues of

my skin into the walls of m\f hlood \'ossc*ls, hard as

-e head-shakini; and dcat
cholesterol. Qassroom snark had given
ei
v\’ay to gra\
■ behaviors, but the
ears. Again,a private thirst for drama coursed through m>
pain seemed real enough to snare and strangle.
The host of emotions sparked only from my fingers. 1 had begun to ball
. M\'
my hands into each other, as if attempting to crumple them like paper
palms still bear the
scars of my then-long fingernails.
. Becca
After lunch, we always had a spare fifteen min utes or so
grabbed me,and we went to the downstairs bathroom. It smelled like old
I
pamt and fake lemon."Woody Smith and Clara Hester were sitting in there,
said."They're both Catholic."
id. "Clara's
Really?" Becca said,lowering the BIC from the eyel
Catholic?
business, and
"Yep.Two Catholics, sitting there, minding their own
their teacher calls them pagan candle freaks." I skidded the pen against the
comer
of my lower lid."What would Jesus do, right?" 1 tried to act normally
combative than I intended.
around Becca, but somehow I always ended more
She attempted to compete so much that 1 overcompensated with
defensiveness.
I don t know," she said.
He would have skipped the lecture and given them some fish sticks or
something.

1'
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- No. he would ha^●e said, 'Stop praying to my mom.
"^'ou asrree with her.' 1 looked directly at Becca, one eye lined. Like a
stra\- mutt, I see now.
"With Mrs. Tahini? Of course I do."
" .A. re vou aware of how ignorant that is?" I said. "Jesus didn't
discriminate based on the group you belonged to. He looked at your heart."
He v^●rote off all the Pharisees in one fell swoop. It's like, he knew who
would listen to him and who wouldn t.
No, Becca, a few Pharisees actually became Christians. Let's say, hm. I
//
don't know. Paul? \^Tlo wrote over half of the New Testament?
\^^hat does that ha^'e to do with anything?" Becca turned to me, eyes
in ballpoint shackles.
"Y ou're the one who brought up Pharisees," I said. "I m sa)dng that
just because you belong to a certain religious group does not give you
automatic salvation.
//
//
//

it

I don't think that," she said.
Yes, }'ou do. You said Catholics weren't Christians."
1 didn't sav that. But I think it's true that anyone who believes in a
it

salx’ation bv works is probably not a Christian.
ti

1 turned back to the mirror. "Think what you want.
//
//

it

Tm tired of talking about this. Are you coming to Manna?
if

^'eah, John's driving us.
'Ka^’, see you then." She made a kissing sound and walked out of the

bathroom.
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Using sink water and a thumb, I rubbed off the BIC eyelincT.

//
Milkshakes," I said, and shut myself inside John's SL’W
//
What's the magic word?" he said.
//

Now.//

In the car, I told John about Mrs. Tahini's class. He had her fc^r sixth

period.
if

You see, that's the kind of thinking that has been plaguing the Hol>'
Land for the past sixty years," he said.
if

ft

Exactly!
a

And there's nothing Christian about discrimination," he said. I
grabbed his vanilla shake, and he grabbed my peanut butter one, keeping his
left hand on the wheel. After a few sips, we exchanged again.
it

ft

That's what I said. Becca didn't seem to think so.
it

//
Why give any weight to the theology of Becca Norton?
//
She's deeper than you think. She's putting on this fellowship thing.

a

if

ft

Meh,there's a puppet master.
it

I grinned."God, you mean.
u

No," he said,frowning.
if

Becca's smart,though. And there are a lot of Christians out there with
half the IQ and twice as many prejudices. Like the Catholic thing. John, people
ft

die when ideas like this take root.
it

No one's going to die. And anyway, even if they do, us reformed
ft

people-we'll be on the right side of the war.
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"Arc you serious? The Vatican has enough money to nuke the solar
SN'stem.

"But then thci/ would be dead," he said.
No, the\’ ha\'e an interstellar spacecraft. Did I not mention that?'

I had come to the Manna,coerced John to come with me,but as I
vx alkcd a\va\' from John's car, I asked myself why I had to atone for the deaths
of Michael and Palmer this way, receiving pinpricks of God-talk for the next
hour.
We were just talking about God's goodness," said Becca as we sat on
the couch. "Feel free to share anytime. Paul here was just saying something
before \’'all came in.
Paul \'incent belonged in a Walker Evans photograph. A resident of a
farm in the countA', I alwa)'S imagined him shirtless and barefoot, wearing
o\'eralls and a piece of straw in his mouth."Yeah,I was just talking about how
he's good all the time, even when we don't feel like he is. You know,times get
rough, and it's harder for you to really believe it, that he's good. But, uh... I've
been suffering m)'self a bit, recently. Family troubles. And I go back to Job a
lot, just reading about how he dealt with his hardship. And a whole bimch of
stuff hit the fan for him, but he staved faithful."
As he spoke. Mm's and Yeah's hummed from the seats.
Y'all want to read a little bit of Job?" said Paul.
Yeah," thev said.
Michael read out the third chapter, a segment wherein Job plumbs the
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existential depths and arrives at a bleaker place than u here he started,

"For the

thing that 1 fear comes upon me, and what 1 dread befalls me. 1 am nc^t at ease,
nor am I quiet; I have no rest, but trouble comes/'
Michael praised the man for his honesty, dispersing "God has a plan
throughout his spiel. The rest nodded. We should be asking the sixtv-fourthousand-dollar question, 1 thought: why did God let Satan deliver miser\’
after misery to Job? Did he still operate that way? Were our hardships merely
the result of his poker games with the Prince of Darkness?
Soon Mitzi Burkhalter was describing how the color guard team had
proven itself as her reason for existing."God wanted me there. W hen 1 m out
on the field, I feel his presence. 1 experience pure joy when 1 throw the flags
and the rifles. And 1 think, this is what 1 was made to do.
"Mm.Praise God," said Becca.
At the time, I thought I'd prefer Job's sentence to Mitzi's. Now I en\ y
her simplicity of spirit, her obedience. I had to have an intricate, tight-logic
defense behind every one of my major beliefs, a curse from which I m still
extracting myself. What if I had been told to commit myself to something
simple, without much explanation, and I just did it? Had my perspectives
realigned then, what aches would have vanished, and what salvations would
have snapped instantly toward me like so many magnets?
"Yeah,God is going to glorify himself in us no matter what it takes,"
said Peter Geiger."He gives each of us a reason to live, which is Jesus, but for
every person that's going to look different."
"But how do you know what that specific thing is, if it's different for
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ex cryone?" said Leena Patterson. My question, too.
"Well, Paul talks a lot about individual gifts," said Becca.
"Mitzi, how did you know God wanted you on color guard?" said
Paul.
Mitzi looked to the ceiling before answering."Well,I prayed about it.
.A.nd 1 couldn't think of anv reason why 1 shouldn't tiy^ out. But I couldn't
think of a reason to try out, you know? But one day, God led me to this verse. I
can't remember where it is, but it said something about waving flags for him."
More mm's, more "Praise God.
Is it the one about the flag on the hill?" said John.
\ eah, that's it!" said Mitzi.
"Isaiah... thirty. I think," John said. "In case you want to look at it
again.
His word is lixdng and active." Paul offered a jagged smile.
Hex^ Amanda, would vou want to play for us?" Becca asked.
Absoluteh'," said Amanda.
I lox'e you Lord," they sang."And I lift my voice. To worship you. Oh,
my soul, rejoice." John mox^ed his lips, but the other five bellowed the music.
and my ex'es couldn't close tightly enough. They needed sealing, I thought.
Ears did too.
The beige walls of Becca's basement floor hadn't changed. Neither had
the chocolate-brown, leather pieces of furniture. I wondered where the
beanbags were, though.
Becca and the others were looking at me. I realized I'd heard a faint
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echo of my name but hadn't responded."What?" I said.
"We've been taking some time every week to pray about Michael's
death. Palmer's death, and how they affected eveiy^one. I know how close > ou
and Palmer were, but I didn't know how your grieving process was going. So I
wanted to ask if it was okay."
The request and the dodge out of the prayer had off-balanced my
thoughts, and I stuttered half-words before saying.

I'm sorrv. If what's

okay?'
"Praying for Palmer's friends and family, which includes the two of us,
especially. 1 don't want to upset you.
"Sure. Go ahead," I said.
"Paul, do you want to start?" Becca said.
"Yeah," said Paul, closing his eyes."God... we've been through the
ringer on this one. And I'm sorry we've doubted you. I'm sorry we haven't
come to you as often as we should. Because we re grieving, still. We re sad. We
all knew Michael and Palmer in different ways,some better than others, but
they touched all of our lives."
I recoiled, keeping my eyes open. Anger clouded my brain as a vapor,
poisonous and sharp. Palmer's death had broken Becca just as it had broken
me,and she had Michael for grieving too. I didn't know she was still skipping
school for long, aching days in bed. And she was seeing a therapist, as well as
the pastor of her church. I thought she had painted herself a grief mask, to
keep the audience members she had and to attract new ones.
"We ask comfort for..." Paul elbowed Becca.
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Janice/' she murmured.
anice, said Paul, wrapping his mouth around the name."I pray that
she would ha\ e support and comfort in this time of grief. Come be her
counselor and friend. Lord. Show her that her son's death did mean
something. We may never know what that is, but you have a plan, God. We
may not understand it, but it's perfect.
It's perfect for God to kill my best friend, I thought. I had rehearsed this
accusatic'>n and its siblings for months. They were tired by now,but it was
pitiful how original 1 thought they were.
This pra\'er, though, added a new layer of assault. My peers wanted in
on the theodicean quandaries, but only in a way that protected their varnish
on who God was.
Becca had begun to pray, and I tried not to listen, deciding to close my
e\^es, finalh’. God,I'm sad." 1 failed, listening to her voice falter. "1 don't
know what ^’ou were doing, and I'm even mad about it. Why were my hands
on that wheel? How did I get off the road? I've never been the best driver, but
\'\'hy did that have to be the day I messed up so bad? What were you doing?"
She let the question float above us, and I waited for the ine\dtable "God
is alwa\’s good no matter what" resolution. Instead I heard fabric scuffing the
carpet in front of mv^ feet. I opened my eyes, and Becca, eyes still closed, was
kneeling in front of me. She put her hands on my knees.
"Jesus, thank you for M.C.'s intelligence. Thank you for how funny she
is, and how brave. She speaks her mind, and she doesn't care what people
think. 1 lo\ e that, and 1 think we all admire that about her.
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"Mm.Yeah," they said.
"But Lord,she doesn't understand. Just like I don't understand. \\ e
lost—" She breathed deep."We lost our best friend."
I wanted to get up, but something wouldn't let

me. Bccca had

transformed our grief into a boxing ring, and 1 refused to lie dou n.
"I pray acceptance over M.C., Lord. I pray that you would ox’ercomc
and take out her anger. Take out her grudges. Lord. Against me, against
Palmer, against anyone else at RCA that she feels had a part in Palmer s
behavior toward the end of his life.
"And M.C," She opened her eyes tilted her chin up
ask you to forgive me. I came between you

to me. 1 want to

and Palmer. I disrespected your

relationship with him. Y'all were so close for so long, and I

was. she looked

'own
away."Jealous. I wanted what you two had. And instead of finding m\
friendship, I stole yours."
No one talks like this, 1 kept thinking. You don't tell me exactly w'hat
you did wrong. You act superior and let me hate you

forever. That's the way

of the world. But then, I remembered,it's not the world world. It s the
Christian world, a place where moral authority means self-abasement, which
then ushers in a special kind of social prestige.
She was looking at me again."And then," she sobbed soft, and my arm
hairs prickled."I drove the car that hit the tree that killed him." It sounded like
a borrowed phrase, something a therapist had told her to repeat when \dsions
of the accident shot across the open fields of her mind."Please, if you can find
it in yourself—please forgive me." Two clear lines ran parallel on cither side of
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her nose, rippling with each sniffle. She was looking in my eyes, and I sensed
she wanted onl\- a response, not necessarily an acceptance, of her apology.
Becca liked closure, after all, much more than she liked popularity. The latter
had followed her all her life, whether she willed so or not.
She had wrested some freedom from me when she placed her hands on
my knees. .A.nd 1 was still angn' about that. Still am,every once in a while. But
should I blame her for Palmer's death? 1 thought. Should I blame her for
wanting closure? For fashioning a prayer as a monologue? For his
drunkenness that night? Should 1 blame her because 1 couldn't muster the
couraiie
to ask mv best friend to a dance?
O
Okav," 1 said.
Realh*?" She lifted her thighs off her feet, spaniel-like.
1 forgi\’e you.
M.C.! Thank you!" She lifted herself off the ground to hug me.

Are YOU okay?" said John.
"Yeah, why?" 1 said. We were passing through the gates of Avon Park,
the automatic kind with an A and P in scroll, uniting when the gates closed
behind us. The same little red man was working the brick booth.
"That was just — inappropriate, I guess? For Becca to make that whole
pra^’er session about the tv\^o of you. She should've done that in private."
Why hadn't I thought of that? "She won't do the right thing in private.
Better apologize to me and make it a show than not apologize at all."
hie shrugged. "She's tndng to manipulate you, M.C."
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//
I don't think so. But she was absolutely tr>dng to get a cry out of me.
We passed over a creek, and I saw a white crane standing in the u’ater, a
slender ghost.
John scratched his hair avidly and put his hand back
//

on the wheel.

What was she talking about, stealing Palmer from you?'
//

They started going out around this time last year. She u as my best

friend. Palmer was my best friend. Neither one told me, which made finding
out that much worse. They stopped talking to me. Or I stopped talking to
/f

them. Or both.

Had you and Palmer ever gone out?
tt

u

No. We were kind of going out in the months before the accident.

I let that sit a minute.
Why don't you ever talk about him?" he said.
a

What's to say?" I said."You didn't know him. And even if you had
known him,I couldn't... It wouldn't make sense.
//

Why not?"

it

It was our childhood." Frustration for Becca seethed through my

words. And it happened away from everyone. I can t talk about the time we
put a Transformer in the microwave and set the counter on fire. I can t talk
about the time he strapped me to an office chair and rolled me down the hill in
our neighborhood. 1 can't talk about getting lost at the creek when we were
little and winding up at an office park two miles away. We swam in the
fountain and stole pennies and walked all the way back, and our parents never
knew."

J
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I realized how loudly I was talking, and that I was frovvTiing and
staring out the window as I did. The pitch of John's and my conversations
rang like this more often than I realized. We were debaters, arguing with each
other no matter the conversation. Until the start of this year.Palmer had
alv\ a\'s lain down, let me monologue. Sometimes he would pull down my
pants if he felt I had prated on too long.
The arguing, colleague-like as it was, satisfied something in us neither
had enjoN'ed: an intellectual rivalry. Not without humor—or even affection—
though. We had sent each other text messages all day long a few times, on
mutuallv dull school davs. Not even Palmer had done that with me.
1 still think about those virtual conversations with John sometimes, his
perfect grammar and bland wit. He always called me "milady," and I would
hear his murmur enunciate the term in a British accent. During homeroom one
dav, he sent the name "Marshall Gabardi." I looked to my right, and there sat
Marshall, a small tight blonde with a hoodie pulled over his head. I sent back a
question mark. "\Vhat name was Dr. Minor calling on the roll when 1 sent the
message?" he replied. I thought back."I think it was Tracy Given," I t}q?ed.
Shouldh'e sent it 15 seconds earlier." John began to send these dice-rolls
daih', getting better and better until he estimated a 73-percent accuracy rating.
Though I had recognized the flirtation between us, I let it go
unchecked. No strategies, no dreams even.
After arri\dng in front of my house, I convinced John to come to the
dock. We sat, hands propping ourselves up, and after a few minutes I swung
m\ legs around. We sat facing each other now, parallel. \ATien I moved,I made
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sure to close the space of cedar plank between us. 1 said,"1 got drunk out here
//
once.
//

Yeah?'' he said.

it

I drank a bottle of Riesling and a few beers. It was horrible.
//
What did you do?

it

it

Tried to chase an impossible dream and vomited for the rest of the
ft

night in a cold sweat.

ft

it

Alcohol's handy with that.
it

it

Have you ever been drunk?
it

if

Nope. Never thought it'd suit me.

it

Don't look good in vomit?" 1 said.
ft

He laughed."Few do.
it

it

Why haven't you wanted to drink?
//
"I'll skip the Bible verse, which I guess you know —
//
Don't be drunk with wine, but be filled with the Spirit," 1 spat.
it

Thank you,Paul, but really it doesn't tempt me. So I don't." He looked
out to the water."Why,do you have a bottle of wine in your pocket or
it

something?
it

it

No,it's in those bushes over there.
it

//
Really?

ti

No." I hadn't known what I was doing, and where I thought this
it

conversation would take me,but we had reached a dead end. Hev,can I try
something really quick?" I leaned in fast.
//

it

What are you doing?

j
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"just hold or. for a sec." I felt the surprise tense his face for a moment
t>r two, then ho buckled. I see the scene now from above,looking through the
water onto the rocks and minnows and slime, and onto the tw'o heads leaning
toi;ether in the sun..^nd I'm sorr\' for John. My head bobbed and weaved as I
attacked him, as if tr\ ing to get past him to some greater foe.
Not a minute had passed before he broke away and got up and began
v\alking.
"W’hat is it?' 1 said, laughing, feeling as callused as I sounded. I
followed him."Come on, this isn't a big deal. Think of it as a trial run on an
electric toothbrush."
He turned to me and stopped. We were still in Palmer's yard."And
\'ou'll decide when and if it happens again?"
I crinkled mv brow. No. John, tell me what's going on."
I'm not tnring to date you, M.C." He stared at the grass.
What do \'ou want with me, then?
I want to help you! Jeez." He folded his arms and shuffled his feet in
place.
Help me what?
His head was bowed to the ground now.
Help me what, John?" I chose attack again, the worst strategy now.
Help ^’ou... see. I don't know."
See Jesus? Is that it?" I said."God, what is it with you people? One
kiss, and \’ou turn into Billy Graham.
Blue e\ es behind thick lenses tore me through, and now I looked down.
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//
I thought maybe —I don't know. Maybe you'd come around, and
maybe we could talk about possibly kissing each other. Ideally, I'd be the one
to bring it up." He was still looking at me."But whatever you were doing back
tt

there was unfair and presumptuous and manipulative, and I'm leaving.

A
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- April Palmer and 1 had an "'Inside the Actors Studio" phase. I could never
explain it then, but 1 suppose Palmer studied performance not only because he
had an ear for mimicr\', but because guile was so foreign to him. I think I
followed him becaui^e I wondered if he would ever turn to me and try to
snatch the mask off m\- face. I was a better person with him than I w^as with
an\-one — or so 1 thought, for years after the accident. I thought I had been most
tender v\ ith him, the funniest version of myself. But if it W’as just a role, that
funn\-, compassionate self was not a thing to be missed.
We decided to film our own episode. We w^ere tw^elve, and I had just
made m\' acquaintance with Bob Dylan's music(through Janice's loaned CDs),
sc^ I saw Palmer's physical resemblance to the singer and suggested I interview
him as D>ian. On the heels of that suggestion came another idea: Jesus,I said,
'l ou should play Jesus, Palmer.
He frowned."I'm not going to do that."
"Whv not? It'd be hilarious."
Jesus doesn't have a favorite curse wwd.
Sure he does," I said."Damn.

Palmer shook his head."I'm not doing that." We w^ere playing H-O-RS'E on the basketball goal off his driveway. He missed a shot.
S. 1 said. "Well, w’ho do 1 intenhew'?"
"lohn the Baptist," 1 said. "That w'ouldn't be sacrilegious, right? John
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the Baptist. Yes." I shot from the other end of the driveway, and Palmer had to
chase the ball into the Stratfords' yard.
//
That wouldn't be all that funny, would it?

ft

ft

ft

Sure. And you look just like him. Come on. Palmer. Please?
He agreed, and that night in Ws garage we staged the interview. 1
slicked my hair back with Janice's hair gel and wore one of Palmer's suits.
Sitting in a chair behind a card table, old pair of Dad's glasses on my face, I
was James Lipton.
We set Janice's camera on a tripod, and after I introduced John the
Baptist, Palmer walked out wearing only a makeshift loincloth from burlap,
with white briefs underneath.
Janice stood by, holding in fits of laughter.
if

As always, with our guests, we start at the beginning, 1 half-growded.
it

ft

Where were you bom?
ft

ft

A little town called Galilee, in the year 3 B.C. About.
in

if

Something extraordinary happened to you when you were still i
tf

your mother's womb. Tell us about it.
if

WeU," said Palmer."I remember being surrounded by some kind of
ft

liquid. And I sensed a —a holy presence aroimd me. And 1 jumped for joy.
tf

"So you remember this.
"Oh,yes." Palmer nodded and kept his face open and straight. Janice
laughed aloud.
//
Who was this holy presence? Do you know?
ft

Yes. It was Jesus Christ.
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ft

"And be was in utero, too, I hear.
"That's correct.

\Vc went though John the Baptist's life events—some made up,some
biblical — then I asked him the questionnaire James Upton always asked of his
actor gin-'^ts.
//
"John, what is vour favorite word?
"Messiah." The word erupted from him like a firework.
1 looked at him, frowning."No, it isn't" My voice had slipped back up.
'A es. It's Messiah. Means'Anointed One/" said Palmer. I could tell in
that moment he was Palmer, not John.
//

W'hat's vour least favorite word?" 1 said.
Catatonic," he said.
\^’hat sound or noise do vou love?" 1 said.

"The sound crickets make when they go down my throat," he said.
1 bo\\'ed my head into my chest to keep from breaking character. This
tape belongs to me now,and my kids' favorite part is this minute of me
laughing into my dad's blue checked tie.
//

So \A'hat sound or noise do you hate, John?" 1 said finally.

it

The sound of one animal attacking another."
//
What profession other than prophet would you like to attempt?" 1
said.
it

Snake charmer," he said.

"What profession would you not like to attempt?"
"God's job. I wouldn't like to rule the universe.
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"All-all right/' I said, only partly as James Upton.
"I don't trust anyone human with that," said Palmer. He wore that
solemn look again, and 1 felt a new anger burble for him, a kind of anger onl\'
my mother's piety had heretofore provoked. But here it was now enough to
surprise me and prompt a long series of questions to myself at night and at
school and at church.
It's ridiculous to admit now,but I found the idea that 1 couldn t rule
the universe preposterous. The universe to me was a puppet show, a series of
whims. Black holes and comets were synonymous with murder and laughter
and legislation and invention. Occurrences without reason, sometimes
expected, mostly imexpected. Later 1 learned to call humans meaningmakers," the universe "cosmos." But it started in Palmer s garage, with m\'
nearly concrete conviction that anyone could calibrate and steer if given the
opportunity.
Of course, this was how Eve fell, then Adam. According to my
complete immersion in Christianity, at least. Eve ate the fruit (it probabh'
wasn't an apple, all my teachers emphasized, but rather a pomegranate)
because she wanted to be like God, wanted to see in a new way, wanted to
look evil in the face and find out if she could resist it. She couldn t and didn t,
of course. And this myth eventually added to the pile of tripe I deemed the
Bible to be.
I had been swimming in this memory as 1 lay on my bed again.
Listlessness had arched over the weeks since the day of Manna and John.
Work barely scribbled and thumbed-through,food nibbled, sleep fuzzy with
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\\ akfi ulncss. I smiled now with this return to Palmer's and my best days,
w hen dressing up could release moods from our clutches and rain laughter
upcm us.
Soi^n I was climbing a tree. 1 had climbed scores of them as a kid,
making babc>on-like noises each time I reached the top. Suddenly,I slipped
and fell, then 1 heard something crash.
I la\- on the hardwood floor of my room in front of my desk. The hutch
was hanging tH'f the side, and several books had fallen out. The glass hippo my
grandmother had gi\ en me lay decapitated on the floor. 1 waited. Surely my
parents \^■ould ha\*e heard.
These were perhaps the loneliest moments: lying there, feeling myself
for broken bones and knowing I wouldn't find them. Fear was close, bald and
sulfur-breathed, and no one could know that, even if they were awake. And
they' \A’eren’t. Would their parental instincts still bristle enough to come check
on me. if 1 had been six and dream-climbed up the desk? My wanting their
attention drew my eyes closed. This mute, squirming desire for childhood
didn't belong.
For the first time, 1 wanted someone else making my decisions for me. I
had started thinking about college these days, majors, careers. I had started
thinking about e\’ery’thing 1 had lost when Palmer went. Vague plans, but sure
ones. I thought.
Remembering my’ conspirings, 1 bit my lip until it hurt, then kept
biting. ^ ou don't want your parents, 1 told my'self. They would stare. Worrv.
'^'our mom alread^’ thinks you're a loony, sitting in Palmer's car with mascara
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all over your face. Make up with John. Tell him how you're feeling. Get a hug,
maybe.
This counselor pipes up when Tm sleepless now,too. Rationalizing,
lecturing, patronizing, and I know now to be angry at it, not myself. Emotions
can mcike you feel powerless, or they can prove to you that you re still human.
That the robot legions haven't won yet, as my husband jokes.
After a few minutes, I got up,and the next half hour saw the hutch
righted, the books shelved, the hippo taped up whole again, wearing a
translucent collar.
The sky burned a deep crimson as I neared the dock s edge. I failed
when I stole the beer and wine,I thought. If I hadn t given

into insanitv that

one time, everything would be different. Palmer would still be alive. He would
have kissed me on his birthday to lead somewhere, not to honor his past with
me. And maybe letting him come to me would have changed my desperation
into patience. Maybe I would have even released disbelief from tight clutches.
If there would be anyone to convince me I was wrong, it would have been
Palmer. He knew me better than anyone.
For the first time in many years,I remembered how Palmer and 1 had
once walked behind his house and onto the dock in pursuit of a bat. I had
heard that if you threw a small object in the air, a bat would swoop past it,
thinking it something to eat. Each of us had a hat. I tossed my father's Braves
cap. Palmer his mom's felt pageboy. We slimg them into the air, hoping they
would catch the bats and cage them upon landing. We tilted our chins up and
walked around for an hour-and-a-half without a glimpse of a bat.
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Palmer s
aw angola \\ alking through the orange fog on the lake. I tried
to hoar sinking, or oven breathing. If you expect him,they had always said, he
oomo. Mo ro\N ards those who wait.

M \ o\N-n rod thoughts began to rage. They've tricked me,I thought. Set
me up. 1 w as bom to the doctrines of omnipresence and immanence. They
w oro a well c>ut ot which I had thought I d crawled. Turned out I was hanging
cm a stone scMnow hore near the middle.
The sunrise soared through the trees, and I exhaled. These da>rs.
romombc'ri!ig all

sleeplessness, 1 wish 1 had walked out to the dock every

incmning, lot the big. near star creep over me until it had clothed me.

garden enck'>.sed is my sister. my spouse, a spring shut up, a
fciuntain sealed. ^ c>ur plants are an orchard of pomegranates with pleasant
fruits. Fragrant henna with spikenard, spikenard and saffron, calamus and
cinnamon, wuth all trees of frankincense, myrrh and aloes, with all the chief
spices — a fountain of gardens, a w^ell of living waters, and streams from
Lebanon. Awake, O north w ind, and come,o south! Blow upon my garden,
that its spices ma>' flow out, let my beloved come to his garden and eat its
pleasant fruits. Or. Decker took a deep breath. "Subtext, people," he said.
Subtext. He closed his Bible and waved it at us, leather and
paper clapping
softlv. 'This means exactly what you think it means."
It took seN'eral seconds for the class to laugh.
He started talking about how the Bible's sex manual connected with
the Oospel, and I felt he looked at me one too many times. It was mv
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imagination, of course, and that silly shame over forcing Palmer's hand
months ago. Furtively I looked into that memory and wondered if the Song of
Solomon woxild have eased Palmer through that cold pause and rebuff.
Probably not, I guessed.
I didn't understand teenage boys when I was among them, tr)dng to
provoke their sharpest pangs. Maddeningly, hilariously, I tried with the ones
at once too smart to acquiesce and too scared as well. Dating, my husband was
surprised at my liberal way with physicality. He still says it's a good thing we
got married, and an even better thing our engagement was so brief. "You'd
have deflowered me before long," he says.
Dr. Decker had moved the discussion, which he called

Hard Bible

Lessons," into Judges 19. The chapter tells the story of the Levite's concubine,
The Levite takes the concubine as his wife, she escapes to her father's house,
and the Levite follows her to retrieve her. He is detained by his father-in-law
and finally heads back home.In a town along the way, an old farmer lets the
Levite and his concubine wife stay with him. The men of the city gather
outside the farmer's home,demanding to know the hevitQ —carnally, it says.
The Levite gives them his concubine instead, and the men rape her. She winds
up dead at the farmer's door the next morning. The Levite carries her back to
his home,cuts her into 12 pieces, and sends each piece to each of the 12 tribes
of Israel.
In my first wave of doubt, I had read the Bible through between the
ages of 12 and 13. This day, I sat staring at the passage as Dr. Decker read, sure
it had been added in sometime in the last 4 years.
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Stale silence follow ed the final verse, and Dr. Decker panned the
classrt^on'i."Find a partner/' he said."And tr\^ to figure out W'^hy this passage is
in the Bible." He walked to his desk and sat downi.
1 felt a tap on my shoulder.
"He\-," said Becca.
"He\ /' 1 said. I turned my head to the front again.
"L'm. 1 think this passage is about the cruelty of one human to
anothc-r," she said.
think so?
eah. What do \’ou think?" she said.
'■ Let's go with your thing."
" 1 was tr> ing to imagine w^hat it would be like to play the concubine.
.As a character in a pla>- or something. She's such a tragic figure. She marries a
man she doesn't lo\’e, then he basically gets her killed."
"^'eah.

1 said. The anger clung to my lungs like cancer, biting and

reproducing fex’erishly now. These people are somehow comforted when
death is a shov^^ The>’ w^ould rather have death look like this mutilated
concubine than a broken neck on a football field.
" 1 just don't know' w'here God is in this story, though," she said. "I
know' he didn't want this to happen, but you'd think he could send some
angels or thunderbolts to get his point across.
"Is this hard for you to think about? After eveiy^thing?" I said.
She looked dowm at the pages of her doll's Bible. "1 try not to associate
c\ er\’ death with what I'\ e been through. Mv therapist says it's a trick of
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tt

gnevmg.
//
//

tf

Meaning what?
Not every dead thing represents the same aspect of who God is. For

one, death is what God hates most about this world. And secondly, he uses
every death for a different piece of good." She looked back up at

me. 1 guess

//
that's a good application to this story, isn't it?
//
What good could this do? That woman was gang-raped, then killed.
9f

then mutilated.
it

Would it make any difference to you if she knew her story would go
tt

down in history?
it

tt

No.

tt

Well, that's good and honest," she said.
Joe Haneke was talking loudly to John one row over, but 1 guessed
John was Hstening to Becca instead.
tt

But I think maybe she knew God would use it in the future, she said.
it

I mean,think about how many millions of people have read this story''
tt

throughout the centuries.
My arms were crossed, and I rolled my eyes. Heard Becca sigh from
behind me.
//
I'm trying to make you feel better," she said.
I scowled and turned my head halfway toward Becca. "I don't want to
tt

feel better.
it

tt

You want to grieve forever?
I turned back to the front.
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' M.C.. It \ ou want to be sad forever, I feel sorry for you.I really do.
' 1 don t want to stay sad," I spat, turning all the way around to Becca
cu;ain ' Hiis woman's death was absurd. Just like Michael's death was absurd.
And Palmor's. ^ our death, my death. Shocking and sad,sure, but not
nieanin‘;ful.”
Rocea frowned back at me, fierce. I had expected her to start ayong.I
shiftc-d a little in irw seat.
' Htn\- do you get out of bed in the morning?" she said.
"Well, I don't ha\ e Jesus yanking the sheets off me,if that's what you
mean.
She exhaled sharply and shook her head."No wonder you're so angry.
^'ou ha\'e no hope."
^'ou ha\*e more reason to be angiy^ than 1 do. But you're scared.'
"1 got in touch with my anger months ago. 1 cussed God out.
"Wow,I'd ha\’e liked to see that." I said, chuckling.
Don't laugh," she said low.
//

Sorrv, I can't take vou seriously sometimes.
If you just opened yourself up, even a little —
Another sermon. Terrific. You going to pray over me again, too?"

She smirked."No. I'm going to leave you alone. Since that's clearly
//
what vou want.
I wanted to look OA'er at Jolin, a kind of life raft, but we hadn't spoken
since that afternoon bv the lake.
Dr. Decker called our attention to the front. He asked for several
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opinions from my classmates, and I was surprised when Becca didn't offer
hers.
"For one,the story is a representation of Israel's tribal breakdou n.
Now, what do I mean by that?" said E>r. Decker."Notice the first \'erse of the
chapter.'At that time, there was no king in Israel.' The actions of the
characters in this story have to do with civdl unrest. The concubine's initial
adultery, the Levite's mistrust of Jerusalem, and of course the gang-rape."
He explained the story's placement in the book of Judges, how e

verv

judge garnered diminishing returns for Israel throughout the book, how this
story featured no judge and therefore represented Israel s descent into moral
anarchy.
"The dead concubine's dismembered body represented something for
the tribes of Israel. She represented the breakdown of Israelite communiW and
the hideous results of disunity. It's horrible that it took a dead woman, a
woman tortured in her final hours,to wake up the tribes, but that's what
happened. The Levite urged the tribes to confer among themselves and

come

together as one so that the men who raped his wife could be punished.
"Luckily for us,in our time, we have a man whose body was torn apart
so that we could be made whole again. Not one drop of blood needs to be
spilled again for us to know what redemption God has for us.
Then why does death still exist? I thought.
"Then why do people die still?" said Becca. I rolled my eyes, and I
noticed Dr. Decker had seen me.
"Death is a remnant of original sin," said Dr. Decker. "Sin's still at large
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in the w erld.

lefto\ er

>o IS death, but Jesus won the \ictor}' on the cross. This

and death will be around only until he comes back.'

' But does death have meaning here?" said Becca.
' I m not sure what \ ou mean.
"When someone or something dies here, now, what meaning can we
draw from it^ It lesus death was final, are our owm deaths meaningless?"
"C'.osh. Oka\

Students laughed. Dr. Decker, a consummate scholar.

usuallN ua\ e fi\ e answers tor a single question. He paced, hopping a little with
c'ach step, beft'tre rc’sponding.
" The short answer is no, 1 think. V\Tiat your question made me think
about, Becca, is that verse that says we share in Christ's sufferings that we may
share in his glor\-. 1 think more important than our deaths having meaning is
our //T’cs ha\mg meaning. \A'hat did we do on earth? Did we sacrifice for
others^ Did we give^ Did we enjoy the gift of God's creation? Or did we live
for ourselves? And 1 think the timing eind manner of our deaths are
noteworth\-, of course, but they're only the period on a long string of pages of
our li\^es. V\'hen we go to funerals, we don't focus on the person's death at all,
do w'c'? No, we focus on that person's life—what they did, who they were. To
detail the ex’ents of a death at a funeral... No one would go, would they?"
Dr. Decker was frowning now,seeming to have unlocked a portion of
his understanding as he had spoken."So yes, the concubine's husband used
his wife's death — literalh', her dead body— to send a message, but what good
does that do her? ^'ou know?"
"\Vciuld it make an\’ difference if she knew her death would help
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change her country?" I said.
Dr. Decker stroked his goatee. I tried to imagine the tattoos under his
shirt and shoes."Well," he said."That's an interesting question, M.C."
"Becca asked it first," I said.
"Got some deep thinkers over here. I like it. Well we would like to
in her final hours. But

imagine that, wouldn't we? The woman having comfort i

I think no.She isn't written here as a woman who follows the Lord. Ma>'be she
was.
but I think the adultery and the running away from her husband indicate
a straying from God's wiU. So if she didn't have the Holy Spirit, I doubt she
would be able to gain any knowledge of her death's symbolism."
If God gets the glory in the end, why does it matter? said Joe.
Because those men were monsters, mumbled John.
"Say again?" said Dr. Decker.
The guys who raped the concubine were monsters. You can't slap
God gets the glory' on the situation and instantly feel better."
"I certainly can't," said Dr. Decker.
God might as well have killed her himself," 1 said then closed my
eyes. You shouldn't be talking, I thought.
"Oo,expand on that. Miss Mary Canon." Dr. Decker had dark spots
under the sleeves of his blue collared shirt. He folded his arms tight and
leaned against the whiteboard,just missing the word "the," written in black
marker.

I don't," I said. "That's all 1 had to say."
I think she means that since God orchestrated the concubine's death
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a IS ow n glor\-. he might as well have killed her. But I don't

t’nink he hiJ that because he wanted Israel to see the e\dl that happens when
the\ re“ lett te> their own de\*ices. It was John. Mv face felt hot and wet,as if I
wt‘rc‘ be'bbing ie>r apples in a barrel of boiling water.
'And here we come round the bend," said Dr. Decker,lacing his
fim;t'rs in. front c*t his chin."Pawn versus free will."
"k'la>sic/' someone said.
"c'^kax , how

many of you think the concubine was just a pawn?'

majoritx- ot hands rose to chin level.
".\nd how man\- of vou think she had a choice in the situation?'
Fix e hands, bx- mx' count.
"Mary Canon and John, neither one of you raised your hands," said Dr.
Docker.
"1 didn't cither," said Becca.
"Peunts for honestx'," he said.
//
I think it's both," said Jolm."Said it during the debate, too."
"Did x'cxu?

said Dr. Decker. "Well, repeat yourself, if you please."

In mx' peripheral vision, John leaned forward in his desk."The
concubine had the opportunity to follow God,but she didn't. That was her
choice. But God used her for his gloiy^ anyw^ay, like his pawn.So eitlier way
X cm spin it, Gc^d wins. But he wants us to w^in too, and he probably doesn't like
the concubine's fate anx' more than w^e do."
Dr. Decker's ex^es w’ere bright, head bobbing.
"Fate being hell, not the rape," said John.
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Becca, any thoughts?"
I agree completely," she said. I could hear the smile.
M.C?^

I continued to take Palmer's van out after my mother discovered me in
it. I told her it was part of my grieving process, and she seemed to buy it. I
suppose it was true, after all.
That night I followed Highway 28 east, hoping 1 could find the end of
it. Sneakers in the floorboard next to my feet, I thumbed the accelerator with
Tny big toe. Thirty minutes passed,fields and fences and pine trees sliding past
the glass around me.
I saw a light,far away. It was the first streetlight in miles, and I was
sure it was the end of the highway. As I approached, I saw a roof just beneath
the streetlight, windows busted in, door missing. 1 could explore it, find
crumbling letters and rotting toys. Ancient cans.
I leaned forward. as if preparing to launch myself through the roof.
I saw something in the road and swerved, then swerved again. I pulled
up my parking brake, turned off the ignition.
It was white. At first I thought it was a cow. I walked closer and saw a
horse. It looked like it had been standing up then knocked over on its side, like
a cardboard cutout of itself.
The horse's mane was yellowed, the color of Mrs. Ewing's teeth. The
hair on its body, pure white, had specks of brown. No one coming, left or
right. I sat down and placed my hand on its stomach. Then where I thought its
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h.iJ :t worse, though, 1 thought. I hated conceding that, even in
n-.\ own mind, but it was true. She had, as she said, driven the car that Palmer
dic'd in She' had seen his face veiled in blood, limbs jagged in a ditch. I could
on!\ imagine' the' sct'ne. as 1 had many times. But Becca would be excisingtiiat
trauma for \ e ars. like a magician drawing an endless scarf from her sleeve.
.\nd again 1 the'»ught, it should have been me.I should have died that
night and le't t Be'cca and Palmer unscathed. They would all get by without me
ProbabK- be' be'tte-r o

in fact.

That night, shaeie^d by deep clouds just beyond the shack, was the first
time' 1 c'x e'r imagine'd my e'^wn corpse. The horse got up and walked out of my
x'ision. and I sa\^■ myse'lt K ing there on the pavement. Prone, like a cardboard
e'ut-out of m\ >clf. Blonde hair splayed, limbs straight and supine, eyes closed.
M\' oars clouded suddenly, and 1 was on my knees now.
I saw m\’self as my grandmother. Young Rosalyn, dead on the
pa\ ement. .\nd 1 remembered what Palmer had asked me months ago. Didn't
I want her to be rewarded for her life? 1 imagined her on a different plane,
forgix'c'n for her \A rongs and honored for her mercy, her generosity, her joy.
And 1 thought about m)’self, ne\^er daring to walk into the halls of my school
to find water I could play in. Angr)’ at everything with only pett}^ indictments
to justify me. Clutching the shirt of a boy who had the sense not to love me
back.
1 leaned m\’ torso onto the horse and played feebly with its brittle
^'C'Ilc^\^● hair

L
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Isn't it melodrama that carries us through these years? I can't see
another way out now,but I smile and tense my hands at once when 1
remember myself in those days. My sensibilities rewarded the outlandish, and
I think I experienced these events partly for that reason. I wouldn t truly have
heard a redbird singing in a snow-cloaked fir, wouldn't have received kind
eyes or clicking teeth, wouldn't have tasted summer's best peach and knou'n
why it fell so gladly on my tongue. No. Only age rewards subtlety.
John was right. I didn't have a clue what kind of universe 1 was living
in. I didn't know how circumstances weave through us and around us,
simultaneously capturing us and releasing us into the hands of others. Aging
meant nothing to me,and I hadn't known until that day how close death could
feel.
Palmer had probably never thought of his owm death, either. But he
went out for me,and if he had been asked to make the call himself, I'm sure he
would have done it. Though unexpected, his sacrifice had been just that. Loss
for one, gain for another. He needed to leave for me to know how anger can
turn into questions and questions into prayers.
John wanted me to see, I thought. So I looked up at the clouds
billowing over me like an ocean, and I waited, looking there, until the rain.

A car came first. The man and I pushed the horse off the road. He
smiled at me,shook my hand."Take care you don't drown," he said, and
drove off.
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- Mav c

N K>nda\-. I dro\ c to school rested for the first time in years.I let the

window'' ^li'w n and >molled the warm, wet, green air. My hair was wet from
the laKL- an^l had dried by the time I arrived at the school. At seven,I parked in
the hal{-on'!nt\ lot and walked to the librar). John was sitting at one of the
ItW'. iZ,.

iai:\-v\ ood tables in front of the Histoi*)’ section and playing chess wth

W’arncT Rt‘e>e.
"I le\

1 said.

"1 lev."
"Can v\e talk^"
1 le didn't say anything.
"Man, I'll lea\’o if you want," said Warner turning a cheek full of
pimples my way.
"That would be great. Thanks, Warner," 1 said. The door shut, and we
w’ore the onh’ ones left.
"Yau were tp ing to tell me something on Friday. Can you finish it?"
He sighed,
"ludges 19^ Pawns, free will, concubines? Remember?" I shrugged my
shoulders and straightened my back."You said God tries to show us what
happens when v^’e're left to our own devices."
"Riuht."
"I think 1 finallN know what vou mean.
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He noticed I was smiling."What do I mean?
That the earth is its own horror fest without some interv'ention from
the outside.
He reached into his backpack and pulled out a slim leather Bible."You
know,ihiere's a verse Tve been wanting to show you for a while now."
"Speak,for your servant hears."
He opened to the middle of the book,flicked a few pages, and scanned.
His eyes stopped, and he took a few breaths. Eye contact, finally."No, 1 can't
make an enemy out of you again." His blue eyes widened, and my lips closed
together. The care he had shown at the lake that day had not flown away. He
had fed and watered it still. Perhaps with prayers, 1 thought.
///
S all old news to me anyway,right?" I said, smirking again.
"Right."
Sighing through his nose, he looked down at the text."The fool says in
his heart, there is no God." Hand to his head,scratching.
Hm," I said."Maybe I am a fool.

